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Government Officials Mum on Costs of Western White House
By DICK BARNES
Associated Press Writer
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (AP)
—; With President Nixon's
month-long working vacation
behind them; officios charged
with day-to-day operation of the
Wfestern White House are adding up the bills and working out
more permanent plans—like
who's to mow the lawn.
The cost of Nixon's tenancy
here runs well into the hundreds
of thousands of
dollars. Govern- . ' ¦¦¦/ ¦ ' ¦ ._ ,
ment per diem
An AP
for the presi„„e
M
N ews
dent's official
entourage, f o r Analysis
example, apparently tops the 1—————'
$190,000 mark alone.

Several major Hems, such as
system, for instance—are closesetting up offices next to the
ly guarded government secrets.
Presideht's^San Clemente __om§,
"If we said what communicaand installation of communications cost, then someone could tions were essentially one-time
figure out what our communica' tasks. ". ' ' ¦ ¦ ¦ . . ' ¦".
tions capability is from that dolBut housekeeping details—like
lar figure ," said Ronald Ziegler,
whether the Coast Guard, the
presidential press secretary.
General Services AdministraCommunications costs are part
tion or a private contractor
of the Army Signal Corps and
should mow the newly turfed
'I thus Defense Department budglawn—remain to be settled as
- ets.
plans for a four year, or per- "
The network established at
naps eight year , use of the
San Clemente, Ziegler said, " is
Western White House are laid.
essentially the same as is set up
Precisely what it costs for the , for a presidential visit to any
President to work here the past
place out of Washington for
month will not be made public.
three days or longer.
Some of the biggest cost items
—installation and operation of
the elaborate communications

Otlier costs are scattered
throughout the budgets of numerous government agencies,

making accounting complex.
The erection and first year's
lease of two administration
buildings at the Western White
House cost slightly more than
$100,000.
These were built in less than
two months by a Los Angeles
- firm at a Coast Guard base next
to Nixon's recently purchased
$240,000 residence on five acres
of land overlooking the Pacific
Ocean.
In addition, the General Services Administration spent about
$70,000 more to partition, furnish and otherwise prepare the
flat-roofed prefabricated structures.
Transporting, housing and
feeding the hundreds of persons
who came to San Clemente on

business for periods ranging
from a day to the full month
added to the government's
costs.
So-called
courier
planes,
smaller jets carrying eight or so
passengers, made flights three
times a week from Washington
to San Clemente, bringing both
officials and documents.

Air Force One, the presidential jet, or a similar plane
joined the run when necessary
to bring a large group such as
the full cabinet to meet in San
Clemente. Actual flying time
costs of these big jets is $400 an
hour, Ziegler said.
About ten black limousines
were on call at San Clemente
for the month. All were driven

from Washington. Figuring 15
cents per mile operating costs,
simply getting them here and
back would total about $9,000.
Rounding out the transportation available to Nixon and his
staff were a fleet of nine electrically powered golf carts and
several bicycles.
The bulk of the staff supporting the President stayed in a resort motel about five minutes
drive from the Western White
House.
Government personnel occupied between 100 and 120 rooms
of the 130-room establishment
each night of Nixon's stay. Calculating some double occupancies and a special rate of $8 per
person per night granted by inn
owner Paul Presley produces a

bill there of perhaps $36,000.
Some staff members stayed at
a Laguna Beach motel along
with members of the news media. Short term visitors such as
cabinet members stayed principally at a luxury resort hotel at
Newport Beach, about 30 minutes drive up the Pacific coast.
During last week's cabinet
meeting at San Clemente, for
example, 35 rooms were taken
at the plush hotel for two nights
each .
. A steady stream of visitors
came to San Clemente during
the month. For example: Six
newly appointed ambassadors
-on Aug, 19th; the Advisory
Council on Executive Reorgani(Continued on Page 7A)
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POSSIBILITIES TO SUCCEED DIRKSEN AS GOP SENATte LEADER ... These" men have been mentioned as possibilities to succeed GOP Leader Everett M. Dirksen. Senator
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania stands as the likeliest immediate
successor to Dirksen but a power struggle over the next 16

GORDON ALLOTT

JAMES B. PEARSON

months may determine the .ultimate leader of Seriate Republicans. Others mentioned are Senators Howard H. Baker Jr.
of Tennessee; Gordon Allott of Colorado; Robert P. Griffin of
Michigan; John G. Tower of Texas and James B. Pearson of
Kansas. (AP Photofax )

GOP Power Struggle
Already Shap ing Up
WASHINGTON (AP) - Republicans now anticipate a
wide-open contest—with the
White House likely to take an
active role—for the Senate leader's job left vacant by Everett
M. Dirksen's death.
At least five GOP senators,
and possibly more, are rated
prospective candidates.

talk frankly and publicly about
the looming leadership race.
GOP sources indicated the
prospective senators to succeed
Dirksen are likely to wait, taking their own soundings of support , before deciding whether to
openly enter the competition .
Although one senator said "It
shouldn't take too long to contact 43 Republicans," indications are even the contact work
For the moment, and proba- won't begin immediately.
bly for the remainder of this
Dirksen funeral week, no Re- Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvapublican senator is willing to nia , now acting Republican

leader, refused to discuss his
possible candidacy to win the
job permanently. "My responsibility is just to carry on until
other arrangements are made,"
he said.
Those arrangements will be
made at a conference of Republican senators, not yet scheduled, to vote on Dirksen 's successor.
The Liberal Republican Scott
is certain to face a conservative
challenge if , as expected , he
bids for the top GOP job.
¦

Dirksen $ Pel
Desk Marked by Projects' May
Lonely Marigold Fade Away

DIRKSEN TO LIE IN STATE

WASHINGTON (AP ) - While
a lonely marigold marks his vacant Senate desk, Everett M .
Dirksen will lie in state today
beneath the Cap itol's soaring
dome to receive the nation 's
tribute.
Dirksen , the Senate's Republican leader until his death Sunday, is the 21st American since
Abraham Lincoln to be so honored .
Following tlio reading of (lie
23rd Psalm by Senate Chaplain
the Rev. Dr. L. R. Elson, the
Dirksen family asked President
Nixon to deliver tho eulogy for
the mnn the President had
called "my warm personal
friend. "
Tho casket, resting on the
same catafalque that carried
Lincoln 's body and attended by
a military honor guard , is to remain on view in thc rotunda until , at noon Wednesday, it i.s carried by hearse to National Presbyterian Church for funeral

services.
The senator 's family has accepted tho President's , offer of
his personal plane—Air Force
One—to fly them and tho senator's body to burial services
Thursday at Pekin , Dirksen's
small-town birthplace on the Illinois prairie.

However, Nixon will not attend the burial , sending Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew instead.
Dirksen was tho fourth senator to He in state in thc capitol
rotunda. His casket rested on
thc black velvet catafalque that
has borne the bodies of presidents, soldiers and statesmen
since Lincoln 's funeral , 104
years ago.
The other senators were
Charles Sumner of Massachusetts , an nntlslavery leader who
died in 1(174, John A . Logan , a
Civil War general. Republican
(Continued on Pngc 7A)
SENATOR HONORED

Traffic Hazard
One traffic hazard that
drivers seem determined to
eliminate is the pedestrian
. . . To sell a man something, tell him everybody
has it; to sell a woman
something, tell her nobody
else has it . . . A fellow
boated that his son is doing better \n school now:
"He's pretty near at the
top of the list of those who
failed" .
( For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4A.)

WASHINGTON (AP) - ine
fight over a proposed jet airport
near the Florida Everglades appears far from over, despite reports to the contrary.
Richard H. Judy, deputy director of the Dade County Port
Authority, says his group has no
intention of relocating the giant
jetport which conservationists
fear would destroy the swamp
and wildlife of Everglades National Park.
And a meeting scheduled for
Wednesday here between Florida Gov. Claude Kirk, Interior
Secretary Walter J. Hickel and
Transportation Secretary John
Volpe seems more likely to produce battle strategy than
immediate victory.
Reports published last week
quoted sources in Kirk's office
as saying President Nixon had
decided against the proposed
jetport site nine miles north of
the Everglades.
But any site decision must involve the Dade County Port Authority wlndi is planning the
airport and owns the proposed
38-square-mile site 45 miles
^west of Miami.
In a telephone interview, Jndy
said the authority has not considered or even agreed to consider a new site.
Nor has there been any federal of state pressure, so far, to
do so—"none whatsoever,'' said
Judy.
"We are going to move ahead
to develop the site as a training
facility and continue our environmental studies toward developing it into an airport site," he
said.
"But actually we have not yet
made the decision to go commercial. Our environmental
program will take two or three
years and our decision process
would come in 1972 or 1973."
Hickel confirmed there was
no agreement s<\ far with the
county on a new jetport site.
"At this point we're just going
to look at the options we have,
and after the meeting we're
going to come up with some recommendations," Hickel said.
Hickel said he was not sure
what steps could be taken if a
relocation were to be sought.

Israeli Units Raid
Egyptian Posts

TEL AVIV (AP) -Israeli aircraft and ,sarmored units thrust
into Egypt across the Gulf of
Suez today in a raid on Egyptian army positions, the Israeli
army announced.
It was the biggest action reported on the Egyptian-Israeli
front since the 1967 Middle East
WASHINGTON (AP) - The war .
death of Sen. Everett M. Dirk- The 10-hour operation ranged
sen may mark thc fading of over a 30-milo stretch of tho
some of the late Senate Republi- Egyptian shore, a military
can leader 's pet projects— spokesman reported.
namely overturning two controOne Israeli p lane was lost and
versial Supreme Court deci- the pilot parachuted into thc
sions.
Gulf of Suez, he said.
The attack began at 2 a.m.,
Dirksen was the champion of and
lasted until noon , thc
constitutional
amendments spokesman continued.
which would undo high court
rulings banning official prayers The Israelis used naval vesin public schools and requiring sels to take their armor across
that state legislatures be elected the 25-mile-wlde gulf .
He listed Israeli casualties ns
on an equal population basis.
one soldier wounded and
At the time of his death Sun- claimed dozens of Egyptian solday, the Illinois senator had diers wore killed or wounded
been unsuccessful , but he was and "heavy damage caused" to
still pushing the amendments Egyptian equipment.
which would:
Tho planus bombed anil
—Permit one House of each strafed artillery batteries and
state legislature io be appor- units of the Soviet-built surface
tioned on the basis of f actors to air—SAM—missiles , he said.
other than population.
The action rnged betw _ «n 151
—Mnko it clear that nonden- Hnsaycr and Ras Za ' Farann , 0(1
ominntionnl prayer is permissi- miles south of tho port of Suez
ble in schools and other public at tho southern end of thc Suez
buildings.
Canal.

The raid came on the heels of
a sea battle in the same general
area Monday. In that engagement, Israel claimed to have
sunk two Egyptian torpedo
boats. Cairo said one Egyptian
boat wag hit but not sunk and
asserted tho Egyptians sank an
Israeli vessel.
In the latest raid , the Israelis
claimed to have destroyed army
bases and encampments , vehicles, radar stations and buildings.
The Egyptians put up no air
or sea resistance, the spokesman said. The raid came after
what the spokesman called continued and initiated Egyptian
aggression.
This was the biggest attack by
Israel on any Arab power since
the raid into Jordan in March
19611, when Israeli forces hit an
Arab commando base at Karameh. '

CEASE FIRE ENDS THURSDAY

U. S, May Curtail
Action After Truce

SAIGON (AP' — American
forces probably will continue to
curtail their offensive operations if the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese maintain their
present low level of activity after the truce for the funeral of
North Vietnamese President Ho
Chi Minh ends Thursday, U.S.
sources said today.
We want to keep the negotiating door open, said one
ranking officer. "We're not
looking for fights. We're just
trying to provide an atmosphere
for pacification and security,
and if the other side decides to
keep things secure, we couldn't
be happier."

Only light action was reported
across South Vietnam today in
the second day of the truce. But
U.S. officials considered it most
unlikely that the enemy would
continue the cease-fire long after the announced expiration
time.
Since Ho's death last Wednes-

day, Radio Hanoi and the Viet
Cong Radio have exhorted his
followers repeatedly to keep up
the fight until U.S. forces are
driven from Vietnam and the
Saigon regime is crashed . And
the old leader's will* read today
at a memorial service in Hanoi ,
called on the people to "fight on
until complete victory over the
U.S. aggressions," something
Ho said might take a "prolonged time and require still
more sacrifices in manpower
and property."
The U.S. Command said that
since the Viet Cong cease-fire
began at 1a.m. Monday, the enemy had made 10 significant attacks on American forces. U.S.
casualties in these actions were
put at four killed and 29 wounded, while two enemy were
known dead.
South Vietnamese headquarters said that between 1 a.m.
Monday and 6 a.m. Tuesday,
there were 26 "enemy-initiated
incidents aimed at South Viet-

Ho's Final Will'
Calls for Victory

HONG KONG (AP) - Ho Chi
Minh in a "final will" read today expressed sorrow at the
split between the Soviet and the
Chinese communists and exhorted the Vietnamese people to
"fight on until complete victory
oveV the U.S. aggressors."
The North Vietnamese president's will, a political testament
rather than a distribution of his
property, was read by North
Vietnamese communist party
secretary Le Duan at a memorial service held in Hanoi's Ba
Dinh Square.
As broadcast by Hanoi Radio,
Ho's will gave no hint of any
choice of his successor and
named no North Vietnamese
communists by name.
Hanoi had announced earlier
that the party and the nation
would be directed by a collective leadership which had been
"carefully trained and selected" by Ho.
Without mentioning either
Russia or China by name, Ho
appealed to them to patch up
their quarrel. He told his own
Vietnamese communist party
that it should offer all help in
reuniting and solidifying international communism .
"The more 1 feel proud and

happy to see the growing
strength of international communism and the working class,"
he said, "the more I feel deeply
painful sorrow in my heart because of the present discordance between the fraternal parties.
"I hope that our party will do
its utmost to cooperate and to
contribute efficiently to the reconstruction of unity among the
fraternal parties on the basis of
Marxjsm-Leninism and international communism.
After calling on his party to
carry on the war against the
United States until final and
complete victory, Ho told its
leaders that the party "must
have a good and workable plan
to develop the economy and the
culture of our nation in order to
ceaselessly and continuously
raise the life and standards of
our people . . .
"Once wc defeat the U.S. aggressors, we must and will build
10 times more than now."
Ho said he was "absolutely
certain that our people will be
victorious, that the U.S. imperialist aggressors will be driven
from our country, and that our
fatherland—our compatriots in
both the North and the Southwill be reunified."

namese units and civilians." It
said 34 South Vietnamese had
been killed in these actions and
60 wounded ,
The Saigon government said
its air force bad flown 60 sorties
in the past 24 hours, while its
ground troops conducted 57 operations of battalion size or
larger. A spokesman said all of
the operations were not offensive in scope.
Socth Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu had announced on Sunday that his
army would hot observe the
cease-fire, but U.S. officials under pressure from Washington
prevailed on him Monday to join
in an undeclared truce. The
American and South Vietnamese commands said in a
jpint communique that their
military operations would be
scaled in accordance with ths
enemy's.

U.S. military source, said
they believed toe Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese were using
the cease-fire period, which expires at 1'tutn.Thursday, to resupply and reposition troops for
another spurt of action in the
fall campaign that tbe enemy
command opened Aug. 11.
Despite
the
assessment,
American forces continued to
observe the cease-fire declared
by the Viet Cong. U-S. sources
said all American offensive operations had been halted to
"keep the negotiating door
open." Only defensive patrols
and reconnaissance flights were
being carried out to keep tabs
on enemy movements, the
sources said.
For the second consecutive
day, there were no B52 bombing
missions against targets in
South Vietnam. Again the
eight-jet StratOfortresses concentrated on North Vietnamese
infiltration and supply corridors
through Laos.
Strikes by U.S. fighter-bombers also were cut, from more
than 200 a day before the ceasefire to half a dozen Monday.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Command said the level of enemy activity was "about the
same" as in previous cease-fire
periods .
A Viet Cong broadcast accused U.S. and South Vietnamese forces of violating the
cease-fire but said Viet Cong
forces "have reacted in time
and fired back at the saboteurs
of the sacred sentiment of our
people toward Chairman Ho."

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Clear nnd cool tonight; warming trend Wednesday. Low tonight 3B-44; high Wednesday
70s. Litllo or no rain through
Thursday.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours endiiifi nt 12 m . today:
Maximum , »2 ; minimum , 42;
noon, 60; precipitation , 0.

FIRE AWAY . . . As gas masked, rifletoting comrades watch , a soldier of tho Royal
Hampshire Regiment hurls a tenr gas grenade towards a crowd of Protestants assembled on Percy Street in Belfast in north-

ern Ireland during an anti-Catholic demonstration . It was tho first use of tear gas since
the arrival of British troops In the troubled
area, (AP Photofax)

Nixon Faces SOME SMALL WOES
Blind Teacher
Stack of
NewProblems Has Normal Day
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon is back in Washingtoft where the list of problems,
issues and priorities did not diminish during his month-long
California working vacation.
The programs the President
has offered to the Congress remain stalled and could benefit
from his personal quarter hacking. His welfare, post office and
crime-packages have yet to go
before committee.
While administration m e n
have hinted at progress in Vietnam the President's next public
decision may very well concern
the dimensions of the next troop
withdrawal from the war zone.
There will be presidential interest in Senate action on his
appointment to the Supreme
Court, Clement Haynsworth ,
and selection of a permanent
successor to the late Everett M.
Dirksen as GOP minorit y leader
in the Senate. Nixon is reported
to favor a more conservative
choice than Senate GOP Whi p
Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
who is temporarily serving in
the post.
The President returned to the
capital Monday night after stops
for dedication ceremonies of a
new dam on the Rio Grande
near Del Rio, Tex., and a firsthand look at the hurricane-ravaged Gulf Coast.
Nixon compared the damage
of hurricane Camille to the
bombed out towns of WWII Europe. "As I flew over the damage of Mississippi I could see
that the facts given me could
not adequately state the damage,'' Nixon told a crowd at
Gulfport.
"I haven 't seen anything like
this since visiting Essen, Germany, in 1947," Nixon said ,
shaking his head in disbelief.
At Amistad Nixon and Mexican President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz unveiled a monument and
threw their arms around each
other in the traditional South of
the Border "abrazo."

No Stamps in
New Post Office
HENDERSON, N.C. (AP ) Officials at Henderson 's sew
post office had no stamps to sell
when the first patrons arrived
Monday.
The post' office had been
robbed during the night of all
•tamps and $600 to $700 in cash.
Postmaster Julius W. Kogers
later borrowed some stamps
from the post office at nearby
Oxford.

USS Milwaukee
Conducts Trials
QUINCY, Mass. (AP) - A
new 659-foot Navy oiler and supply ship, the USS Milwaukee,
sailed from the General Dynamics shipyaid Monday for 1xk
days of sea trials off the coast.
Capt. James W. Martin of
Lowell, the future skipper, 90
Navy men and 300 civilian technicians were on board.
The ship, which will supply
combat ships out of Newport,
R.I., and sail with a complement of 3«5 men, will undergo
several more weeks of trials
and tests lefore delivery to the
Navy.

NEW YORK Ml - One little boy turned in • blank
sheet of paper lor classwork and several children
tried to sneak out of their
seats. But otherwise it was
a normal first day of classes for New York's first
blind public school teacher.' '
"I shall grade it accordingly with a zero," said the
teacher, Alexander J. Chavich, 38. "I don't think I
shall have to worry about
a blank piece of paper
again unless the guy is absolutely suicidal."
The students who attempted to leave their
seats quickly discovered
Chavich can slightly see
light and was aware of
their movement. He returned them to their seats ,
somewhat astonished .
But the day in Macombs
Junior High School, located
in a disadvantaged area of
the Bronx , was not without
problems, s a i d Principal
Milton Stier.

MILWAUKEE un - Democrats tuning up for Wisconsin's
1970 elections are providing Re*
publicans with a chorus of reminders that much of the campaign will be keyed to the relationship between biennial
budgets and taxes.
Patrick J. Lucey, an uncommitted front-runner in the contest for the Democratic nomination for governor, is among his
party 's chief spokesmen who
are working to saddle the GOP
with blame for the state's lack
of annual budgets.
"THE PEOPLE of Wisconsin
overwhelmingly supported a
constitutional amendment in
April, 1968, to allow the legislature to meet annually," Lucey
said. "But the Republicans
have ignored that mandate, and
enacted another two-year ludg-

Brown Named
Defendant in
$1 .2 Million Suit

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Actor Jim Brown faces trial
Jan. 12 on an assault charge. He
also has been named defendant
in a $1.25 million lawsuit.
Arthur Charles Brush , 52, testified at a preliminary hearing
Monday that after his car collided with Brown's Aug. 1 the former Cleveland Browns fullback
refused to exchange identification. Then, said Brush, Brown
drove his car toward him and
when he jump ed on the hood
threw him off.
Judge Bernard Selber ruled
there was enough evidence to
try Brown, 33, who pleaded innocent to assault and leaving
the scene of an accident.
As Brown left the courtroom
he was served with papers in
Brush's damage suit.
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SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —
Two hundred boys flunked high
schools' hair tests the first day
of school in Orange County.
The students were sent home
by their principals Monday
mostly for sideburns below the
ear lobes, mustaches and mutton-chop beards, district officials said.
They added that most of the
boys were back in school later
in the day after shaving.

Apollo Crew to
Make Mexico First
Stop on Tour
DEL RIO, Tex. (AP) — The
Apollo 11 astronauts will make
Mexico the first stop on a world
tour beginning Sept. 29 or Sept.
30.
Announcing this at a meeting
Monday with President Nixon,
President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz
of Mexico said :
"We will make our best efforts to receive these three intrepid heroes as they deserve to
be received .''

Lucey Rips Republicans
On Annual Budget Issue
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Furniture had to be rigidly arranged so Chavich
would riot bump into it.
Students were told to speak
out for attention intead of
raising their hands. .
Chavich was e x c u s e d
from luncheon monitor duty
when it became apparent
he could not handle 500
youngsters swirling about.
His texbook is being transcribed into braille and he
will hire, at his own expense, someone to read
aloud written school work.
"I've been told by my
colleagues I was foolish to
accept him ," said Stier,
"but I think it's wonderful
for the children — not to
the extent he's blind but
that he 's overcome it. They
feel they will fail because
they are d i s advantaged.
Here 's a man who is really
disadvantaged."
"It's also a good example
for the teachers. If he can
control his class, they who
are fully sighted ought to
be able to. What's their
excuse?'*

Hair Today,
Gone Today
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et with the largest tax increase
in history."
Democrats, who are outnumbered in the state legislature by
Republicans, refused to vote this
summer for the 1969-71 state
budget which contains increases
in sales taxes and excise taxes.
Republican Gov. Warren P.
Knowles, who defeated Lucey in
the 1966 gubernatorial election,
signed the budget Aug. 27, and
is asking the legislature to consider even more tax boosts.
Lucey said the new biennial
budget's inclusion of $263 million in more sales tax revenue
demonstrates what he called a
pressing need for annual budgets under which legislators
would find it easier to calculate
the state's spending needs.
The former lieutenant governor said an ''annual budget
would mean more accurate estimates, a simplied budget procedure, and greater efficiency

in the administration of state
services."
"ALL BUT 14 states have either adopted the annual budget
or have taken initial steps in
that direction," he said. "The
more complicated state government becomes, and the more
varied state services, the more
difficult it is to project costs
over an estimated period of
time."
Lucey outlined his budgetary
opinions recently in Kimberly
during a meeting of Outagamie
County Democrats. He said the
county's citizens will be paying
$8 million more in taxes under
the budget adopted by Republicans. . - ¦ ' .¦ : ¦
He served notice that Lt. Gov.
Jack Olson, the probable Republican choice for governor in
1970, will be ordered by Democrats to answer for the budget
and tax situation that developed during Knowles' administration.

Testifies on Judge Returns
Payment for From Hospital
Help on Loan
. MILWAUKEE (AP) - An assistant city counselor from St.
Louis , Mo., testified Monday as
to his role in what the government calls a $750 payment to a
formed congressional aide to
help with a Small Business Administration loan.
Attorney Robert E. Mix, formerly of Green Bay, was among
the first witnesses called by the
government in the U.S. District
Court trial of LutheV A. Dyb,
former home secretary for Sen.
William Proxmire, D-Wis.

DYB, 44, of Green Bay and
Madison , was indicated on a
charge of acccepting $750 in unlawful compensation while a federal employe two years ago.
Lawrence Denneys, a Green
Bay real estate agent , testified
he approached Dyb in an effort
to help a Green Bay contractor
with an SBA loan "because Mr.
Proxmire and Mr . Dyb had said
if there is anything we can do
to help you , we will ."
The $90,000 loan application
was subsequently denied by thc
SBA .
Dyb , Denneys said , told him
he would need $000 to handle
"paper work ," and that checks
of $300 and $500 were turned
over to Mix.
Mix , 51, said he cashed the
checks because "Dyb wanted
thc money in cash." Thc money
was given Dyb during a meeting
in an Appleton motel in October ,
10(17, Mix testified , nnd Dyb returned $50 to him as compensation for telephone costs and
gasoline .
THEN I)YII told liim ),, May,
1000 , not to mention the $50,
Mix related .
"Dyb snid perhaps my bar
license and Dcnney 's real estate license were in jeopardy ,"
Mix said .

Battleshi p to Be
Deactivated
BREMERTON , Wash. (AP )
— The battleship New Jersey
sailed into Puget Sound Naval
.Shipyard Monday as the world's
lasl commissioned battleship,
and preparations for Its deactivation began.
The Now Jersey is Ihe Halloa 's only battleshi p io be lined
in World Wnr II , the Korean

Judge John McGill returned
to Winona Sunday night after being released from St . Marys
Hospital, Rochester, where he
underwent heart surgery Aug.
29.
"I'm part ersatz now ," he
spoke of the plastic valve surgeons installed in his heart/Dur ing the five-hour operation ,
doctors replaced the judge 's
aortic valve, which is located in
the large artery that carries
blood from the heart to be distributed throughout the body by
branch arteries.
Judge McGill said the o l d
valve was badly damaged and
calcified. He said it had become
quite brittle , and in time would
probably have stopped working.

Vacationer Dozes,
Smooched by Bear
ELY Minn. (AP)-A gumchewing vacationer at Eagles
Nest Lake near here dozed off
and got himself a couple of cold
nose smooches from an adult
black bear recently.
"It could have scared me out
of 10 years of my life" said
Adolph Wieslialla , 76, Jupitor ,
Fla .
Wieslialla a former Minneapolis resident said he sat down
in a chair outside the cabin in
which he nnd his wife were staying and stuffed two sticks of
spearmint-flavored gum in his
mouth.
"I guess I dozed off" the oldtimer said "and the next thing
I knew was that someone with
heavy breath was giving me a
cold smooch on the cheek.
"In my half sleep I thought
lhat cither Stan or Fran Olsen
( the resort operators ) or my
wife was playing a joke on mc.
But when the cold smooch
moved from my cheek to the
corner of my mouth I woke up,
VVii'-halla auld lie (list froze
when he saw the bear then
jumped out of the chair and
yelled. His screams frightened
the bear who took off into the
m.-.rby woods.
"I'm sure thc bear was attracted by the spearmint flavor
of my gum and was nosing
around to find the source of the
odor " Wieslialla concluded.
Wnr and the war in Vietnam.
Thc ship 's crew had hecn preparing to return to action in
Vietnam when a shi p cutback ln
August changed the orders.
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MECCA, a citizens group concerning itself with environmental pollution.
Winona's position is that 75
percent . BOD removal is adeuate because of its location on
the Mississippi River, said
Carroll J. Fry, city manager.
What's more , the proposed
plant will remove considerably
more than 75 percent for the
first few years since it is designed for much larger flow
than the present city output,
he said. He called this equal
to ( or better than , the performance of the Twin Cities
Pig's Eye plant, recently put
into service.
THE WINONA plant will remove 90 percent of suspended
solids, both now and in the
future when it hits capacity,
Winona State College has Fry
added.
extended its deadline for inThe city is faced with costs
tention to register for fall of up to $3 million at present,
quarter evening and Satur- Fry told the agency board. One
day classes to this week factor is removal ' of the plant
to a new larger site — the old
Friday.
will be
Actual registration and city dump area — that of posadequate for 100 years
payment of fees will be sible expansion, he said. The
Sept; 23, but no later than city believes evidence of good
Friday any student intend- faith is provided by its intent
ing to register must notify to furnish-a site that can be
the graduate office in per- improved in the future, he
said.
son, by mail or telephone.
Fry said raising the effluent
standard from 75 to 90 percent
would cost an additional $200,000 for an activated sludge
plant or an additional $600,000
for a trickling filter plant. Additional a n n u a1 maintenance
costs imposed by such an increase would be $50,000 for
an activated sludge plant and
$2,000 or $3,000 for the trickling
WABASHA, Minn. (Special) filter system,
—Two rear-end collisions oc- NEGOTIATIONS with Goodcurred 20 minutes apart at the view officials on possible comintersection of Highways 42 and bination facilities have been
made on the basis of 75 percent
61 at Kellogg Sunday afternoon, removal, Fry said, since PCA
resulting in apparent slight in- staff personnel previously had
jury to one driver and property encouraged the city to think
damage to the vehicles In- along such lines. Froedtert
Malt Corp., now dischargint
volved.
into the river a load comparable
At 1:30 Glen Olson, 66, driv- to that of several thousand peoing a 1958 car, struck the 1966 ple, will be hit by much higher
vehicle driven by Philip Slaw- costs, Fry said.
son , 51, who had just stopped A special committee report,
at the stop sign on Highway presented by Homer Luick , vice
chairman of the board, said the
61.- . X y
The Wabasha County sher- proposed Winona plant would
iff's office estimated that dam- reduce effluent strength to 50
age to the Olson car was total parts per million, "more than
and to Slawson's, $600. Both adequate for the stream standmen are of rural Plainview. ards because of high volume of
There were three vehicles iri water flow."
the pileup at 1:50 p.m. Robert The higher costs imposed on
DeWitz, 35, Rochester, pulling Winona to reduce effluent from
a boat on a trailer, stopped at 50 to 25 parts per million are
the stop sign . He was struck not justified under the circumby John Boehlke , 54, Plain- stances, Luick said.
view, driving a 1969 model, W I N O N A *S predicament
who in turn was struck by Rob- arouses sympathy, said Taylor
ert Welch, 39, Rochester, driv- Hare, chairman of MECCA air
ing a 1968 car. Boehlke's ve- and water standards committee,
hicle damaged the DeWitz boat. but the city has enjoyed 30 years
Damage to Boehlke 's car was of sewage disposal with miniestimated at $800 and to the mum maintenance costs. BeWelch car, $1,000. Welch re- cause of this, the accumulated
bill for "laxity and poor planceived cuts and bruises.
ning of past citizens and city
councils'' now seems excessive!
he said.
If Winona were shrinking it
might be allowed to retreat
from its waste treatment obligation,
Hare continued, but this is
Service provided by Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. was not the case. He argued that
interrupted about two hours "any deviation from standards
be compounded in future
early Monday afternoon when a would
years.
power outage occurred north of The "PCA is responsible for
Kellogg, Minn., due to a cut preventing future repetitions of
cable, said Dan McDonald , such examples of neglect, Hare
Northwestern Bell manager.
said , calling it "unfortunate that
The long distance toll cable to short-sightedness of the past has
Minneapolis was broken by a to be faced up to by present
construction backhoe. No local citizens of Winona. " It would
calls were lost. Long distance be more unfortunate , he went
calls were routed through Owa- on, if the present generation
tonna.
passed on to the next a legacy

Winona's request for a variance in effluent standards for
its proposed Sewage treatment
plant was approved Monday
afternoon by the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (PCA)
at St. Paul.
The , order allows the city to
proceed with plans for a plant
that will accomplish 75 percent
removal of biological oxygen
demand (BOD) at full design
capacity. The design capacity
is expected to. be attained by
1990.

STATE effluent standard!
call for 90 percent BOD removal. The city is under a PCA
order to construct its new plant
by 1972.
According to design engineers' figures, the city would
have to invest up to an extra
$600,000 to raise BOD removal
from 75 to 90 percent.
The agency board heard objections to the variance in the
form of a letter from the Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area
Commission and a statement by

Land Removal
FromGoodview
WilisApproval

WSC Extends Its
Deadline on Night
Saturday Classes

An order issued last weekend
by the Minnesota Municipal
Commission has approved a request for detachment of 11.25
acres from the village of Goodview.
The land, formerly the Winona Rod & Gun Club property, is
owned by Winona Area Industrial Development Association.
WAIDA petitioned for detachment of the land in May and
hearings were held July 1 at
Goodview Village Hall.

'

-!¦

5 Cars Damaged
ANNEXATION of the land by
the city of Winona , an unac- In Kellogg
knowledged possibility, would
be a separate matter, according
to a brief filed by WAIDA with
the municipal commission. The Road Intersection

land is near property now owned by Warner & Swasey Co. in
the airport industrial park. Under the commission order, it
now becomes part of Winona
Township.
The order requires that the
property continue being taxed
for bonded indebtedness of the
village of Goodview until indebtedness is retired1.
The WAIDA brief contended
that the property is not needed
for reasonably anticipated future development by the village.
It is zoned for heavy manufacturing, the brief continues, but
has been used only for agriculture. If industrial use was contemplated, the brief stated, it
would require highly expensive
sewer and water extensions and
would severely strain the village's fire and police protective capabilities.
A large amount of other land
Is available to the village for
residential uses, the brief
¦ ¦ ar.. .' . '
gued-

THE GOODVIEW brief, op^
posing detachment, charged
that annexation by Winona is
the aim of WAIDA but that the
cily never has indicated that it
wants the land. The petitioner
is fabricating a concept that
the land would become rural
after detachment, charged the
Goodview document, and later
would ask for annexation by Winona.
While the intern of the statute
is that land can be detached
from a basically agricultural
village to become rural land ,
the underlying purpose of this
petition is to move land from
Goodview into Winona , the brief
charged.
Although Warner & Swasey is
the apparent buyer, it has made
no binding commitment to purchase, the brief declared , and
the plum of potential industrial
development is being dangled
unfairly before the municipalities.

Backhoe Breaks
Telephone Cable

For Economy

Quarterly bids on city purchases of gas and oil were
described Monday night as a
genuinely economical proposition.
Asked to approve specifications and bid requests for
fourth-quarter purchases, City
Council mem- r
bers wonder
>,.
ed how the
C
ity
,,,
system w a s _

workin g . It Council

was initiated . .
e a r l y this . ' . .
. ¦.. .
year by City Manager Carroll
J. Fry.
Prices are being kept down
and suppliers are bidding competitively, Fry said in response
to a question by Councilman
Howard Hoveland. Fry told the
council oil companies cannot
bid realistically on a whole
year's supply — as previously
was the practice — because of
market and supply variations.
The old annual bids were submitted at initial price figures
and pegged to . fluctuations of
the Chicago market. Under this
system, Fry observed, the city
might get a firm bid for as
few as 30 days.
Refineries bid on the basis
of : supplies on hand but can't
project these for more than
90 days, Fry said. Therefore
the city's cost remains in good
economic relationship to current market prices under the
quarterly contract plan, he
said.
Fry predicted that bids will
be lower for the coming quarter since supplies currently are
high at the refineries.
Bids will be opened Sept. 22.

BY C GORDON HOLTE
Daily News Staff Writer
Reassignment of certain children to schools other than those
of their residential districts
now has resulted in class enrollments in the elementary schools
of District 861 being held within
standards set by the state Department of Education.
Expanded enrollments at most
grade levejs rnade necessary
the transfer of some students
to keep individual class enroll-

Comparisons
The following is a listing of
comparative¦ enrollments by
schools: ¦< ¦
1968 1968
Minnesota City .. 277 212
Stockton . . . . . . . . 82
82
Rollingstone . . . . . . 154
Senior High School 1,291 1,272
Junior High School 1,278 1,267
Washington Kosciusko ... • 534 501
Central Elementary 354 325
Lincoln
302 392
Madison .......... 491 465
Jefferson ,,
664 670

Vocational •

Technical

......

600

443

Public totals ;.. .•'.. 6,027 5,629
Cotter . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cathedral ........

St. Stanislaus ....
St. Mary's . . . . . . .

520

404

403
354

535

410

380
354

Catholic parochial 1,681 1,679
St. Mathew's . _ . 126 124
St. Martin's ...... 188 175
Lutheran schools

314

299

Phelps Laboratory 350* 325*
GRAND TOTALS 8,372 7,932

of problems which should be •The Phelps School figures
this year and last are estimates.
met today.
The school begins its fall term
IN RESPONSE to a question Sept. 24.
by Steve Gadler, board member, agency personnel said the
Pig's Eye plant now produces
an effluent with 65 parte per
million of sewage content. It
has been ordered to achieve a
rate of 35 parts per million . At
A Community Chest goal
South St. Paul, the effluent car- of $177,531 for the coming
ries 130 parts per million. Its
plant design is being re-evalu- campaign was approved at
ated in the light of the recent a Monday evening meeting
closing of a Swift & Co. packing of the board of directors
Winona
Community
plant and it may be able to of
achieve a rate lower than the Chest, Inc. The request is
current objective of 50 parts per a 14.4 percent increase over
last year's goal of $147,000.
million, the board was told.
The pilot and task force
Dr. John Borchert, another
board member, suggested that divisions will conduct their
the standard of 25 parts per solicitations Sept. 29 to Oct.
million was not meant to apply il. The general campaign is
across the board but might vary scheduled Oct. 6-25.
with conditions. This was con¦
DR. M. L. DeBolt, 'Comfirmed by C. A . Johannes, actmunity'Chest president, said
ing head of the PCA division of
water quality.
that the goal for the 17 agenThe standard was set in the cies is the greatest in Wiknowledge that it would be nona Community Chest hisstringent in some areas but too tory.
liberal in others.
Requests for the 1970
Winona is located on a stream
budgets for the agencies towith up to 50 times as much
taled $203,753. However, the
flow as any other in the state, budget committee reviewed
noted Dr. Borchert. If stream
all budgets and recommendstandards are met adequately ed the $177,531 figure. To(taking assimilation ability into
account) , there should be no tal amount distributed to
worry about effluent standards , agencies will be $169,631.
Also included in the goal
he argued.
figure is campaign and
CALLING himself philosophically in favor of effluent standards, Dr. Borchert said he felt
nonetheless that the agency
cannot apply those standards
without considering
stream
¦

CITY MANAGER Carroll J.
Fry, directed to compose the

application form , said It would

take two weeks or more to
complete. He ¦
.
told the council all legal asCity
pects of the

a p plicatio n Council

sidered in thc light of possible
tax return to the city, suggested
Councilman Gaylord Fox. A
commitment for substantial investment should be required of
a successful applicant , he said.
Without elaborating, Fox culled
attention to "a new motel now
on tht! drawing boards" as a
feasible applicant and said one
license should be held in reserve in case other projects are
in the offing.
Councilman Dan Trainor .Ir.
agreed , observing that a license
whose annual fee is $2,000 immediately assumes a worth of
up to $30,000. The city therefore con demand that the license
go to a substantial outlet , not
a randomly selected place,
Proposals for a standard application form that would yield
certain basic information about
each applicant came from Fox
nnd Trainor, It would give
everyone an equal chance to
apply, they argued , and would
allow other facts, projections
arid illustrations to be included
as addrfnda.

would
he
carefully ex'
amineel, In its vole on the matter , the council added an
amendment calling on the" city
attorney to collaborate with the COUNCILMAN agreed wilh
manager on the projeel .
Mayor Normnn E. IiiduH' s obAll application s should be con- servation that standards adopt-

J$m[

Ragles Regular Meeting |

f^gll ^ Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room i
r.flT

J ninex Simon , W.P.

,'

ed should not rule out local applicants.

TOTAL enrollment in elementary and secondary schools in
the district — including Catholic
and Lutheran parochial schools
and the estimated enrollment at
Phelps Laboratory School on
the Winona State College campus which opens Sept. 24 _ increased this fall from 7,932
counted during the first week
of school last year to 8,372 for
the opening of the fall term this
year.
Increased enrollments are
seen in all categories. Public
school enrollment, including students at the Winona Area Vocational-Technical School, went
from 5,629 in the fall of 1968
to 6,027 this year; there are
1,681 attending Catholic schools
in the city, compared with 1,679
a year ago; the two Lutheran
schools reported a total enrollment of 314, or 15 more than
last fall , and Phelps estimates
an opening day enrollment of
350, 25 more than were expected
for the start of the fall term
in 1968.
TWO MAJOR reasons for the
rise in public school enrollments
were the addition to the Rollingstone School to the district
system this fall, adding 154 students to the total, and an increase of 157 — to 600 — in
the student population at the
vocational-technical school.
To accommodate the enrollment, Mueller said, fifth graders who would ordinarily be attending classes at the STOCKTON . School are being transported to Central Elementary
School in Winona and the Stockton sixth grade pupils are at-

tending Lincoln School. This is would be most fair to all inthe same arrangement that was volved.
In some instances parents
in effect last year.
agreed to assignvoluntarily
At MINNESOTA CITY , sixth
children.
ment
of
their
graders again are being transcity about 10
Within
the
ported to Madison. It was necesfourth graders were transfersary to add a second first grade red from WASHING_TON-KOSsection this fall at Minnesota CIUSKO School to Central,
City, Mueller explained, and about 10 first graders were astwo measures were taken to ad- signed to Central from MADIjust the third and fourth grade SON JUid about 12 CENTRAL
enrollments.
sixth graders were transferred
Sdveral students were trans- to Lincoln.
ferred to the Rollingstone Schooj About 20 kindergarten chiland the Minnesota City library dren from the JEFFERSON diswas moved to the cafeteria , al- trict were assigned to Madison
lowing for use of the former School to relieve crowding.
library area for a combined In all cases of transfers transthird and fouth grade class- portation is provided the sturoom.
dents going to another school
Children of several families and here, to, the policy of rewho had moved recently to the assigning the newer residents
Rollingstone area were assigned first was followed.
to the Minnesota City School With the exception of Lincoln
to keep Rollingstone classes and Jefferson , each of the pubwithin enrollment limits.
lic schools reported an enrollMueller said that in cases ment increase this fall.
where transfers of students be- Among t h e C A T H O L I C
came necessary a general rule schools, Cotter, which had a
of assigning to different schools record number of spring ; gradthe most recent arrivals in the uates this year , dropped from
community was followed with 535 last fall to 520 and the
the thought that such a policy Cathedral Grade School enrollment slipped from 410 to 404.
St. Stanislaus reported 403 in
attendance during the first week
of school this year, compared
with 380 last fall.
One reason for this increase
is the closing at the end of tha
Lack of a quorum Mon- last school year of St. John 's
day night prompted post- School with most of its students
ponement of the scheduled now going to St. Stanislaus.
St, Mary's School's enrollregular monthly meeting of
the School Board of Dis- ment of 354 is the same as for
the opening of the 1968-69 school
trict 861.
Three of the six school year .
St. Martin 's LUTHERAN
directors were out of the
city or otherwise unable to School has 126 in attendance
this fall, two more than a year
attend the meeting.
The b o a r d ' s business ago, while the St. Matthew's
manager, Paul W. Sand- Lutheran School enrollment iners, said another meeting creased from 175 last year to
188 this fall.
date will be announced.

School Board

Meet Canceled;
Fail ior Quorum

Chest Goal Raised 14,4

flow .

' ' -

Asked whether any time limit
would apply to a variance, Robert Tuv&son, board chairman ,
replied that the matter could
be reopened at any time. The
A hearing on whether 10 city
city 's request for a 20-year vari- water department employes are
ance cannot be granted , he said, to be represented by Teamsters
Local 799 will be held Friday
at 1:30 p.m. at City Hall.
City Council members were
told of the im- i
pending hear-..
v*lfy
l i q u o r license. Councilmen i n g Monday
.,
agreed also that seating capa- night by City r
city should be a consideration. Manager Car- LOUnCll
Location of the licensed out- roll J. Fry. |
lets should be considered in re- T h e hearing
lation to surrounding properties date was fixed by the state
but not necessarily by geo- Bureau of Mediation Services
graphical distribution , Nelson upon request of the local's busisaid. Fox said he would prefer ness manager , Russell Bundy,
that such an establishment be Fry told the council.
capable of construction without Fry snld that the affected emrdsort to variances of city codes ployes had invited him to a
such as zoning, In this case , meeting, prior to the Friday
he said, the rules should be hearing, to explain details of
followed as much as possible.
thc city merit system and pay
Nelson also proposed that the plan.
licensees he eligible for Sunday Mayor Norman E. Indall
operation as a matter of maxi- warned the council against, any
mum benefit to the city, He interference w i t h employes'
supported Mayor Indnll' s posi- prerogatives in the matter, He
tion that this should not be a said such things as promises
rigid requirement , however.

Noting that previous records
would be reviewed , Nelson said
the .city ought not to reward
any past violator of liquor laws
with one of the nCw licenses. A
proposal to include financial
status , records of such things
as bankruptcies and character
and credit references came
from Councilman Earl Laufenburger.
Objections to "prescribing
what these people should do"
were raised by Nelson. He urged that each applicant bo encouraged to make his own sales
pitch to thd council. Earlier he
had observed that specific proposals could be demanded and
enforced by the council since
it has the power of license reAS NEI„SON moved to direct
vocation . Nelson questioned the
the
manager to draft the form ,
need for a standard form.
Councilman Daniel Bambenek
AN ORI.KKLV array of facts asked .whether the intent Is to
on each applicant is needed , issue two or three licenses, He
responded City Manager Car- previously had opposed withroll J. Fry, "so we don 't have holding of any of tho licenses
to dig each one out of the rock for later issuance.
wilh a pick ." Furthermore, he Trainor said he doubted that
continued , there should he n it would ho possible to adhere
section in which each applicant strictly to such a formula. If
would be asked flatly how much three applicants arc deemed
tota l investment lie. would have highly eligible when the rein his premises. Nelson conced- quests are reviewed, he said ,
ed the point nnd discussion the council probably would
turned to other matters.
award all Ihree.
No opposition was raised l.o The motion — amended by
Lnufcnburgnr 's suggestion lhat I_aiifenhurg ( !r to bring in the
a license applicant could not city attorney — passed unanihave an interest in another mously.

shrinkage expense amounting to $7,900.
James Doyle, general
campaign chairman, accepted the board's recommendation and said that he and
his committee will endeavor to meet the goal.
"My observation as president," said Dr. DeBolt, "is
that the campaign is very
well organized. I think that
if we are ever going to
make the goal this is the
year we can do1it. We request the support of every
citizen working in Winona.
Even though our goal is an
increase I'm sure we will
meet it, "
THE breakdown for the
17 agencies : YWCA, $16,500;
Family Service of Margaret Simpson Home, $15,200;
American Red Cross, Winona Chapter, $18,250; Gamehaven Area Council, Boy
Scouts of America, $15,250;
Catholic Charities, Diocese
of Winona , $14,000; YMCA,

City Water Crew
Considering Union

Bar App lication Questions Posed

City Council members agreed
Monday night on general outline's of a standard questionnaire to be filled out by applicants for three new on-sale
liquor licenses.
Most of Ihe points covered in
the new form were included in
a preliminary report by a special council committee Aug. 25.
Their purpose, according to
Councilman Barry Nelson, chairman of the committee, was to
help assure that licenses would
be issued fairly and so as to
P'-omotft maximum benefits for
thd city.

ments at or below the upper
limit of 30 established by the
state department for Minnesota's public schools, E. W.
Mueller, the district's director
of elementary education, explained .

On Colleqe Faculty

Jay Allen Newman , instructor in accounting, will join the
staff this fall at Panhandle
(Okla.) Slate College. A graduate of Winona Senior High
School, he holds the bachelor of
arts defiree from Winonn St ate
College and has done graduate
work in accounting there .
¦
TAKKS NUKSK COURSK
STRUM. Wis. (Special) Miss Ali a Johnson ol Strum ,
nurse at St. Francis Hospital ,
La Crosse, returned home last
week from Napa , Calif,, where
she took an eight-week course
in psychiatric nursing, She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milo Johason here .

of exlra pay or fringes as an
inducemen t to oppose the union
are considered unfair labor
practices by the National Labor
Relations Board.
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr.
wondered whether this was a
one-sided prohibition that applies to employers but not to
unions and asked what Fry
could say. The mayor said he
is permitted to describe only
what is in existing scales and
benefit plans.

Trempealeau Co.
Gets $3,500 in
Flood Payment
MADISON , Wis. - Among
10 Wisconsin m u n i cipalilies
awarded federal disaster assistance payments totaling $16,230,
Trempenlequ County will receive $,'{ ,_ jflO, the Division of
Emergency Government reported Monday,
The money was allocated for
repair and cleanup of public
property Inundated by Inst
April' s Hood waters.
The city of La Crosse received $4,r) ,()0O , the largest amount
paid. Payments to other governmental units were : Cassville,
$27,500; Do Soto, $1,500; Vernon
County, $1,500; city of Eau
Claire , $14 ,000; Grant County ,
fclOO ; Town of Onalaska , $11,600; Town of Campbell in La
Crosse County, $10,580, and city
of Onalaska , $750.
The state received an initial
allocation of $500,000 from the
Office of Emergency Preparedness last May when President
Nixon declared 15 co . ntlcs as
major disaster areas.

$35,000 ;

Salvation Army, $10,000;
River Trails Girl Scout
Council, $10,000; Minnesota
Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc., $5,412; Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation, $1,445;
Winona C o u n t y Mental
Health Association, $1,509;
USO, $707;
Minnesota Association for
Retarded Children, $4,320;
.Kenny Rehabilitation, $4,361; Children's Home Society of Minnesota, $1,509;
Winon a Schools Milk Fund,
$500, and Winona Community Chest, Inc., $15,668.
MYRON Findlay is assistant campaign chairman.
Other chairmen and cochairmen are: Task force
— Ray Taggart and Keith
Schwab ; classified — Richard Gillen and William
Doerer; special gifts —
Loyel Hoseck, and residential — Mrs. Rudy Miesbauer and Mrs. Carl Lauer.

Injured Child
Slightly Better

Mary Lou Wiczek, 4-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Wiczek j 4574 6th St., Goodview,
was still listed in critical condition but with "some improvement," today according to a
spokesman f o rSt. Marys Hospital, Rochester.
Mary Lou received head injuries and a fractured left thigh
Saturday at 6:35 p.m. when she
was struck by a truck driven by
Edward Borkowski, 37, 4010 7th
St., Goodview. Sheriff George
Fort said the 1968-model pick-up
was eastbound on 6th Street,
Goodview, and was just east of
the intersection of 6th and 46th
streets when the girl ran into
the street from the south side
and was struck by the front of
the truck.
Fort said today that he is
still investigating the accident
and that no charges have been
filed.
¦

2 Join Nursing Staff
In Trempealea u Co.

GALESVILLE PATIENT
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Miss Gladys Halvorson had
major surgery at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse, last week.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
Mrs. Mabel Skroch, R.N.,
County public
Trempealeau
health nursing supervisor , announced that Mrs. Ardis Sexe,
R.N., Ettrick , and Mrs, Delores
Hanson , Blair, have joined her
department.
Mrs. Sexe, has rejoined as a

staff nurse after a year away
from the service spent in obtaining her bachelor of science
degree in nursing.
Mrs. Hanson , who replaces
Mrs. Luanne Schorbahn, recently resigned, has begun employment as s school-home health
aide.

Mercury May Dip
Into 30s Tonight

The mercury this morning
halted its slide short of the alltime low temperature reading
for this date but an extension
of unseasonably chilly weather
could bring readings in the 30s
tonight.
From Monday afternoo n's
high of R2, temperatures dropped to 42 early today but under
virtually cloudless morning skies
had moved back up to 60 at
noon,
The morning reading wns the
lowest, recorded here thus far
this season but failed lo shade

tbe recor d low of 38 for a Sept.
0 set in 1883 and equalled in
1924.
Skies should remain clear tonight with temperatures dropping to a predicted low of between ,18 and 44.
All-time low for a Sept. 10
is 34, a record that has held
since 1917.
A warming trend appears to
be in prospect beginning Wednesday when skies again will
be fair nnd temperatures should
reach a high in the 70s.
Little or no rain is expected
[in this area through Thursday.

Camille, ,
was no lady.

Camille was a disaster. The fact is, the
Red Cross needs $15,000,000 tc put thousands
of American men, women and children
^^
back on their feet.
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Give all you can to your local
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Red Cross Chapte r

You're all they've got.
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Honeymoon —
For Divorce ?

By EARL WILSON
LONDON — Should a husband cower in disgractf when
he gets divorced. . . or should he take five single male buddies
on a "brideless divorce honeymoon" through six countries?
Actor Richard Harris did the latter . . . thd same Irish
actor just fined $24 for brawling with a bobby after seeing
Sammy Davis in a night club.
He's unexpected in this city on the Thames . . . like the
•lot machine parlors you find now on the Strand, or thd men's
wildly colored neckties too
splashy for most Americans. bought Hanley a Rolls Royce.
Usually he's so gentle, soft- A friend commented, "The Burvoiced , peace-loving.
tons must do aU right when peo"It wasn't my wife's fault ple that work for them buy
. . . I'm just not marriage Rollses."
material. . ¦' . . Marriage is Do ybu remember when tourarchaic. . . You 're supposed to ists carried those Great Big
settle down when you get mar- Cameras? Now tourists carry
ried. .. I settled down for about small cameras and Great Big
three weeks, 10 ydars ago.
Lenses.
A judge says 'You are now one,' An American tourist to Villa
I say 'That's rubbish!' It d'Este on Lake Como near
brings out something Rabel- Milan, Italy, sniffed, "It's all
aisian in me."
right but you take away the
I saw him out at Hertford , lake and the mountain and what
shire on horseback filming a have you got?"
scene from Columbia's "Crom- THE MIDNIGHT EARL IN
well," with Alec Guineess and N.Y. .. . . .
Dorothy Tutin.
Manhattan restaurateur JimHe can be a mellow fellow. my Aufiero, who'd planned a
He swore that he'll go bachelor- birthday party for Rocky Maring through life with many girls, ciano, gave the dinner anyway
and that as a loner, he'll pro- for a few of Miarciano's friends
duce a filmed "Hamlet" unique . . . Secret Stuff: A prominent
and controversial, making tra- actor lost a juicy TV role beditionalists jealous because :ause the star of the show was
"they never thought of my ap- once his girl friend — and they
proach;"
quarrelled bitterly . . . Eartha
He filmed "The Molly Ma- goes into the Persian Room
guires" in Pennsylvania with- big full season, had the gals
out any scrapes — so I asked, cooing at her pants outfit with
what would be unique about his the legs trimmed in mink —
"Hamlet"? Would it be nude, plus a maxilength Russian sahippie, all-lesbian, all-homo, ble coat which she casually
dropped to the floor, then kickpot-smoking, rock festival?
ed off the stage.
"Weuld
Richard
Burton
like
it?" ¦ ..
The producers of "deSade" say
"I think he'll like it but if he they'll file a big lawsuit against
doesn't, so what?" Harris said. the makers of another film on
"I'm not doing it for him."
the subject. (Whips at 20
I didn't pursue it. I wanted paces?) . . . Julius LaRosa
him to stay a mellow fellow.
goes into the Persian Room
Liz Taylor's secretary Dick Oct; 29 . . . Gerry Mulligan
Hanley has been sick in Lon- will tour with Dave Brubeck.
don. Her press aide John Lee (Sandy Dennis will be movie-

making in Europe . . . Marty
Allen was signed for the next
Bob Hope TV'er. He'll be one
of a dozen comics on the show,
but, Marty says, "just opening
Wisconsin Woodcock
session limit of ten. While
a door on a show with Hope is
an honor."
Woodcock — the elusive and a Wisconsin hunting license
is required, the federal wa,
making
an
Howard deSilva
unpredictable timber doodles of
entrance in ".1776," slipped and Wisconsin's brushy creek bot- terfowl stftmp is not.
fell off the sloping stage ; but are good for findlike a pro, he got right back on toms—will become legal shot- ingProspects
local
breeding
birds early
and continued . .. Robert Shaw, gun game on Sept. 13, the De_seaspn, .Migrants may
who has six daughters and one partment of Natural Resources in the,
come'and go, or "if weather is
son, hopes the expected arrival
~
said
today.
favorable, linger awhile. Best
will be another son. His wife
combination is cool weather
Mary Ure tells him, "You'll
The open season on wood- with moist, unfrozen ground so
take what you get."
cock continues through Nov.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: 16, statewide. The daily bag that woodcock can probe for
Have you noticed how the June limit is five, with a pos- their favorite food, earthworms,
bride soon starts sounding like
the March wind?
Camp Ripley Deer
WISH I'D SAID THAT: While
The Camp Ripley Military
many say the country should be
Reservation will be open to
getting back to normal, things
bow
and arrow deer hunters
are bad enough the way they
again
this year, according
are.—-Franklin P. Jones, Quote.
to an announcement today
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
from the Adjutant General's
"Another sign of middle age is
office and the Minnesota
when you want to see how
of long
Conservation
Department.
last
instead how
your car^ill
Season dates will be Octofast it will go." — Evan Esar 's
ber 4-31 and Nov. 29 to Dec.
"20,000 Quips & Quotes."
¦ 21." :• ¦¦¦
EARL'S PEARLS: Peter She- MARINETTE, Wis. (AP ) ehan is waiting for the new TV An Indiana woman says an un- Archers were reminded that
season's commercials, to learn identified freighting schooner no firearms are allowed withwhy he should no longer buy recovered from Lake Michigan in the boundaries of the rethe wonderful things that were by salvage divers may have servation. Camping and camp
being pushed so hard last sea- been one which sank in 1903. fires are restricted to the deson.
signated campground adjacent
Gerorne Ragni, co-author of The amateur divers who pull- to the railroad gate. Camping
"Hair ," visited Barney Google's ed the 110-foot, wooden vessel to is permitted only on weekends
and owner Charle Bates was the surface in July have been —from Friday afternoon to Sunimpressed "From 'Hair'?" unable to verify its identity. day evening.
he asked. "Well, takes off your But they and museum offiWisconsin Trout
clothes and have a drink.". . . cials tend to think it is the AlWisconsin's general trout
That's earl , brother.
vin Clark, which sank in a
storm in 1864 off Chambers Is- season ends Sept. 15, but
anglers will still have plenland in Green Bay.
Quie Urges Prompt
Minnie Engberg of Michigan ty of chances to try for
City, Ind.i in a letter to the trout on inland waters.
Consideration for
crew of divers, said the vessel As in past years, the DepartAssistance Reauest
seems to match a description of ment of Natural Resources has
the Charles J. Smith, a 110-foot
WASHINGTON «¦> - Rep. schooner owned by her father, kept the trout season open for
Albert H. Quie, R-Minn., has Capt. William Armstrong, when continued fishing opportunities
LTJ LHh tffll aX_____i___9_________S^________ eT^V
j urged the labor and commerce it sank in a Green Bay storm. in specified waters. Fourteen
! departments to give "prompt The divers recovered several streams feeding Lake Superior
and thorough consideration '' to Civil War-era artifacts from in Ashland, Bayfield, Douglas
an application by South St. Paul the vessel, including coins, none and Iron counties will stay open
"^*^ «cj /*s\rYV___i o___
for
economic development of which is dated later than through Nov. 15 to let fisher^
men savor the fall spawning
assistance. The state's employ- 1864.
run ol brown trout coming in
ment security commissioner,
\if\i
/ T^T t^^fe
k ¦¦ Sktck¦ ¦ George J. Vavoulis, has indicat- The mystery hull, being slow- from
lake. Savvy Mitflers
<jbi_J f£y * YMTP **" . . ' . ed unemployment in South St, ly dried under a special plastic considerthethis
run to be at least
Paul could rise from 3 per cent drapery, has become an attrac- as productive as the soring
Lu| ¦V%^M ^W w
^_______________i_H_ ^___^^__W___^ ^If ***^***
to 6.7 per cent after the Swift tion for visitors to the harbor steelhead run. In addition,
& Co. meat packing plant closes shared by Marinette and Meno- streams flowing Into Lake Michminee, Mich.
in November.
igan and Green Bay have a conMrs. Engberg said she lived th. i_ou<! onen season ori trout
in Menominee when her father and salmon.
¦9_i_rw_r3_r_
sailed the Great Lakes.
f_rAr%*J^sSr home & '*** SDS Backs Rail
Excent for natural springs
The head of the crew that replaid
St
Service Improvement covered
& m^X
MV
tx>ret
the ship, Frank Hoff- and soring ponds used as
NEW YORK (AP) - Students man of Egg Harbor, has been . soawning sites, the state's
for a Democratic Society has negotiating with cities interest- hundreds of trout-fil'ed
taken up the cause of the new ed in buying the restored ship. small island lakes will stay
MOUTH WATERING
York commuter with a cam- Hoffman recently turned down onen after Sept. is. One
groiro of 64 lakes in dteht
paign to get improved service a Menominee offer of $200,000.
counties, listed in the Wison the Long Island and New Haconsin fishing regulations,
ven railroads with no increase
Doolittle Retires
in
fare.
• HUFF STREET AT HOWARD •
Members of the radical stu- From Aerospace Firm
Wmona Oailv News
dent organization have been
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER », 1?«9
handing out leaflets outlining its LOS ANGELES (AP) ideas for improvements. The James H. Doolittle, the retired
VOLUME 113, NO. Ui
leaflets also contain attacks on Air Force general who led the
Published
dally excepl Saturday and Hoi
J .P. Morgan and Andrew Mel- daring air strike on Tokyo in Idays by Republican
and Herald Publish
1942
during
World
War
II,
has
Company.
<0I Prank llr> SI.. Winona
fn .
lon, pioneer railroaders and finMinn.
5J9W
retired again , this time as a
anciers.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One SDS member explained : trustee of the Aerospace Corp.
"W« want to build an alliance of The corporation , a nonprofit Slngla Cooy - 10c Dally, 20c Sunday
by Carr!«r-Per Week 50 cents
students with everyone else in organization, offers technical Delivered
S
DELIVERY — PHONE 8-5196
weeki 112.75
S3 weeks (25.51
4 the
city, such as in this mass advice to the Air Force on space It———————^_——
*
By mall strictly In advancai paper tldp
transit project. We think stu- and missile programs.
ped on expiration date:
Doolittle,
who
retired
from
dents can align with the rest of
In Fillmore. Houston, Olmsted, Wabasha
the population in important the Air Force as a lieutenant and Wlnone counties In Minnesota; But
Inlo, Jackson, Pepin, and Trempealeau
general
and
stepped
down
from
things
. And we'd take money
%
COUPONS NOT HONORED ON DELIVERIES
1
counties In Wisconsin, and lo military
from capitalist sources and ap- his Aerospace Corp. post Fri- personnel wllh military addresses In the
United States and oversea.
day, says he, plans to complete a continental
ply it to people 's needs."
APO or FPO addresses .
grand slam in sheep hunting by with
I year
tte.00 3 monlha
I5.0G
$9.00 t month
$2.00
bagging a Rocky Mountain big- t months
horn.
Elsewhere —
States ana Canada
Doolittle, who already has tro- I yearIn United$22.00
3 months
17.00
phies of Dall, stone and desert 4 months
$12.00 1 month
$2,50
$7.50
sheep, will be joined on the hunt Sunday News only, 1 year
by former astronaut Walter M>. Second cless postage paid at Wlnon>
Minn
Schirra.
Send thorn* ot address, nollccj, undellv-

King Predicted
Own Assassination

Welfa re Conference
Set far Stillwater

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

Voice of the Outdoors
will close Nov. 15, but all
other inland trout lakes will
be open through the ice
fishing season, which closes
Feb. 15.

STILLWATER, Minn. — The
Region VIII Conference of the
Minnesota Welfare Association
will be held Oct. 17, at Stillwater High School. The program
will focus on the use of behavior modification techniques
with families.
Guest speaker will be Dr.
Richard Pallazza Jr., Ph. D.,
program director for the Minnesota Valley Mental Health
Center at Mankato, Minn. Dr.
Pallazza's research experience
has been in the application of
behavior modification techniques to the behavior of children. Application will bd made
in his remarks to the treatment of adults and families.
In addition, conference participants will have the opportunity in small groups to discuss
application of the ideas to their
own specific areas of social
work practice.
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ENDS TONITE
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NEW YORK UP) — Coretta
King says her husband , Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., predicted his own assassination.
Mrs. King was quoted in the
current Life magazine as saying
she and King were at their Atlanta home when they heard of
President John F. Kennedy's
slaying. She related :
"He said, 'This is what is
going to happen to me also. I
keep telling you this is a sick society.'"
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SOMETHING NEW
THAT IS O L D . . .
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Says Schooner
May Have Gone
Down in 1903
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MA 'lllll/ HARD ™EY CRY? Laurel and Hardy
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| |were perhaps the funniest comedy
¦
team who ever lived. They probably
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Wknownas
W. C. Fields
v
Mahatma Kane Jeeves)
In one hour of classic irreverence

• The Barbershop
• The Pharmacist .
• The Fatal Glass of Beer
('Taint a fit night out...')
Presenled by Raymond Rohauer
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HERE COMES
THE MASKED BANDIT!

STARTS WED.
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mUf 1^6 East Third Street

"DESPERADOES"
—and—
"SOUTHERN STAR-

STARTS WED.

M ^~A Conuenien.Ii/ locolcd in doionlou... Winona . '
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WITH DU/V.PLINOSI
Includes Mashed Potatoes, Rich A J H *
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Barbara Castle: If Youre a Socialist You Have to Be a Doer

I/)NDON (AP ) — "I am a
doer," Barbara Castle remarked to an associate the other day. "If you 're a Socialist
you've got to be a doer."
Later the friend observed: "If
Barbara were writing a note to
the milkman I feel she'd somehow -manage to bring socialism
into it."
Point, counterpoint.
Each provides a revealing
glimpse into the way Prime

Minister , Harold Wilson's first
secretary of state for employment and productivity, sees herself and is seen by others.
There's little doubt her dedication to. a particular kind of political activism has thrust Mrs.
Castle far vand high in popular
esteem.
It's equally sure her deeds
and doctrine sometimes have
substituted for mature thought
' . . . '.
if not wisdom.

These things have emerged
from her lifetime as a political
and social underdog, including
years spent in total opposition
not only against the ruling Conservatives but also against her
own Labor party leaders.
But something else has
emerged * too.
"It's that Wilson's "right hand
man" is regarded widely today
as Britain's most explosive, provocative and powerful woman

politician since the first Queen
Elizabeth.;
Like the Tudor queen, her
childlessness has sfet - her in
Suest of other fulfillments, but
le comparison does not end
there,
Mrs. Castle has red hair, too,
a bundle of energy at the center
of government, pitting her will
and wile to win or bend or browbeat the schemers and state servants, the politicians and union
bosses around her for what she
would say is the national interest. :
Several resounding successes
featured her first four years in
the corridors of power and
marked her, after Wilson himself, as the most professional
minister in the Labor government. She already had created
By JAMES M. MARKHAM in Burma , but as many as 1.5 IN NORTHERNMOST Burma , one ministry, Overseas DevelopMANDALAY, Burma (SV-Pek- million in Yunnan, " . .
the Kachin Independence Army, ment, with its mission of aiding
ing is sponsoring and arming an Said to have served briefly in composed mainly of Baptist Ka- the needy, and had revoluincreasingly violent "war of lib- the Korean War and in Viet- chins who want an independent tionized another, Transport She
eration" in the forests of .north- nam in the early 'sixties, Naw state, has resisted Chinese was able in each to humanize
eastern Burma bordering on Seng burst down the Shweli Riv- blandishments for religious rea- the seemingly dust-dry probChina's Yunnan province, ac- er Valley in early 1968 leading sons — though it still makes lems facing the policymakers
then to communicate to
cording to informed diplomatic a sizable force of Kachins, arm- trouble for the Burmese army. and
people
in the street the passion
and Burmese sources.
The Karens, another heavily and sentiment she felt for the
ed with Chinese AK-47 rifles.
General Ne Win's military
Christianized hill people, living underprivileged.
government has imposed a total THE FORCE, which split in- along the Thai border, have But there have been failures,
news blackout on. the 20-month- to groups of several thousand been in rebellion against the too, and none mpre damaging
old struggle, but numerous Bur- each, has penetrated five to 10 government since .1949.
than the collapse of the frontal
ma army casualties in hospitals miles into Burmese territory As their military effort lost its onslaught she and Wilson jointly
and
clashed
frequently
with
regoutside Rangoon
punch, the Karens turned to launched last April against
and in the central hill ¦ town of Maymyo tes- ular Burma army troops.
the White Flags for help, but some archaic aspects and attitify to fierce encounters with the Diplomatic and other observ- Ne Win's soldiers have been tudes of Britain's labor unions.
Chinese-armed guerrillas.
ers in Burma stress that Naw more effective in mopping up Wilson had called her in 1968 to
Seng movement ultimately than the communists in help- take on the job of linking wage
BURMA IS the home of at poses'sa smaller threat to the ing.
rises with increased productivileast five endemic insurgencies country itself than the blunted
ty, then to begin modernizing in—• most of them revolts of non- White Flag communist group in ALTOGETHER there are an dustrial relations.
Burmese hill peoples rather southern Burma, which is man- estimated 20,000 insurgents Mrs. Castle was on a train
than outright communist rebel- ned by ethnic Burmese, not hill throughout Burma. The number somewhere in the Midlands
i people.
lions,
is considerable, but the various when the 10 Downing Street sumNe Win's tough army, almost Since three-quarters of Bur- mutually suspicious hill peoples mons reached her in the early
entirely an infantry force arm- ma's 27 million people are show no sips of presenting a hours. She confessed later the
ed with old American weapons, plains-dwelling Burmese — with united front to the government. prospect of the hew job had terhad been on the edge of extin- little sympathy for the non- "Insurgent" itself is a broad rified her. But she got on with
¦ ¦¦
guishing its most serious com' ¦ ' ". ¦ ¦ ¦¦ • .;
hillsmen — the Kach- term that covers a collection of it . . .' munist insurrection, in southern Buddhist
bandits,
smugglers,
tradopium
in-based operation in the Shweli
Burma, when a revolt in the River Valley is in the same ers — even a determined, pic- By the end of 1968, however,
northeast erupted in early 1968. league with similar insurrec- turesque band of Kuomintang she had to acknowledge the failNortheastern Burma is inhab- tions of disaffected minorities troops left over from World ure of the government's attempt
ited by non-Burmese Kachins, on the borders of neighboring War II — as well as commu- to curb wage, dividend and
price rises. Then she turned to
nists and separatists.
some Burmese and a growing Thailand.
Much of the countryside is not the problem of reforming the lapopulation of Han Chinese, who
are moving across the porous SO FAR the southern White the government's, but no gov- bor unions which was: central* to
border and settling on Burmese Flags have made no known con- ernment in Burma has ever con- governmental policy. With the
tact with their Kachin ideologi- trolled all of its nominal do- backing of Wilson and Chancelterritory.
lor of the Exchequer Roy Jencal brethren in the northeast, main.
kins, but without getting a go-aTHE LEADER of the north- more than 200 miles away
east insurrection is Naw Seng, across government-held terri- HOWEVER, N E W Seng's head from the Cabinet as a
a World War II veteran of the tory.
movement in northeastern Bur- whole, she devised a bill deOffice of Strategic Services, who Unless they do, their days as ma troubles many in Rangoon, signed to curb wildcat strikers
deserted from the Burmese an effective insurrection may the capital, because China could by penalizing offenders. This
army in 1948 and went under- be numbered, although the army escalate it considerably if it raised a hullaballoo with the labor unions and one-third of the
ground with many other com- may never completely elimi- wanted to.
nate them.
munists.
Whether it does or not will Labor party threatening to fight
Himself a Kachin, Naw Seng Communists have attempted probably depend on events the measure to the death.
Eventually, Wilson and Mrs.
led the unsuccessful Chinese- for the last 20 years to infil- elsewhere in Asia.
Castle were forced to drop their
backed Free Kachin Movement trate other long-standing rebel- For the moment China has bill.
out of Yunnan in the early 50s. lions of hill peoples, but with- put the pressure back on its
For all her drive there's nothsouthern neighbor.
There are about 450,000 Kachins out much success.
ing masculine about Mrs. Castle/ .

Red China Taking
Offensive in Burma

Milita ry Shakeup
In Indonesia
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) —
President Suharto is reported
reorganizing his military command along the lines of tho U.S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff in move to
consolidate his control of Indonesia's armed forces.
Sources snld the plan , to be

announced in the next month ,
will put men loyal to Suharto in
the top posts.
The present four-star commanders of the army, air force
and navy will be replaced by
three-star officers' who will bc
known as chiefs of staff. Thc
present army commander , Gen.
Maraden P an g g a g c an , a
staunch Suharto man , ' will become defense minister while Lt.
(Jen . M.It, Knrtakasumah , a
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member of the defense council ,
will get the new post of secretary-general of tho Defense Ministry, equivalent to chairman of
the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Suharto will continue to be supreme commander of Indonesia 's armed forces . He also has
been defense minister since he
supplanted President Sukarno
nearly three years ago.
The only commander not
scheduled to be changed is tho
commander of the police, n paramilitary force. He is Gen.
Imam Hungen Sanoso.
¦
El Salvador is the smallest
and tho most densely populated
country in Central America.
Some 3,151,000 people, or 3B0
persons pcr square mile, crowd
an area about tho size of Massachusetts.

She's 5 feet 3, 151 pounds, 57
and elegantly pretty even
though she confesses: "I used to
weep as a "little girl because I
wasn't beautiful and because
my legs weren't
long enough to
be a dancer." ¦
She wears shop-fresh clothes,
looks cool even in a heat wave,
prefers a smoky perfume. Men
at parties always liked to b&
seen talking with her, even before she was in government,
and she still responds to compliments with some shyness.
With native Yorkshire directness, Mrs. Castle gets cross
when she's asked what it's like
to be a woman in the Cabinet.
"I've never been a man so I
don't know," she exclaims.
"Whatever you are I suspect
you don't go around thinking
about your sex all the time
when you happen to be very
very busy."
Yet colleagues report she's
not above using her femininity
to gain her political ends. There
have been times'when all her
polemics, all her carefully
marshalled arguments , have
failed to carry her policy in a
negotiation or in a ministerial
session. Out of her handbag,
then , would come a handkerchief and she would dab at her
eyes and suddenly there would
be softer looks on the faces of
the men around her , and the
point would be hers. The talk
would move on and the tears
vanish.
Edward Heath's opposition
Conservatives take another
view of her femininity. In 1967,
incensed at the radicalism of
her reforms in a monumental
new Transport Law which
aimed at transforming the nation 's muddled traffic patterns,
they dubbed her cuttingl y as
"Madame Guillotine. " In the
same year, she piloted through
another measure to cut back on
drunken driving through the introduction of the breathalyzer.
This is a device for measuring
the level of alcohol in the blood ,
with penalties for drivers who
exceed a defined content. Conservative-minded people then
would go into bars and order not
"a bloody Mary " but "a bloody
Barbara." But this only made
her laugh , For the mew low was
effective and has been acclaimed since as a success.
Wilson still sometimes greets
Mrs . Castle as "my little minister. '' He has a tremendous trust
in her. Both entered parliament
in 1945. Each wns leftist, Mrs.
Castle more extreme than Wilson. They shared a deep devotion for the late Aneurin Bevan
and they resigned posts in thenPrime Minister Clement Attic 's postwar Labor government over the Issue of British
rearmament when the Korean
Wnr broke out. Ever since, they
have been more or less in step.
Barbara Anne Betts was the

third of three children born to
Frank Betts, an income tax inspector who, on the quiet, edited
a Socialist weekly, the Bradford
Pioneer. Her older sister, Marjorie, is dead ; her brother Jimmie is a field director for a relief agency in Africa. The three
children all attended Bradford
grammar (State) schools until
the girls won scholarships to
Oxford and Jimmie to Edinburgh University.
"I've always been a political
animal," Mrs. Castle recalled.
"I wrote my first election address at the age of 6. 'Vote for
me" and I will give you houses,'

it said. My big dream was to
become a member of Parliament"
What attracted Barbara Castle to socialism?
"When I was young I'd walk
through the streets where the
workers lived and I'd look at the
horror of all the ugliness and
squalor and I'd think that if I
had to live in conditions like
that I'd start a ruddy revolution" she explains.
"Those people were prisoners
of poverty. They had no chance
to develop what talents they
might have had. Think of the
waste..

"People say socialism is regimentation. It's not. It's freedom. Through socialism we can
liberate the potential in every
individual. That's what first attracted me to it;"
Mrs. Castle did not especially
like Oxford where she took a
bachelor's degree in economics.
So she moved to London, involved herself in local politics,
earned her keep as a sales demonstrator for a while and finally
moved into journalism until war
came. Then she joined the government service while continuing to write. She married Ted
Castle, a fellow journalist, in

¦¦
1944. ¦- ' . - ,
Mrs. Castle's big political
break came when she stirred a
wartime Labor party convention
with a speech that had as its
theme: "Young people are tired
of being told about jam tomorrow—they want jam today!"
Soon she was adopted as Labor
candidate for an electoral division in industrial Blackburn and
she won the seat in the 1945 Labor landslide and has kept it
ever since.
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Maybe that sounds funny to you, but' .- .a lot of people don't know that room heaters
were made specif ically to vvarm up cold rooms or areas. To supplement a primary
heating system. Ard to provide a method of warming cold spa
dependable and economical.
Let's say you have a cold garage and your car doesn't want to start in winter. Or maybe
/
you've just enclosed a porch and now you need to heat It. Or perhaps you have a
cottage ori the lake that gets pretty chilly, A really practical solution to all these
problems is a gas room heater.
Gas? Right, because of the variety of styles, sizes,
V
prices and models. There's one for every cold
area. Because of the economy and dependability
that's built in. The same economy and dependability
¦. ¦ :;. .¦ ¦
built into a gas furnace. And especially because
a gas room heater, like all gas appliances, does
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As He departs

The many faces of Ho Chi Minh have been
outlined with considerable clarity since his
death last week. The biographies tend to fall
into either unsympathetic or moderately friendly categories.
The most congenial accounts picture him
as a tireless patriot and fighter for his country's release from the colonialist heel of
France. He was a Marxist, they allow, but a
benign one who espoused only the doctrines of
national liberation movements. The stereotyped
image of Ho as a wispy grandfather type is
not exactly fostered but neither is it overtly put
down.
OTHER

biographies

cast

the

venerable

leader in quite a different light — that of a
fulUime revolutionary, as ruthless and unscrupulous as they come.
Both sets of biographers, incidentally,
agree that Ho was a past master of intrigues
and alliances that rested less on principle
than on opportunism. Both relate that his
methods involved the liberal use of violence
and terrorism. They seem to differ mainly in
the amount of emphasis on this point.
This last is an interesting point for reflection by those who castigate the U.S. position
and openly favor a Viet Cong/North Vietnamese
victory. It is among these elements that the
Biyth of Ho's comparability to George Washington has taken root and flourished.
While being properly concerned about the
pitiable non-combatant victims of the drawnout civil war, these earnest critics seem unable to find similar compassion for the acloiowledged thousands of civilians executed in
the name of the revolution. Is it even momentarily necessary to mention that the indiscriminate killing of their countrymen by revolutionaries, using huge Eussian-made rockets, has no
parallel in the campaigns of George Washington against British colonialism?

Tax reform: New and unintelligible

One wonders whether the main
purpose of our tax planners isn't
to make the new revenue code sq
complicated that nobody can finally understand it.
The New York Times has most
chivalrously attempted a paraphase, intended for the layman.
I give you their explanation of
the administration's improvement on the House of Representatives' improvement on the existing code, as it relates to interest
on municipal bonds: "Municipal
bond interest would still have to
be included, however, as taxpreferred income against which
personal deductions would be disallowed on a pro-rata basis proportional to the relative amounts
of non-taxable and taxable income — the so - called allocation
of deductions rule."
Get it? Oho finally understands
why John Mitchell left his profession as a lawyer specializing in
municipal bonds, in order to relax as attorney general.
WHAT

HAPPENS when tax

laws become thus complicated is
that people are driven to looking
at the line opposite their own
bracket, at which point they cast
their eyes on the other fellow's
bracket, and pronounce the bill

good or bad according as . one
fares better or worse. Accordingly the newspapers carry the effects of the various proposals for
a non-houseowning married couple
with two dependents and with personal deductions of 10 percent
of their income . Such a coup le
earning $3,500 is now paying $70
in tax, would pay nothing under
the House Bill (HB ) , and nothing
under the new Treasury proposal
(TP). The couple earning $10,000
pays $1,114, would pay $958 (HB) ,
$1,012 (TP). .
These figures change substantially for home owners. At $3,500,
the couple pays $56, would pay
!0 (BH) and again $0 (TP). At
$10,000, the couple now pays $924,
would pay $868 (HB) , $8<?8 (TP).
At $25,000, the couple pays $3,708,
would pay $3,492 (HB) , $3,402
(TP).
In other words, for a nonhomeowning family earning $3,500 there is a 100 percent relief
un^er both plans. For the $10,000 family the proposed reductions are 14 percent (HB) , and
9.2 percent (TP). For $25,000 cou-

THE PORTRAIT of Ho as a single-minded

defender of his people against oppression develops additional cracks when one remembers concurrent North Vietnamese thrusts
into the territories of Laos, Cambodia and Thailand. Again the comparison with Washington is
strained beyond reasonable tpleranpes.
French colonial rule may not have been
among the most benevolent — it probably
wasnt the worst of its time, either — and the
present government of ISouth Vietnam is no
paragon of principle of purity, hut the totalitarian alternative Ho represented can scarcely
be called an improvement. His own North Vietnam is nothing more than a police state today.
On balance then, as Ho leaves the scene, the
Conclusion must he that the ranks of homicidal
revolutionaries have been depleted by one and
mankind is little the worse for it. — F.R.U.

WE HAVE, once again, a con-

geries of proposals that issue not
out of any clean set of principles,
or even of ' symmetficaf prejudices, hut put of a confusipn of
pressures, special interests, public preferences, wh(cti take us further and further away from the
axiomatic arrangements of a
free society, which are that a) the
money belongs to the individual
not to the government; and
b) that taxation should be impartial. How blessed is the contrast of
the Friedman Plan: Double exemptions, eliminate deductions,
and a flat tax of 19 percent, Try
and paraphrase that ope.

Pro per emphasis?
Those successful transplants of kidneys and
a pancreas, plus" other medical coups, have
added enormously to the University of Minnesota's medical school, states a St. Paul Pioneer
Press editorial. Minnesota's leadership in medical research has ' been vastly reinforced, the
editorial declares.
Such worthy achievements ought to be recognized and applauded. At the same time they
tend to confirm a major criticism that has
been raised about the university's approach to
medical education. This is that research has
become over-emphasized and that too few
graduates enter active practice, tending instead to head toward academics and laboratories.
Until recently, at least, the medical school
accepted only about half the qualified applicants for admission, a fairly remarkable situation when the serious nationwide shortage of
physicians is considered. Of those who were
accepted, only a portion went into the drastically under-populated field of general practice.
One can only speculate on what became of all
the potential physicians
who never got into
medical school.
Recently the school announced plans for a
division of general practice , the undoubted outgrowth of increasing demands for re-emphasis
on training students for the disciplines of actual treatment. Someone, it seems, should be
duly recognized for this accomplishment, overdue and necessary as it is. It may not have
advanced Minnesota in the glamor realms of
exotic treatments for a tiny minority of patients but it will mean a very great deal to
all those communities and citizens who for
years have watched helplessly as family physicians disappeared from the scene and those
who remained were engulfed by an avalanche
of overwork. — F.R.U .
¦

"Almost without fail, the young people up
here are those who have made a deliberate
job choice . . . We don 't need any atomic physicists or biochemists , but the Fish and Game
Department hires biologists. The school department in Pittsburg north of here, instead of advertising for teachers in professional journals ,
advertise in "Field and Stream magazine . They
make a deliberate approach to teacher s who
want to live in the wide-open spaces. " — Frederick J . Harriga n, editor Colebrook News and
Sentinel , on Connecticut River, in New Hampshire, bordering Vermont .
¦

Ho hns put .(own the mighty from their scats.—
Luke 1:52.
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ples, the reductions at 5.5 percent
are identical HB and TP. For the
homeowners, the reductions are
also identical , and at a rate that
changes very little — ¦6.1 percent
for $16,000, arid 5.8 percent for
$25,000.
WHAT IT boils down to Is.thaf
the Democratically organized
House proposed slightly greater
relief for none-homeowning families in the middle brackets
than the Republican administration. The $50 tax differential at
$10,000 bracket will hot a revolution make.
All of which leads us to discover that the action is outside these
figures. And sure enough, Sen.
Fred Harris (who by the way is
running for president) said that
he was "really appalled" by the
Nixon proposals. He singled out
for special horror the proposed
reduction in the corporate tax payment of two percentage points,
from 48 percent to 46 percent.
That 2 percent will, as they like
to put it, "cost the government"
$1.6 billion. Much of the rhetoric
will concentrate oh that reduction,
and on one or two other features
which "help the rich." The Nixon
people hav said that sober assessment of the House bill and of other proposals, convinced them that
an otherwise consumer oriented
package must leave room in it for
reinvestment, " which is done,
mostly, from corporate profits.
It is never easy to defend a cPr"
poration. Demagogues have succeeded over the years in vesting
it with cynicism, skullduggery,
exploitation. As a matter of fact,
the corporation is a social enterprise designed to maximize the opportunities of the consumer. Otherwise corporations would not exist. The profit of a corppration,
in a competitively regulated economy, is not for the government to
determine, but the consumer. The
corporation tax is merely an extension
¦ of the tax on the individual. ' •
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Who decides between life and death
From an article by
James E. Clayton
in Washington Post

DALLAS — The moral and legal questions surrounding heart
transplants, and the transplantation or replacement by mechanical devices of other parts of the
body, may now outstrip the medical questions in complexity and
elusiveness.
The question of when death occurs, difficult as it is from a medical viewpoint, is far more troublesome from a legal one. And
the problem of allocating resources — who gets a new heart?
What should be the balance between heart transplants and openheart surgery -7- seems to trouble
philosophers more than doctors.
THE LEGAL question of establishing a precise time at which
death occurs involves a good deal
besides clearing the way for doctors to perform transplants of living human organs. The moment
of death is the key in the law to
questions of taxation, inheritance,
and other property transfers. Under the old standard which held
that death occurred when breathing and blood circulation ceased ,
it was simp le to establish the precise lime. But two modern developments — the ability of doctors to maintain those two symbols of life by artificial means and
their need to perform transplants
while those symbols still exist —
complicate the problem.
The doctors' view, expressed
here recently in a panel discussion by Drs. Denton A. Cooley of
Houston and Henry K. Beecher
of Boston, is that other critical
signs such as the cessation of
brain activity and of nerve response are adequate indications
of death. The acceptance by the
law of such a definition would
clear the way for transplants
while throwing into disarray a
whole host of established procedures.
I'or example, what happens if
a man is declared clinically
dead today but his heart and
lungs are kept operating by artificial means for three days in the
course which n deadline affecting
the taxes his estate pays is
crossed?
It would be logical, as Prof.
Paul A. Freund of the Harvard Law School remarked , for
the law to adop t several stand-

ards for determining the time of
death — one, say, for transplant
purposes and another for tax purposes.
But, as Freund continued , it
would be unseemly to have a
double death standard since that
would mean a body was alive for
transplant purposes and dead f6r
tax purposes or vice versa.

IF THAT isn't enougFi to ponder, Professor Freund also raised
fundamental questions about tjie
allocation of scarce resources.
Assuming that heart transplants
are perfected but mechanical
hearts are not, Professor Freund
asked , who decides who gets the
available spare human heart;, and
under what standards?
This problem is already acute in
the field of kidney disease . There
are more patients whose lives depend on twice - weekly sessions
during which their blood is cleaned than there are machines to do
the cleaning.
How do you determine the total worthiness or virtue of a man?
The number of his children and
the way he cares for them? The
importance of his job? The extent
of his intellect? His reputation
within his compriunity? His financial ability to pay? "Perponalally, " said Professor Freund , "I
would be quite unwilling to serve
on such a board this side of Paradise."
Freund suggested that random
selection may be the most moral
way to choose.
Dr . Cooley sees the problem of

selection in a far less complicated framework. He has no qualms
about a panel of iaypien choosing between potential transplant
recipients on criteria of worthiness.

Beyond this problem of choosing who shall live, the current
wave of heart transplant operations raises another question concerning the allocation of resources. Is it wise, indeed is it
moral, to have several hospitals
pioneering in this fipld (about 25
have been involved so far) when
the same resources could be
used in open heart surgery to
save more lives?
BEYOND ALL this js a further
question . Should a person who is
about to die be permitted to sell
parts of his body instead of giving them away? In a recent conference in Spain , the doctors and
lawyers generally agreed that
spar e parts should not be sold but
the theologians felt that they
could be . The question can be
framed in two ways: Should a living person be denied a prolonged
life because he cannot afford to
buy, say, a new heart? Or should
a dying person who has no financial resources to leave to his family be denied the opportunity to
provide for them in some small
way by selling the transplantabl e
parts of his bpdy?
None of the question s is easy.
None of them yields to quick
analysis. Yet they qre questions
that medical science is rapidly
forcing us to face.

Graffiti . . . by Leary

Retarding inflation
WASHINGTON -The Nixon
administration has for the first
time slipped the iron hand
from the velvet glove on the issue of inflation.
The President's , tough and
candid order ' for ' a 75 percent
cutback in federal construction
contracts has many governors,
congressmen and mayors cry?
ing out in somewhat theatrical
pain at this loss of "Washington money."
THIS, HOWEVER , is only
the beginning. For the real
meaning of the President's action is that all tbe endless official exhortations against everrising price and wage exactions, and even the extension of
the 10 percent incomertax surcharge, have hardly touched
our galloping inflation. And the
real message is even more
grimIt comes to this: The President is saying that if he simply must — and heaven knows
he hopes not — he will approach the question oi imposing economic controls.
Congressional 'clamors at this
manifestly prudent step —
wfiich, like many another prudent step, makes nobody wildly
happy — run a wholly predictable scale.
There is an undertone of muttering in genuine belief that the
President's policy is unduly restrictive. But the overtone
comes, as always* from the
new isolationists in the familiar lyrics. The President is unfeelingly reducing "needed services" while spepding all those
billions on the war in Vietnam.
He is hitting at "peace" and rewarding "war," and all that
sort of thing. '
THE TRUTH is that not since
entering office has Mr. Nixpn
taken so boldly courageous and
so logically sound a step |n what
is, at the end of it all, a critical
need for stronger money
management at the top. Moreover, it ' has long been clear in
any case that trie construction
industry is glutted with federal

and state projects and that private people seeking to bpild
homes have been penalized
thereby.
Beyond all this, however, is
the plain fact, clear to ' every
man and woman who buys
anything at all, that the dollar
is shrinking in real yalue a
good deal more than might be
indicated by all the official statistics on ' the subject.
The extraordinaty nervousness and dispirited air of the
stock market, too, must be a
consideration here, even though
it is true that the vagaries of
Wall Street are quite beyond all
outsiders — if not, indeed, in.
siders also.
At any rate, it is entirely possible that by the: time next
year 's congressional and sena^
torial elections have rolled
around, the biggest issue in this
country will be what the 0$
cliche calls "a housewives'
¦ ¦
:; ¦ -. ¦ ¦revolt." :
IT IS BEYOND doubt that
this will be the case unless
something real is done in the
meantime about this situation.
Senators and members of the
House who now grumble sp
loudly about the "loss" of this
or that federal building might
usefully contemplate this reality. Even more usefully, they
might consider another proposition.
If they go on resisting every
basically moderate effort to reduce the flow of hot money,
they will do so on peril of haying one day to stand up ' $nd
be counted on the truly ghastly prospect of the creation of
another' Office of Price Administration. To be sure, they need
hot fear this in 1970; for ho administration is going to grasp
so prickly a nettle in an election
year. But there is always later.
'

"
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The Vietnam pa use
NEW YORK — Even in the
most savage of wars, t^ er e are
times when restraint and compassion are the best policy. Even
Winston Churchill, that pugnacious old warrior, recognized that
the death of leaders in the midst
of battle should be regarded very
carefully before pressing the battle, and the death of Ho Chi Minh
may be such a time.
Ho Chi Minh was not only the
president of North Vietnam, but a
symbol of his country's yearning
for independence, North and
South. Why, then, not a general
cease-fire in Vietnam, while the
old man is put in his grave?
WASHINGTON doesn't

really

know who has been running
North Vietnam during Ho phi
Manh's illness, or who is in
charge now that he is gone. It
knows, or thinks it knows, that the
premier, Pharn Van Dong; the
minister of defense, Vo Nguyen
Giap; the first secretary of the
Vietnam Workers (Communist)
Party, Le Duan; and the leading
communist theoritician, Truong
Chinh, are now the most visible
figures in Hanoi.
But nobody in Washington , advising President Nixon, can be
sure. Seldom in the history of
American wars have officials in
Washington known so little about
the personalities and forces they
have been fighting.
It is not like the last world war,
when Washington had maps of every city in Germany, every industry and every home of every German leader, and detailed records
of all the political leaders and
their families and philosophies,
strengths and weaknesses .
Washington knows that there
are officials In Hanoi who are
pro-Chinese and pro-Soviet, who
want to end the war and who want
to carry it on, but it doesn't really know who is on what sUle, and
where the decision power lies. The
intelligence gap is probably greater in this war tfyan in any other
in American history.
Everybody Is guessing that Hainoi's policy will go. on about 9s
before, and they may W7 well l)e
right. But in this short period of
mourning, President Nixon has to
decide whether to press the battle,
or order a cease-fire, and wait and
eee.
TH)E QUESTION now if whether the death of Ho Chi Minh will
create a new political situation , anfl probably the best way to
find out is tq reduce or end tlio
fighting during Ho Chi JVIinh's funera l and wait for the enemy's reaction.
This will be a good lest of President Nixon's strategy. He has
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been trying to draw a distinction
between compromise in Vietnan|
and defeat. So far, Hanoi has beei|
rejecting his offers of cbmpronjisf
and insisting on a concealed »urr
render, at best, so he has bpeiji
carrying on the battle and hoping
for some new development, <tyhicf
will lead to an accommodation.
The death of Ho Chi Minh may
or may not give him a chance.
On the evidence so far, the ij e\y
leadership in Hanoi may )je eyeiji
less willing to compromise thatf.
Ho Chi Minh, but the evidence if
flimsy, and President Nixon either has to press the battle or orr
der a cease-fire and hope for thi
best.
As usual, he is confronted by
conflicting advice . Some of his advisers are urging him to keep up
the pressure on the enemy. Others are advising him to order
a cease-fire and wait for the reaction of the new leaders in Hanoi.
WHAT PRESIDENT Nixon does

about this will be a test of hia
rhetoric on the war. He has insited ever since he came into the
White House that he was looking
for a chance to compromise anq
end the war . He has been fighting
and negotiating at the same time
and waiting for a break.
The death of Ho Chi Minh an$
the rise of new leaders in Hanoi
— though not very promising —
may he the break he was waiting
for. It will force him to choose between risking a new pause In the
battle or continuing the fight as
before , and it will be interesting
to watch how he decides,
Hew Vork Times News $mk»
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Critical After
30-Foot Fall

Senator Honored

Polymer Chemistry
Offered at WSC

Damage $1 ,600
In 4-Car Crash

Trempealeau Co.
Pupils Visiting
Park. Lock. Farm
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Who Pays Bills?

In Yey ^rs Gone By

78 Grand Jurors Study
Houston Killin g Evidence

I

H&M

Richer-Reinarts
Nuptials Said
At St. Mary's

NEWLYWEDS . . . Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Rieser
(Lucinda Turner) are home in Owatonna, Minn., following their Aug. 30 marriage. Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Turner,. Harmony, Minn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Rieser, Owatonna. The bride is employed by the
Owatonna Tool Co., and her husband . is employed by Red
Owl Store.

Nuptial Mass
At Plainview
Unites Couple
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— The Rev. Robert Sheehan received the marriage vows of
Miss Jeanine Shea and Richard
Jostock Saturday at St. Joachim's Catholic Church here.
Parents of the couple are, Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Shea, Elgin ,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gervas Jostock, Lake City.
Given in marriage by her
father , the bride wore a gown
of white silk organza and chantilly lace with a cathedral train.
The gown was designed on empire lines with a mini bodice
and A-line skirt. The bridal ensemble was completed by a lace
mantilla with a camelot headdress. The bride carried a queen
style bouquet.
Matron of honor was Mrs.
Charles Kingsley, St. Charles.
Bridesmaids were, Mrs. Francis
Ploetz, Miss Jane Irwin and
Miss Monica Apple. The bridal
attendants wore gowns of moss
and lime green Jakarta crepe
in an A-line empire style. Double watteau panels of moss and
lime green fell from the back
empire waist lines. They car-

ried nose-gays of white carnations.
The bridegroom 's attendants
were Arnold Jostock, St. Paul,
best man , and groomsmen were
Donald Jostock, Wayne Knaup,
and Larry Kehren. Ushers were
Maurice Shea and James Rahman.
A reception dinner was held
in the church parlors. After a
wedding trip to Northern Minnesota the couple will make their
home ¦ on a farm near Lake
City. - .•;
The bride is a graduate of
Elgin High School and St.
Marys School of Practical Nursing, Rochester, where she will
be employed. . The bridegroom is
a graduate of Wabasha High
School arid is engaged in farming near Lake City.
GOLD STAR MOTHERS
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— The Gold Star Mothers of
the Henry M. Guttormson Unit
40 will be honored at a tea
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club.
Mrs. Gordon Hardtke, Eyota,
district president, will be a special guest. Hostesses for the
tea include the Mmes. Odwin
Bradley, Les Moore, Oscar Simonson and H. S. Hoff.
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CALEDONIA, Minn. - Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Alan Syliing
(Deanna Mae La Haise) have
established a home in Rochester, Minn., following their Aug.
16 marriage at St. John's Catholic Church there.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Regina La Haise, Rochester, and the bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Syliing, Caledonia. The bride
was given in marriage by her
brother, Roger La Haise.
Attending the couple were
Mrs. Edward Miller, sister of
the bride, Reedsburg, Wis,, as
matron of honor and Mrs. Gary
Kuiper and Mrs. Fred Arnold,
bridesmaids. Thomas Allen, La
Crosse/ Wis., was best man
and groomsmen were Edward
Miller and Gordon Syliing. Ushers were Gary Kuiper
and Al
¦• '. .
Hagen.
.
Following the ceremony and a
reception at the . Holiday Inn,
Rochester, the couple left on a
trip through the East.
The bridegroom is employed
by the American Photocopy
Equipment Co., Rochester.

Mrs. LeRoy Leonard Richer

A well planned wardrobe is no
accident.
As you make decisions ahout
your wardrobe keep the following seven points in mind , suggests Ath elene Scheid , extension
clothing specialist , at the University of Minnesota :
• Plan to have one outfit for
each occasion , such as shopping, church , meetings, outdoor
functions and dinner. You will
then hnve no difficulty seeing
where new outfits must be provided .
• Decide on a basic color
which is becoming to you. Basic
colors include black , brown ,
navy blue , gray and beige.
Brighter colors may be used in
small nmounts to add life to the
outfit.
wardrobe
• Build y o u r
around simple , conservative
garments which are always in
good taste. Simple styles are
more, easily dressed up or clown
and thus are versatile enough
to serve many occasions.
• Provide enough changes of
clothing for each activity so
your clothes may have a resting
period . This allows the fabrics
to relax so your clothes will
wear longer.
• Hnvi. one set of shoes ,
purse nnd glnvos in ynur basic
color nnrl add others as yon can
afford them .
• Plan separates thnt mix
and match well with each other
and with your basic color to
multi ply (he combinations you
run wear.
• Plan for contrasts in texture ns well ns color to achieve
the most, pleasing effects.
¦
PLAINVIEW CLINIC
PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special)
— The Plainvi ew Mrs. Jaycees
will conduct a preschool vision
nnd hearing clinic Thursday
nnd Friday al. Imninniio l Lutheran School for nil four yenr
olds . Children in Ihe Elgin district will be tested Aiifi, Ifi «l
the Klgin School. Mrs, Robert
Wescoll. is the Elgin chairman
nnd Mrs, William Schneider is
the Plainview chairman , A volunieei s trainin g workshop will
be lipid
Tuesday al. the
Pliiinview Lulheran Chinch.

''
NEWLYWEDS . . .:¦Miss Kathlee^ Buh r, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Buhr, Hawkeye, Iowa, and John Fischer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Webster Fischer, Lewiston, Minn,,
were married Aug, 9 at Trinity Lutheran Chu rch, Hawkeye,
Iowa. Attendants were" Mrs. Bradford Gilson,, sister of the
bride; Miss Sara Fischer, sister of the bridegroom , Kenneth
Grutzmacher, and Richard Bremer, with Rolf Otterness and
Gregory Jones. A reception was held in the church parlors.
The couple will be at home in Minneapol is where the
bridegroom is employed by Arthur Anderson k 'Co. They are
both graduates of Luther College, Decorah, Io .va.
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Engagement Told
Mrs. Powers Smith has announced the engagement of her
daughter, Kathleen , to Robert
Paul Mahlke. Miss Smith, who
is living in London, is also the
daughter of Dr. Walton John
Smith, Wilton, Conn.
Miss Smith' s fiance, the son
of Mrs. Bernard F. Mahlke , 172
Mechanic St., and the late Mr .
Mahlke, received a bachelor of
arts degree from Winona State
College. A retired captain of
the USAF, Mahlke is presently
employed by the Department of
the Air Force in London , in
communications management.
He is studying for a master's
degree in international relations
at the University of Southern
California Extension , England.
The future bride graduated
from the Convent of the Sacred
Heart, Greenwich, and from St.
Mary's College, Notre Dame,
Ind. She is a copy writer for
Horniblow, Cox-Freeman, an advertising agency in London.
The couple plan to be married on Nov. 29 at St. Michael's
Chapel, Greenwich , and will
make their home in London,

,
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GARNESS OPEN HOUSE
SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Special) —Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Garness, recently married couple,
will be honored Sunday from 2
to 5 p.m. at the Black Hammer
Lutheran Church . All friends
and relatives are invited.

MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM C. BURMEISTER

(All Photo)

Karen Santelman Is Bride
Of Will iam C. Burmeiste r

Plan Your Fall
Karen Jean Santelman
Clothing Around andMissWilliam
C. Burmeister
were joined in marriage during
These Pointers a candlelight ceremony at Cen-

EVERYWEAR
CUSTOM
HALF-SIZE
BY DE LEON

Miss Rebecca Jane Reinarts
became the bride of LeRoy
Leonard Richer Aug. 23 at St.
Mary's Catholic Church with the
Rev. Janies McCauley, Rochester, officiating. Flute music
was provided by Fred Heyer
and Richmond McCluer accompanied on the organ.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Reinarts,
3941—6th St., Goodview, a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Richer,
372 E. Howard St.
The bride chose a floor-length
dress of chantilly lace over iceblue satin with long full sleeves.
She wore a chapel train edged
in blue lace and her bouquet
was of white chrysanthemums
and yellow tea roses.
Miss Debra Reinarts, sister
of the bride, was maid of honor,
with Miss Christine Reinarts
and Miss Mary Reinarts, sisters of the bride, as bridesmaids. Another sister, Miss
Julie Reinarts, was flower girl.
Her attendants were dressed
in floor-length Martha Washington-style dresses in various colors over powder blue cotton.
They wore matching bows and
each carried one large yellow
pompon.
. Edward Richer Jr., brother
of the bridegroom, was best
man and two other brothers,
Ronald Richer and James Richer were groomsmen. Ushers
were John Reinarts and Bill
Reinarts,, brothers of the bride.
A reception followed the ceremony at the home of the bride's
parents. The newlyweds will be
at home in Fargo, N.D., where
the bridegroom will be working
on his Ph D. in chemistry. The
bride will be studying for her
masters degree. Both are graduates of Cotter High School
and Winona State College.
A pre-nuptial shower w a s
held for the bride at Lake Park
Lodge by employes of Tempo.

Warren Syllings
H'ome in Rochester

tral Lutheran Church Aug, 30
with the Rev. G. H. Huggenvik
officiating. . Mrs. T. Charles
Green was organist and Meryl
Nicholas, soloist.
Parents of the newlyweds are
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H.
Santelman 1322 Parkview and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Burmeister 203 V?. Wabasha St.

ATTENDING the bride were
her sister Miss Joan M. Santelman , Winona , as maid of
honor and the Misses Terry K.
Follman and Maribeth Burmeister , sister of the bridegroom , as
bridesmaids. Flower girl was
Laura Santelman and ring
bearer was Steven Santelman.
Her bridal gown was fashioned of silk organza appliqued
with peau d'nnge lace and the
fi tted empire bodice had a mandarin neckline appliqued with
lace and short kabucki sleeves
of lace. Her chapel - length
train was detachable. The bouffant waist-length veil of imported silk English illusion was held
by a flower of lace and organza
petals tfdgcd in pearls and accented with crystals and the
bride carried n cascade of white
and yellow daisies.
The bridal attendants were
dressed in A-line gowns of gold
and green floral organza over
while satin sheaths. Their hairpieces we're white daisies and
they carried colonial bouquets
of white daisies ,
SAMUEL 1\ BAILEY wns
best man and Richard lleiso
nnd Fred Burmeister , brother of
the bridegroom , were groomsmen. Ushers were Patrick Kauphusman , Steven Biesanz , John
Burmeister , brother of t h e
bridegroom , and M i c h a e l
Ramey.
A reception was held in the
fellowfihi p hull at the church
and the couple Icfl for ;i wedding tri p to the Oznrks. They
will IN . at homo at M) V& W.
3rd St.
Thc bride n graduate of Winona Senior High School is n
senior at Winonn State College ,
The bridegr oom a graduate of
Winonn Senior High School nnd
St. Mary 's College is employed

by Burmeister Shell Oil Co.
THE BRIDEGROOM'S parents hosted a bridal dinner at
the Winona Country Club. Prenuptial parties were given by
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Biesanz and
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Underdahl ;
by Mr. and Mrs. H. X. Robinson; by Mrs. J. A. Leaf and
Mrs. Francis Zeches and by
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. . Johnson.
Showers were held by Mrs.
Robert E. McCormick Mrs.
Harold Edstrom and M r s .
George L. Loomis at the McCormick home by Mas. C. W.
Kiehnbaum and Mrs. Stan Boyum at the Kiehnbaum home by
Mrs. William F. Holden and by
Miss Linda Boyum,
¦
RUMMAGE SALE
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
— A rummage sale w ill be held
at the Bethlehem Parish House
Friday at 1:30 p.m. New items,
rugs, and grab bags will also
be featured . Pie and coffee will
be served.

Reveal Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. He rbert G.
Mullen ,
former Winona
residents , now of Minneapolis , announce the cngagement
of
.their daughter , Judith
Kay,
to
Stephen E.
F e Ismnnn ,
S p o k ane ,
Wash.
The bi iflcelect. is a
graduate of
Cotter High
School , Wi- „„„<,, mu] lcn
nona , a n d
the College of Saint Catherine , St. Paul. Sh_ is employed as a stewardess for
Northwest , Orient Airlines.
Her fiance graduated from
High school in Germany
and from Central Washington State Univcraity. He is
employed in Iho management, department of Northwest Orient Airlines .
The couple will wed Oct,
25 in Minneapolis,
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WPPOA Hears DEAR ABBY:
Heinlen, Slates
Coming Projects
James Heinlen, Winona County
probation officer, was the guest
speaker when the Winona Peace
and Police Officers Auxiliary
met Monday evening.
The' speaker showed films on
a criminals after-thoughts and
also on drug addiction. Heinlen
also suggested possible projects
that may be carried out by the
auxiliary and would benefit the
juvenile department. A committee will also meet with the
city manager in the near future to discuss other projects.
Next meeting will be Oct.
6 at 8 p.m. in the patrolmen's
room at the police station.

NURSES DISTRICT MEETING . . . Mrs.
R. L. Brkd, left , consumer specialist for the
Food and Drug Administration, was the guest
speaker Monday evening when the Winona
Unit of the Sixth District Minnesota Nurses
Association held its annual fall district din-
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ner meeting at the WSC Union. Others from
Mt, Mrs. John Cady, Winona; Miss Delores
Gregoire, Red Wing; Mrs. Roger Przybylski,
Winona, and Mrs. Paul Tennis, Rochester,
president of the district group. (Dail y News
photo)

FDA Authority Addresses
District Nurses Meeting

Final Bridge
Plans Made by
Portia Club
Beginning a year of study of
the history of Winona, the members of Portia Club toured the
historic Bunnell . House in Homer Monday.
A business meeting followed at
the home of Mrs. James W.
Kahl.
Bridge marathon chairman,
Mrs , Ted Biesanz, announced
that cards had been mailed to
prospective players and she
stressed that all those wishing
to enter the bridge marathon
should return the cards by Friday. Any persons interested in
playing in the bridge marathon
who have not been contacted
should call Mrs. Biesanz or
Mrs. A. 0. Friend, co-chairman.
Teams will be assembled and
play will begin Oct. 1.
A membership committee
composed of Mrs. L. L. Korda,
Mrs. W. S. L. Christensen and
Mrs. T. H. Underdahl was appointed.
The club voted a donation
to Educational Channel 2 and a
collection was faken up on an
individual cqntribution basis to
send to the Hurricane Camille
disaster fund through the Red
Cross.

Hokah Auxiliary
Installs Heads
HOKAH, Minn. (Special) The American Legion Auxiliary
Hokah Unit 498 installed these
new officers for thd season:
Mrs. Fred .Tschumper, president; Mrs. Chkrles Sauer, vice
president; Mrs. Burl Kellogg,
chaplain; Mrs. Verian Craig,
treasurer; Mrs. Gene Geiwitz,
secretary, and Mrs. Ralph Senn,
installation officer.
Forty dozen cookies are needed for "Cookie Jar" day Sept. 5
for the veterans at Rochester
State Hospital and the unit decided to send "Overseas Christmas Boxes to Hokah servicemen. It was announced that
the unit's poppy sale exceeded
the sale of previous years. Sept.
16 will be the unit's next meeting.

Chautauqua Club
Holds Meeting
The Chautauqua Club held its
first meeting of the year at the
home of Mrs. A . J. Andersort
Monday with Mrs, Myles Petersen and Mrs. R. C. Houtz and
Mrs. Walter Thompson assisting, Mrs . P. ' A, Mattison is the
now president.
The group's year book cover
will again be designed by Miss
Stella Halderson , featuring Rodin 's "Thc Thinker." This
year 's theme for the program
is "Mnn Creates. " Miss Halderson discussed the personality
and works of Auguste Rodin at
Monday's meeting.
¦
S. G. ALCW
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) - Tfie ALCW of the* Black
Hammer Lutheran Church will
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. with
entertainment by the Sarah
Circle. Mrs. E, N. Wald, Preslon, will be thc guest spenkdr.
The Rachel and Ruth circles
will host the meeting.
DAKOTA LADIES AID
DAKOTA , Minn. (Special) Mrs. Otto Dobrunz was named
president of St. John 's Lutheran Ladle's Aid at tho recent
annual meeting of the group.
Mrs. Roy Schroeder was reelected secretary. Thc group
will meet Oct. 7 nt tht. church
park for the annual wiener
roast.

W

Mrs, R. L. Erkel, Minneapolis, consumer specialist of the
Food and Drug Administration,
was the guest speaker Monday
evening when the Winona Unit
of the Sixth District Minnesota
Nurses Association hosted the
annual fall district dinner meeting at Winona State College
Union. Mrs. Erkel spoke on
"Health and Health Frauds."
Approximately 85 persons attended from Rochester, Austin,
Red Wing, Cannon Falls and
Winona.
MBS. ERKEL acts as a liaison
between the FDA and the consuming public, interpreting the
enforcement programs to the
community and in turn reflecting consumer opinion to the
agency.
The speaker explained that
one of the main objectives of
the FDA is to assure the consuming pubfic that the drugs,
food and cosmetics on which
they spend one-third of their
money are safe and effective.
Priorities are given to the elimination of death, disability, disease, discomfort and dissatisfaction.
"As professional people," said
Mrs. Erkel, "we are in the position to encourage people to use

Bannon-Svendsen
Nuptials Pledged
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
-St. John's Catholic Church in
Rochester was the scene of the
Aug. 9 marriage of Miss Linda
Jean Svendsen and Richard
Bannon.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Mary Svendsen, Motley,
Minn., and George Svendsen,
Wabasha. The bridegroom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Bannon Sr., Lake City.
Miss Kathy Johnson, Oronoco,
was maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Merrie Lea Bannon,
sister of the bridegroom, and
Miss Sharon Scholia, sister of
the bride. Flower girls were
Christina Scholia and Corinna
Moe.
Ronald Wiseman, Kansas Cily, Mo., was best man. Airman
l.C. Robert Murphy, and Everett Svendsen, bride's brother,
were groomsmen. Ushers were
Cordell Moe, Edward Ward and
Airman l.C. Duane Lindsey.
Ring bearer was Scott Szuberski, Rochester.
Following a reception at the
church assembly rooms, the
couple left on a trip to northern Minnesota, and are now at
home in Clarksville, Tenn.
The bride is a graduate of
John Marshall High School,
Rochester, and was employed
at Weber & Judd Drugs, Rochester. The bridegroom is a
graduate of Lincoln High
School, Lake City, attended
Etoohester State Junior College
and Mankato Technical School.
He is presently stationed with
the U.S. Air Force at Fort
Campbell, Ky.
McKINLEY WSCS
The WSCS of McKinley United Methodist Church will meet
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in thd
fellowship hall. Ernest Buhler
will speak on the need of foster
parents. Officers will be installed.
GERKEN OPEN HOUSE
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gerken,
Lake City, will observe their
golden wedding anniversary
Sunday with an open house
from 2 to 5 p.m. at their home,
No invitations have been sent,
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Lt. Speck Wed
In Montana
Lt. Arthur L. Speck, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L. Speck,
324 E. Sth St., took Miss Barbara Ann Hanson as his bride
Aug. 16 in ceremonies performed at the Malmstrom AFB
Chapel, Great Falls, Mont . The
bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Joseph Hanson, Langford, S.D.,
and the late Mr. Hanson.
The Rev. L. A. Smith, captain, USAF chaplain, officiated
at the nuptial Mass.

Somethi^
Under the Sun

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My mother read in the paper where a
15-year-old girl got pregnant from swimming in a public
pool, and now she won 't let me go swimming in a public
pool.
She said the article said that iu Sydney, Australia, thtf
courts have decided that the Municipal Swimming pool is
*
the "father" of a child.
Tt spurns that a 15-vear-old virgin eirl

began having pregnancy symptoms after
having swum in a public swimming pool.
Her mother took her to a doctor who examined her and said that the girl was still
a virgin, and the symptoms were "false."
The symptoms continued, and after nine
months the girl gave birth to a healthy
baby boy.
They called this a billion-to-ond-chance
that some male sperm in the water impregnated the girl. The city agreed to pay
fV___ ___ • ! a M_ci.n
vuv. gut m ^muakvu.

Abby
Will you please t&l me if this is posALSO FIFTEEN
Sible?
DEAR ALSO: I have checked
authorities and they concur that this
about the "star rising in the East."
there is nothing new under the sun.
IS something new under the water.

with my medical
one tops the story
I have heard that
But perhaps there

DEAR ABBY: I am a recent college graduate. My parents paid my tuition and room and board at college. I paid
for all my books, clothes, and other expenses by working.
Recently my father handed me a bill for $7,492.23. He
said that is what I owe him for college, and he wants it paid
back now.
I did not promise, suggest, or agree to pay back any
money whdn I started college. My parents are not in any
financial trouble. The bill seems way out of proportion since
my school cost only $430 per semester and I finished in seven
semesters. My father refuses to explain why the bill is so
large, and he is threatening to sue me. Do you think I need
a lawyer?
PITTSBURGHER

a greater amount of common TRE BRIDE, presented In
sense towards drugs, foods, cos- marriage by Clayton Carson,
metics and the great variety of wore an ivory gown designed
on empire lines, trimmed with
gadgets available to them."
beads and lace. She wore a
THE SPEAKER stressed the mantilla veil and carried white
importance of people Irving the roses and baby's breath.
knowledge of the drugs they are Mrs. Keith Jandahl, Abertaking, the name, use, duration deen, S.D., was matron of honor
and bridesmaids were Mrs. Dale
and expected effects.
A number of "over-the-coun- Mayer and Mrs. Dan Geiger.
DEAR P1T1SBURGHER: Not yet - if the facts are
ter" drugs and devices, which They wore empire styled gowns
as you stated theta. But should your father actually sue
the public buys and are totally of blue satin trimmed with
you, then you may have to shell out for a lawyer to
useless, were displayed and dis- ivory lace and carried pink
gladioli.
defend yourself
cussed by the speaker.
In closing, Mrs. Erkel stress- James Speck, Schofield, Wis.,
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 10 years to a
ed the importance of the FDA attended his brother as best
man
and
groomsmen
were
hard
working man whom I love very much. He was marworking closely with the air and
water pollution experts to pro- Frank Bilder and Capt John ried twice' before, and one of his ex-wives lives about 400
tect the total environment of B. Chyle. Ushers were Capt. miles from here.
William Fuller and Lt. John
Every so of ten he takes a vacation alone and he always
mankind.
Force.
stops off to see her for two or three days. He is taking
MISS DELORES Schiller,
another vacation and I heard him tell her on the phone that
president of the local group, A RECEPTION was held at he would be seeing her.
welcomed the guests. Following Providence Forum College of
If I say anything about it he raises his voice in anger
the dinner, a business meeting Great Falls. The rehearsal din- as if I have no right to wonder why he wants to see her. I
ner
was
hosted
by
the
bridewas held. Mrs. Paul Tennis, Rochester, president, urged dele- groom's parents at the Red am sure If I had an <_x-husband (which I haven't) and visited him every how and then my husband wouldn't stand
gates to attend the state con- Loin Supper Club.
vention in October in Minne- The newlyweds honeymooned for it
I hate arguments, therefore I keep it to myself, but I get
in Glacier Park and Canada and
apolis.
Plans were announced for an are now home at 1425 13th St. all torn up inside when I think of it.
I havd tried to be broad-minded, but I am beginning to
office of the sixth district S., Great Falls.
feel that maybe I'd be better off away from him rather
nurses to be established in Ro- The bride holds a bachelor of
science degree from Northern than to fight this situation every time it comes up.
chester.
Please teH me what to do.
ALL TORN UP
Hostesses for the evening State College; Aberdeen, S.D.,
were Miss Schiller, Mrs. John and t e a c h e s in Great
DEAR TORN: I will tell you what NOT to do. DON'T
Cady and Mrs. Roger Przybyl- Falls. Lt. Speck holds a bachegive your :husband an "either or" ultimatuin unless you
ski.
lor of arts degree from St.
are willing to accept the consequences.
John's University, Collegeviiie,
Minn., and is presently stationCHEST AT RUSHFORD
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a man whose name you
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) ed with the USAF at Malstrom. would recognize , as he is quite prominent. He is not par— The Community Chest Board
ticularly handsome, but he* does have an appealing voice.
will meet tonight at the Ameri- The
(He'
s a news commentator on television.)
Art of Making,
can Legion hall here. A reAbby, you wouldn't believe the number of women he
presentative of the Boy Scouts Wearing Corsages
hears from every weekI They write him love letters, offer to
will be present.
, meet him ANYWHERE, send him gifts, and one dingaling
Told at Meeting
even sent pictures of her face and figure, plus a notarized
RONGLEY OPEN HOUSE
photostat of her bank balancti!
PROSPER, Minn. — Mr. and xne art ot maiung corsages
I am not jealous
Mrs. Clair Rongley, Prosper, was discussed and demonstrated over a man about , but I wonder what kind of woman flips
by Mrs. Arthur Kern at the
whom she knows absolutely nothing?
wUl be honored on their 25th Winona
Flower
and
Garden
Club
AMAZED
wedding anniversary Sunday meeting Thursday.
with an open house from 2 to In making or choosing a corDEAR AMAZED : One with a ten-year-old mentality
5 p.m. at their home. Children sage one should always conwho spends a lot of time watching television and dayof the couple will host the sider the costume, the locatiorf
dreaming.
event. No invitations have been and the size of the wearer, said
sent.
Mrs. Kern.
Color is the most important St. Matthew's PTA
DANKEBS OPEN HOUSE
thing
in a corsage. If the flow- Elects Officers
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
ers
are
to be worn in the eve— Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Dank- ning, they
should first be tried
ers were honored on their 40th under artificial lights. White, Mrs . Eugene Czaplewski is
wedding anniversary Aug. 31 pink and rose are best colors the new president of the St,
with an open house attended by under lights and gold and silver Matthew's School PTA.
more than 200 persons. Chil- sprayed leaves may also be used Also elected at the meeting Prof. Dorothy B. Magnus,
dren of the couple hosted the in the evening, explained the
Thursday : Mrs, Clifford Stuber , head of the speech department
event. They are Mrs. Glen speaker,
vice president; Mrs. Melvin and director of the college thea(Lorraine) Brown, Hastings,
Pielmeier, secretary, and Mrs. tre recently represented the
Minn., and Glen and Lavern
RUSHFORD
SCOUT
NIGHT
theatre arts faculty of Winona
Dankers, rural Goodhue. The
William Powell , treasurer.
State College at the national
couple farmed near Lake City RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
Seventy-four members were convention in Detroit of the
before making their present — A Boy Scout night will be
held Monday for local elemen- present. Hostesses were Mr. American Educational Theatre
home in Goodhue.
tary and parochial schools for and Mrs. James Sonnefeld and Association in which she holds
boys who want to enroll in cub
EMMONS HONORED
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ross an honorary life membership .
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) packs and scout troops. Warren
Then she saw five of the
— Cpl. Michael Emmons was Miller will conduct the pro- with Dr. Paul Heise leading a most successful plays of the
honored at a family dinner Aug. gram. Boys 8, 9 and 10 may be- seminar on sex education. A New York season: "The Great
29 at the Bank of Galesville. come cubs ahd boys 11 and over continuation of the seminar will White Hope," "Hadrian VII ,"
Emmons is on a 30-day leave may join the scouts. Parents be held Sept. 18 with a film "Forty Carats," "1776" and
from Vietnam and will return also are invited to be there at strip, examination of books and "In the Matter of J. Robert
discussion.
Oppenheimer."
to Da Nang soon.
7 p.m.
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WSC Professor
Attends Plays,
National Meet

THE WIZARD OF ID

TIGER

By Parker and Hart

By Bud Blake
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Mr. and Mrs. Glenn E. SchulU

IHtttntr Ptntal

SGhultz-Korder Nuptials
Celebrated at Cathedral

The Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart was the setting for the
Aug. 23 marriage of Miss Kathryn A. Korder and Glenrt E.
Schultz.
The Rev. David Arnoldt officiated at the nuptial Mass uniting the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Korder, 511 St. Charles St., with the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gail E. Schultz, 758 V.
Broadway.

MISS KAREN Glubka was organist and soloist was Mrs. Edwin Holz.
Presented in marriage by her
father , the bride chose an organza gown styled on empire
lines with peasant sleeves and
narrow bands of venise lace
flowers making a panel of tucks.
A headdress of venise flowers
held her veil of silk illusion
and she carried a nosegay bouquet of yellow roses and daisies.
Miss Mary Korder, Winona,
was maid of honor and bridesmaids were Mrs. Douglas Cole
and Miss Ann Lilla. They wore
gowns of yellow organza trimmed with daisies at the neckline, down the center front and
on Uie sleeves. They wore bow
headpieces and carried nosergays of daisies and green pom .
pons. Kristi Korder was flower
girl.

ROBERT NORTHAM, Winona, served as best man and
groomsmen were Sherman
Smith and Dennis Luinstra. David Korder and Robert Michalskl
seated the wedding guests.
Following a reception at the
Oaks, the newlyweds left on a
honeymoon to northern Minnesota and afe now home at 628'/4
W. Wabasha St.
Both are graduates of Cotter
High School. The bride attended
Winona Area Technical School
and is employed as a secretary
by Warner & Swasey Co. Her
husband attended Winona State
College and is employed by
Gall's Appliances.
THE BRIDEGROOM'S parents hosted a rehearsal dinner
at the Golden Frog Supper Club,
Fountain City.
The bride was honored at
three prenuptial parties, by the
Mmes. Francis Lilla, Francis
Korder , William Maliszewski,
Bernard Lilla and Richard Lilla; by Mrs. Gail Schultz and
Mrs. Lillian Simon and by Mrs.
Douglas Cole, Miss Mary Korder and Miss Ann Lilla.
Winona Daily News ftWinona, Minnesota «***
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MOXEES brings you the
bulk of fashion . . . brawny
and bold . . . a little chunky
... a little clunky... It's the
new look... It's the NOW
look
It's the new shoe
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Underscore your new fashions with the "right" shoe
. . . Moxees! Just the perfect look for midis and
maxis and all the great new clothes . . . Moxccs
brings you bolder , broader toes, brawny lasts,
chunky new heels. Moxoes are "it" . . . como «et
with it!

$14.95

Awtn
75 W. 3rd St.
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TELEVISION REVIEW

Parr Praised
For Special

By CYNTHIA A. LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — It is
very probable that if Jack Paar
became interested in page 42 of
the Manhattan telephone directory or in the life cycle of the
carpenter ant he could—and
would—turn it into a television
program. And it would hold the
rapt attention of viewers.
In his Monday night NBC special, "Jack Paar and His
Lions," the comedian expanded
his affection for the king of
beasts—"I have this thing about
lions," he confessed—into a
thoroughly absorbing, often
poignant, actuality hour.

Paar's love for lions was stimulated by his adoption of Amani,
a cub he raised in his Bronxville
home. The program began with
film of the cub and then moved
Into the story of Paar's involvement in saving three young lionesses, sisters, by moving them
from Africa to a Florida lion
preserve.
Jack invested $7,000 and a lot
of emotion in the project, believing—erroneously as it turned
out—that die lionesses were the
offspring of the "Born Free"
lions. But since he and his cameras were along from the beginning to the happy ending of the
animals' immigration, it was a
rewarding e x p e r i e n c e all
around.
The most interesting *ibn
showed how the three lionesses,
adjusted to their new life in
Florida, still responded affectionately when reunited with the
woman who had raised them
from cubs.

Detroit Tests Law-and-Order Climate

Kiesinger:
Protection
Up to U.S.

flattery, but in television imitation soon becomes an overdose.
Earlier, NBC broadcast a
half-hour special, "A Country
Happening," a pleasant, bland
little program of music and a
bit of variety with Roy Rogers
and Dale Evans as hosts.
It had been made, obviously,
as a pilot for a future series, but
in pace, atmosphere and style ,
it looked like a 1967 model of a
show.

BONN, Germany (AP) Chancellor Kurt-Georg Kiesinger said today that Western Europe must look indefinitely to
the nuclear and conventional
might of the United States for
protection.
"Europe will not be able to do
without the protection of American weapons—conventional as
well as atomic—for an indefinite
period," the West German government chief said in response
to a series of written questions
from The Associated Press.
The chancellor observed that
a large-scale reduction of the
American presence in Europe
"would be of considerable
consequences" and not for West
Germany only.
The burden of European defense costs would rise considerably if the United States greatly
reduced its contribution in hien
and funds. Asked if West Germany would be willing to bear
such increased defense costs,
Kiesinger replied:
'The political unification of
Europe is the answer to your
question. European and American members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization must
jointly develop a long-range
concept that excludes dangerous
risks to the security of all members of the alliance. "
He indicated that he thinks
President Nixon is going along
with a stand Kiesinger has already made public: that America should lead , not dominate,
Europe. Asked which he thought
the United States was doing,
Kiesinger replied:
"The American President
shares my view and his policies
are in accord with our mutual
conviction."

Theodore H. White's third
"Making of the President ," this
time studying the forces ahd
events that put Richard M. Nixon in the White House, will be
broadcast by CBS tonight (8:3010 CDT). It should te watched
by all persons who complain
that television is nothing but
sports and bland entertainment.
The program, previewed by
this reporter, is a reprise of the
turbulent, shock-filled year,
1968. The film, much of it shot
especially for the program , is illuminated by White's own
thoughtful and perhaps controversial analysis of "that year of
passion and fury. "

Coeds Outman
Twenty to One

PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) Coeducation is now a fact of life
at P r i n c e t o n 's University,
where 171 women have registered at the 223-year-old previously all-male institution.
"Gentlemen and—at long last
—ladies, I officially present the
Class of 1973," Dean Joseph T.
CBS's first special of the fall Ossander, director of admisseason, "The Singers," was a sions, said Monday.
big, handsome star-studded Ossander closed the assembly
combination of comedy, hi-jinks with a special gift for the girls
and music that must inevitably —chrysanthemums. He said a
be compared with "Laugh-In." 1935 alumnus and former oppo; The familiar format was nent of coeducation ordered the
there, practically intact—the flowers.
The women are outnumbered
sight gags, the fast cuts, the sat- 20 to i by the 3,700 male stuire, the blackouts, even Dick
Martin in a cameo appearance. dents.
Robin Herman of Port WashIt added up to a rowdy, tuneful ington, N.J., said of the odds :
and fast-moving hour.
"The thing is, you can go
It will be a shame, however, H around with your appointment
"Laugh-In" keeps inspiring book and just decide what dates
these reasonably exact facsimi- to accept and what ones to turn
les. Imitation may be sincere down."

WSC Scholarshi ps

Recipients of Wenonah Chapter, Daughters of American Revolution, scholarships at Winona
State College are Barbara Tolmie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank P. Tolmie, St. Charles
Rt. 1; Bonnie Nash , daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Nash ,
Wykoff, and Mary M. Lund ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lund, Harmony.

DETROIT (AP) — Voters ballot today in a municipal primary expected to test the city's
racial and "law-and-order " climate for the first time at the
polls since the devastating 1967
riots.
Candidates were being nominated for an entire new municipal government, including the
nonpartisan offices of mayor,

^ y_

Says Mature Consideration
Needed on Sex Education

ST. PAUL (AP)-The presi life recommended by the united
dent of the Minnesota Education teaching profession."
Association said Monday sex Arnold said he was distressed
education is a subject which re- after witnessing a disruption of
quires mature consideration and a State Board of Education
not immature emotionalism.
meeting Monday.
Robert F. Arnold, Richfield, Some 40 to 50 persons, mostly
head of the more than 40,000 women, had threatened court acteachers, took issue with what tion against the board as it rehe termed "so-called adults" ceived the guidelines for a
who ignore facts "which show year's program drawn by a
that much of the sex-warped as- committee of educators .
pects of our society never would "This question," Arnold conbe if today 's chronologic adults tended, "is being raised by rehad the kind of preparation for actionary groups seeking the

Study Rural
Adjustment to
Urban Living

WASHINGTON (AP - The
Agriculture Department wants
to find out why some rural families make a better adjustment
to city living than others.
The department has approved
a research grant of $50,208 to
Southern Methodist University
at Dallas, where researchers
will seek to answer this question.
The three-year award is sponsored by the department's Agricultural Research Service.
In a time of rapid social
change and increased migration
from rural to urban areas, the
department said, the social and
economic costs of failure on the
part of rural migrants to adjust
to urban employment and living
patterns are high.
There is a need to know more
about the difference in characteristics of successful and unsuccessful migrant families.
The department said the pur-

public limelight so that they can
display their wares'
"A while back extremists concentrated on prayer in school
and the impeachment of (then )
Chief Justice of the United
States Earl Warren. Who knows
what their 'cause' will be a few
years hence?"
Arnold said, "The National
Education Association believes
that sex education which provides children and youth with information appropriate to their
age is basic to healthy and adjusted mental attitudes...
Th e protesters, Monday,
sparred verbally with State EdPlan Set to Phase
ucation Commissioner Duane
Out Old Prison
Mattheis and members of the
PHILADELPHIA (AP ) - state board.
Locks on the doors of the East- One of those protesting, Mrs.
ern State Penitentiary here are Elsie Zimmerman, St. Louis
so frail that prisoners are for- Park, said court action against
bidden to have toothpicks and sex education would begin if
necessary because, "We no lonchewing gum.
ger be old ladies in tennis
The building is in such bad shoes . ..
condition that every time it "We will be Paul Reveres in
rains the roofs have to be re- combat boots."
paired.
One woman struck a DepartThese are the findings of Dr. ment of Education employe,
Joseph Mazurkiewicz, superin- slapping him lightly'across the
tendent
¦ of¦ the 140-year-old pris- mouth as he attempted to give
on. . . ¦. ' • . ' .
a report to the board.
He toured the institution this The woman said she has inweek and said he felt some $4 vestigated Minnesota schools
million would be needed to ren- and is "preparing a report for
(President) Nixon." She refused
ovate the building.
By the end of this year the to give her name when asked by
state will have phased out the newsmen.
prison. There are plans to turn The state board adopted a
it into a detention center for policy statement in November,
adults.
1966, endorsing the concept of
family life teaching in the
pose of the survey is to identify schools. ;¦
traits so that programs aimed The basic policy says schools
to help potential and actual mi- should initiate discussions but
grants can emphasize factors should keep parents "constantly
shown to influence success and informed" and not press them
avoid use of time and money on on a community until the comunproductive approaches. . " j munity is ready.
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vember.
Negroes comprise about 40
per cent of Detroit's population.
Both Austin and Sheriff
Gribbs received the backing of
Detroit's two metropolitan daily
newspapers and Civic Searchlight, a nonpartisan "good government" organization formed ,
in 1912.
But Councilman Beck was
considered a formidable opponent. She was council president
from 1957 to 1961 by virtue of
having received more votes
than any other council member
and has a solid core of loyal followers.
Shamie also campaigned oh a
"law-and-order " platform. He
gained considerable publicity
after the last election when, as
publisher of a grocery business
magazine, he urged shopkeepers to get guns and protect
themselves against robbera.

IN WINONA DINING OUT CAN BE
ELEGANT WITHOUT BEING EXPENSIVE
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Cavanagh, who decided not to
seek reelection after two fouryear terms.
The three are Wayne County
Sheriff Roman Gribbs, 43, a
self-described moderate; Councilman Mary Beck, 61, an
avowed "law-and-order" conservative, and Walter Shamie ,
48, a businessman-promoter
who was trounced by Cavanagh
in die 1965 runoff election.
The outcome of today's voting
will be viewed in the light of recent urban elections in Los Angeles and New York City, where
the "law-and-order" issue and
so-called "white backlash" also
played roles.
Supporters of Austin expected
him to get most of the votes
from the black community, but
they conceded he also must receive substantial backing from
whites if he is to be one of the
two mayoral candidates in No-

WHOLE

RE E E

QErx*^ :. *Z*^£;:x

u. 55c

The nominees will meet in a
runoff election Nov, .4.
Among the mayoral candidates, Austin , 56, was regarded
as the first Negro aspirant to
have a chance of winning the
top office in the nation's fifth
largest city.
Three other candidates were
major contenders for the office
now held by Mayor Jerome P.

SAVE $ $ $ ON MEAT
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city council, clerk and treasurer. '
^
A leading contender for mayor was a Negro, Wayne County
Auditor Richard Austin.
Despite favorable weather,
oply about one-third of Detroit's
707,837 registered voters were
expected at the polls before the
8 p.m. EST closing time.
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Brazilians Delighted Board Votes
Not to Accept
AtJunta Hvmiliation Service Road
RIO DE JANEIRO un — Brazilians generally were concerned
for the safety of U.S. Ambassador C. Burke Elbrick during
the three days he was kidnaped
by terrorists, but many were
delighted to see Brazil's military dictatorship humiliated.
Even the honpolitical majority, usually interested mostly in

soccer and the beaches, were
glad to see a victory over the
military clique that shows no
sign of relaxing its hold oil power.
"LOOK AT those 20,000 soldiers, and tliey cafi 't do anything , about a small group of
terrorists," one Brazilian said
as he watched the military par-

PERUVIAN STUDENT .... . Rosd Maria Martin, Lima,
Peru, center front, was the honored guest at an open! house
for Alma (Wis.) High School faculty and seniors held at
the Larry Balk home. Left front is Mrs. Balk, her foster
moth* for the next three months; handing her coffee is
Shirley Becker, right, and rear, from left, Larry Balk, footer
father, arid William Freeze, Alma High principal.
Rosa will be a senior at Alma High School. For the
subsequent thre _ -month periods of the school year she will
live at the William Freeze and ]LeR6y Rothering homes at
Alma. (La Croix Johnson phoip) _ ' ' ' :; '

Boomerang W iig
Contract Awarded

point whete shtfck waves develBy RALPH DIGHTOfo
of
AP Science Writer
op in thg^eam air flowing
EDWARDS AIR FORCE arbiincrlt.
BASE,, Calif. (AP) -r. A nev*
boomerang-shaped wing mav ^These shock waves drag at
enable jetliners of the m_d-l$H» the plane's surfaces and can
to fly 100 miles an . hour iaster «atige it to shake; violently as it
. .
than their present
¦ ;.. -cruising approaches the speed of sound.
*peed. ' • ¦ . ;' xr ..-:., _ >¦'",
CTesfe on the ,wing are sched- Moving this point of turbulence
uled to start-at tbJ__ desfert re- to the rear makes the aircraft
search center next year.
easier to hahdle and more effiA $1.8 million contract an- cient.
nounced by the National Aero- The so-called "supercritical
nautics and Space Administra- wing" was developed in wind
tion Monday calls for fitting a tunnel studies , at NASA's LanNavy F8A jet with the radically gley Research Center, Hampdifferent wing expected to boost ton, Va., over the past four
cruising speed to just , under the years by Dr. Richard T. Whit-t
speed of sound—660 m.p.h. at comb. He designed the wasp45,000 feet—without increasing waist fuselage of many of tofuel consumption.
day 's Supersonic military airA NASA spokesman said the craft , including the F102 and
modified F8A should be ready to F104 fighters and the B58 bombbegin a two-year flight-test pro- er,
gram late i_n 1970 and that passenger liners with the new wing
could be in service by 1974.
Held Without
The back-swept wing, which
looks like a boomerang fixed to Bond in Loan
the top of an ordinary fuselage,
is flat on the top side and Office Slavina
curved on the bottom—just the;
opposite of the wings on today's LA CROSSE, Wis. (AP)-Don
airliners.
aid Shortt, 44, of Madison was
ordered held without bond at La
The new shape was engi- Crosse Monday on a first degree
neered to reduce drag and buf- murder charge in the slaying of
feting and thus increase effi- a loan office clerk last Novemciency, Which translates into ber.
greater range, payload and Shortt is charged in the shootspeed.
ing of Miss Bonnie McDougle,
The spokesman estimated the 22. La Crosse County Judge
gain in efficiency at about 25 Leonard Eoraff appointed an
per cent, ( This would increase attorney to represent Shortt aftspeed more than 100 m.p.h, be- er the defendant claimed he was
yond tho £30 m.p.h. limit of indigent,
most current airliners. He said Police say no detainers have
some airlines might choose to been filed by authorities in Eau
increase paylond rather than Claire, who have issued murder
speed , and thus cut fares.
warrants against Shortt in conThe odd shape has the effect nection with the slayings of
of moving farther to the rear of two persons in a loan office
the piano the "supercritical" there last December.

ade for Independence Day Sunday.
Another commented: "All the
massive student demonstrations
of last year didn't achieve nearly as much as the kidnaping."
As their price for Elbrick's
release, the kidnapers forced
the government to give 15 political prisoners safe conduct to
Mexico and to let the censored
press and government ' broadcasting facilities publish a manifesto blasting the regime as a
dictatorship. Supporters of the
government were shocked; its
critics were jubilant .
BUT SOME Brazilians feared
that the junta would take even
tougher measures against its
opponents. Others were afraid
that the success of the kidnaping would result in an increase
in terrorism.
The three-man junta that took
over from ailing President Arthur da Costa e Silva announced
Monday that it was preparing
new "prevention and repression
methods" against terrorism. It
issued a decree providing for
banishment of persons considered "noxious and dangerous to
national security."
The search for Elbrick's abductors continued.
UNCONFIRMED reports said
police began rounding up suspects as soon as the ambassador
was released Sunday and that
17 persons had been arrested.
Marines were guarding a
house in a wealthy residential
area where police said the kidnapers took the ambassador after forcing him out of his limousine last Thursday. Some of the
guards said a station, wagon believed to have been used in the
kidnaping wa& parked in the garage at the house.
In Metaco City, a spokesman
for the freed political prisoners
declared: "We are going back
to Brazil. We will create an
armed struggle to create a Vietnam in Latin America." ,
THE 15 complained that some
of them had been beaten before being released, and,that
they "were taken to the plane
handcuffed and tied, and were
denied the right to speak, move
or go to the bathroom."
Elbrick said at a news conference that the kidnapers kept
him in a 9-by-12 room furnished
with only a folding cot. He said
they wore masks at all times,
kept the shutters drawn, and
kept a guard posted outside his
room.
The ambassadpr said he was
allowed to go across the hallway
to a bathroom but could see
nothing from the bathroom window,
i ¦ .

A resolution opposing the Minnesota Highway Department's
move to return a half-mile section of Highway 61-3 in Homer
Township to the county was approved by the Winona County
Board Monday afternoon.
The resolution states that the
road, built as a service lane
for Highway 61, does not meet
county road standards and for
the county to take over the section of roadway is not in the
best interest of the public.
In proposing the county take
over the road, the state said
that the road i
would n o t m, '
m e e t the COURty
¦
_¦
standards for
a county state
DOdfCJ
¦
¦
*. • '¦'. - . ;
aid road and
would be a •————•
county or township road. Board
members said that they were
not interested in maintaining
this roadway and felt that
Homer Township should not be
burdened with the responsibility either.
The road is located between
CSAH 15 and Homer Township
road 13. The board toured the
road prior to the meeting Monday.
fii other action the board
jpassed a resolution approving
the Winona city-county community shelter plan.
A motion to extend the
county interim zoning ordinance
to Aug. 1, 1970, was carried
by the board. The ordinance
went into effect Aug. 1, 1968, for
one year and can be renewed
for only one year. At the end
of this period, the county planning should be completed and
zoning laws in effect.

GASOLINE FIRE v . . Flames rose 60 feet into the air
as firemen fought the blaze in this demonstration at Rushford.

Withdrawal of
2 Milwaukee

Trains Opposed

A motion "vigorously opposing" the withdrawal from service of Milwaukee Railroad afternoon Hiawathas was adopted
¦
Monday night " ¦
'
¦:'
by the City
ty
Council.
C
i
.
The motion x ¦
..
was proposed -' COUtlCfl
¦
x ¦' ; '
by Councilman
. . . . . . ¦• ¦ ¦ .
Barry ^Nelson
after introduction of a letter
from the Railroad Brotherhoods Legislative Board for
Minnesota. The letter advised
the council that if enough protests are raised by individuals
and communities involved the
Interstate Commerce Commission will be forced to hold hearings on the request. Without
sufficient protests, the letter
stated, the ICC may not consider a hearing necessary.
Adoption of the motion was
by unanimous vote.

-.

Ex-State College
Ex-GOP Chairman
Prexy Is Married
Announces for
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Dr.
John J. Neumaier, former presi- Conqress Seat
dent of Moorhead, Minn., State

College, and Mrs. Sally Luther,
former Minnesota state representative, were married in Milbank, S. D., last Tuesday.
Mrs. Luther, representing a
south Minneapolis district, was
in the legislature from 1950 until
1962. She later served as administrative assistant to former
Gov. Karl Rolvaag. She left
Minnesota in 1968 and became
director of off-campus studies at
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.
Neumaier was president of
Moorhead State College for 10
years and now heads State University College, New Paltz, N.Y.
The marriage was the second
for both Neumaier, 47, whose
divorce from his first wife became final Aug. 28,- and Mrs.
Luther, 50, who has three childETTRICK PATIENT
ren by her previous marriage
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - to C. Hamilton Luther Jr.
Victor Folkedahl is recovering The couple were married by
from major surgery at a La Magistrate Louis Van De Voort
Crosse hospital.
in Milbank.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Robert Forsythe, former Republican
state chairman, said Mohday he
will seek GtiP nomination for
Congress from the Third District.
The district incumbent, Clark
McGregor, has announced intention to give up the House seat
to seek the slot being vacated
by Democrat Eugene McCarthy;
Forsythe has one unsuccessful
statewide campaign under his
belt when he ran against Sen:
Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn., in
the 1966 senatorial campaign.
The 6-foot-7 Forsythe is the
father of five1 and a former assistant secretary of Health, Education and Welfare during the
Eisenhower administration.
Several other Republicans
have also declared intention to
run for the post which includes
Anoka County and suburban
Hennepin County.

These Fans Taking
Soccer Seriously

CASERTA, Italy (AP ) - and danced in Taranto, on the and Taranto got the promotion.
Demonstrators battled police to- heel of the Italian boot, and fol- Thousands of Casertans took
day for the second straight day lowed black-draped coffins la- to the streets of their town in
after setting fires in protest of a
bribery charge that set back the beled Caserta. For when Caser- the hills north of Naples, their
local soccer team. Parts of the ta 's team went down, Taranto's southern Italian blood boiling.
town were wrecked by the fires went up.
They set fires, stoned police,
and its 39,000 people were on
stopped trains and cars , Mayor
Caserta had defeated Taranto Giovanni di Nardo led the demstrike.
About 2,000 demonstrators 1-0 in a crucial game last May. onstration , and the town council
broke through police lines and This put it on top of the "C" urged the people to demonstrate
halted traffic on the Rome-Cas- league and qualified it for ad- "in all possible ways" against
erta-Naples railway line, which vancement to a better league. the federation's decision.
had been restored to service un- Then on Monday the Italian Soc- The mobs burned the railroad
der police guard during the cer Federation ruled that a Cas- station, a bus station , dozens of
night.
erta player had tried to bribe a shops, automobiles , buses' and
Taranto man before the game. piles of furniture. The police
Police kept control of thc The federation dropped Caserta and the people fought through
burned railway station but tlie to second place in the league, the night.
Here Is Another
demonstrators blocked a grade
crossing BOO yards away with
piles of wood and atono. Traffic
____, *V ____.
__% ¦
_h7v ________________flPMII^____H«, *"'^
was being diverted over a second Rome to Naples line.
r LFI-L-H
Rl-Hp*
«HH8I Armed with clubs and hurling
stones demonstrators charged
police lines around the railway
station , Police fought them off
with tear gas.
Ambulances rushed policemen
Marion Kind knew all p '^MHHBK Wl
and demonstrators to hospitals
about women's suffrage: <¦' j SmSaW^ yJBJBft- '- ¦
If 1MB individual will take a &Jt ]|f r
fiF" ' during thc melee. The number
of injured wns not immediately
hot water. Then she in- j f l B K
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J^m'i.' m
known,
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a
fast
recovery
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second dny, the Italian Soccer
never runs out and her R*
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Federation announced it would
WATCHERS e a c h Tuesday
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hear nn appeal by the Cnserta
and Mdayl
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team against the demotion that
same since women got Wyy X :J
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touched off tho disorders.
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| At midday, water stopped
J
^
flowing to three quarters of tho
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
city. Police said they suspected
demonstrators of damaging a
Sponsored by
pipe. Bonfires flared from one
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end of tho town to the other.
a brighter life foryou
By contrast , thousands snng
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Housewife deep
in hot water.
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Area Firemen Trained

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) They came from La Crescent, Rushford Fire Chief Alfred
—More than 70 area fire fight- Hokah, Caledonia, Minnesota Cordes and his assistants, Harers attended the fire school at City, Lanesboro, Rollingstone ry Arnold and Amos Bakken,
Rushford S u n d a y afternoon. !and Spring Valley.
were in charge of the demonstrations. Instructions were given by Bruce E. Johnstone, Winona fire marshal and teacher
at Winona Area Technical
School.
Flames from a fire started in
a pit 1,500 square feet in size,
built by Rushford firemen, rose
60 feet in the air. The pit contained 900 gallons of gasolino
and other petroleum products.
The flames were doused by th«
firemen.
Forrest Smith of Midland L.
P. Gas Co. gave a demonstration of control of L.P. gas fire
and led a tour of„ the Midland
gas plants showing its safety
features and that of the delivery
vehicles.
The volunteers also demonstrated how to control emergencies with anhydrous ammonia,
which can be extremely hazardous to health.
Materials were donated.
Previous to the demonstraDEMOCRATS PICNIC . . . From left, William Kiley,
Alma, Buffalo County party chairman ; Assemblyman John tions firemen held a memorial
Radcliffe representing Jackson and Trempealeau counties, for Harvey Bendel, Rushford
for more than 35 years,
speaker, and William Thaldorf , Cochrane, county commit- fireman
who
died
of a heart attack Satteeman. (La Croix Johnson photo)
urday night.

Radcliffe Says Farm
Legislation Too Weak

COCHRANE, Wis. (Special) with an amendment that was
— Assemblyman John Rad- adopted which permits canning
cliffe (D-Strum) has called the and freezing companies to conbill to limit the encroachment tinue their land grabbing pracof conglomerate corporate tices without limitation," Radfarming in Wisconsin a severe- cliffe said. "When large corly watered down proposal.
porations acquire every eleSpeaking to the Buffalo Coun- ment of the food producing proty Democrats at Goose Lake cess, from the first to : the last,
Park here Sunday, Radcliffe there is ho real competition in
said: "The original bill was the market place. We are, inintroduced by a number of deed, in danger of destroying
Assemblymen as a bipartisan the free enterprise system
attempt to slow down the ac- when it becomes possible for
cumulation of agricultural lands a few corporations to control
by foreign and domestic cor- the land, labor, capital and
porations at the expense of the. management of food production."
independent landowner.
"Amendments to the bill Assemblyman Radcliffe said,
opened the door to a number "It is hoped that the Senate
of new exempt operations so will be able to strengthen the
that, as the amended version bill when it arrives there, to
received first passage it was put teeth in the prohibitions
not as strong as I would have which should be adopted, "Unfortunately the majority party
liked it to be.
"1 am particularly . concerned refused to advance the bill, aft-

Fred Naas

Jim Schain

er its initial passage, and pressure will have to be brought
to bear on the leadership in the
assembly to move the bill along
at a more rapid pace."
Radcliffe passed out copies of
the voting record on the anticorporate farming; bill compiled
by the NFO. The record slowed
that Assemblyman Stanley
York, Republican representing
this district, "had voted wrong
on all 10 key issues," the Buffalo County party reported . •
The assemblyman from Strum
discussed his co-introduced bill
regarding dairy plant security
and an insurance fund which
would provide a $500,000 revolving fund to protect dairymen
from losses of plant closings.
Revenue would come from an
additional % percent tax on
oleomargarine, the party report
said.
The release reported Radcliffe
as saying, "I am happy to be
a member of the minority party
in the legislature, however, I
am unhappy with the budget
bill. It gives us no additional
beer or corporate tax. I voted
against the bill which include*
the _ percent sales tax."
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A/of Qn/y Race and Religion

H i story ' D i vi des People
¦

By ANTHONY LEWIS
Veto York Times News Service
KORCULA, Yugoslavia -I t
her great book on Yugoslavia
before the war, "Black Lamb
and Grey Falcon," Dame Rebecca West conveyed her astonishment at the unremitting hostility between the two major
Slav peoples in this country, the
Croats and the Serbs. To an
outsider, the hatred was irrational.
One example she gave was a
conspiracy trial fraud&itly worked up by the occupying Hapsburg Empire, early in this century, against a group of Serbs.
Of the hundreds of perjured wit
Besses, most were Croats.
"THEY WERE all willing to
swear away the lives of their
fellow-Slavs to the authorities
they hated," Dame Rebecca

Campaign
Spending
Probe Lags

¦
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v

¦
.

wrote. "Yet there is no difference between Croats and Serbs
except their religion."
No difference except religion
and history, she should have
said — but her whole book is
about the history. The fact that
the Croats are Roman Catholic
and the Serbs Orthodox Catholics would mean little without
the antecedent bloody centuries
of emotion, often manipulated
by politicians and churchmen
for their own ends.
THIS SUMMER has given us
appalling reminders that men
everywhere are still driven by
hostility and fears almost beyond the understanding of outsiders. The historical compulsions of religion, race and nation remain.
In Ireland, m the summer of
1969, Christians fought and kill-
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ed each other because some
were Protestant, some Catholic.
It was as if history had slipped
back three centuries to the madness of the Thirty Years War.
In the Mdddle East , the fire
in the Al-Aksa Mosque, Jerusalem, was seized upon as reason for a holy war. The Arabs,
with all their expertise in the
irrational, instantly convinced
themselves that the fire was
the work of the Israeli government, the last people on earth
who would have wanted it to
occur.
In Czechoslovakia, Great Russian Imperialism managed to
surpass the cynicism, brutality
and shortsightedness of the
Hapsburgs in dealing with a
subject nation. The Czechoslovak tragedy seems less surprising to us, than the summer's
other events because we are
used to Soviet behavior now.
But the unwillingness of the
Soviet Union to make any accommodation with change toward individual freedom in
Eastern Europe is explained in
part by unreasoning fear — the
ancient Russian fear of attacks
from Central Europe, aggravated by the leadership of uncertain , frightened men.
AMERICANS used to have
liberal illusions of progress
away from the old national
and racial hatreds; Americans
even read books about world
government.
If any of those illusions were
left after Cyprus or Nigeria or
the other places where men
with no common-sense grievances have fought men like
themselves in recent years,
they should be disappearing
fast. Americans know now that
the emotions of history, however narrow and illogical, are
among the most intractable
facts of international life —
even in an age when the whole
world is threatened with destruction by weapons or, more
slowly, by population pressure.
Yugoslavia is, in a way, a
reassuring vantage point from
which to consider such gloomy
events as this summer 's, for the
Yugoslavs have survived endless torments. In addition to
their own quarrels: over religion, they have been attacked
and occupied by Turks, Venetians, Austrians, Hungarians,
Italians, Germans.
Rebecca West imagined asking a Yugoslav peasant in 1937
whether he had ever known
peace in his lifetime, and then
magically asking his father and
his father and on back for 1,000
years, and the answer would always be: "No, there was fear ,
there were our enemies without ,

Denies Giving
'Inside' Report
On Killing

Broadway Is Off
In Significant Way

By WILLIAM GLOVEK
AP Drama Writer
our rulers within, there was
NEW YORK (AP) - Broadprison, there was torture, there
way is in a production slump
was violent death."
and off-Broadway is booming.
_
the new theater season,
That's
(AP)
MINNEAPOLIS
St.
WHEN THE Russians invaded Czechoslovakia last year, Paul Police Chief Lester E. Mc- just getting under way.
Marshal Tito genuinely feared Auliffe denied giving a news- It could go into the records as
they would soon, move into Yu- man "inside information" on the the most significant event since
goslavia. That possibility re- 1963 slaying of Carol Thompson, the Great White Way became
the country 's entertainment
mains, and every Yugoslav is
aware of it. But no visitor here despite the newsman's conten- capital and Gotham's greatest
tourist lure.
could miss the mood of confi- tion to the contrary.
dence and determination. Why? St. Paul Pioneer Press and Note a few figures:
Between now and the snows of
"Yugoslavs do not complain," Dispatch reporter Lewis Patter- New
Year, the traditional midsomeone intimately familiar son told a Hennepin County Dis- point
of stage activity, only
with his country .. explained, trict Court hearing that Chief eight new shows have been defi"because they know what real McAuliffe was the source for a nitely booked for Broadway,
1963 article on the murder of the
trouble is.
plus two revivals and the visit
"The thing that is disastrous wife of St. Paul attorney T. Eu- by a San Francisco troupe.
for any people is thinking about gene Thompson;
is less than one-third of
yourself , and complaining. The Thompson was later convicted That year's
very average pace.
Yugoslavs don't do that. They of first degree murder in the last
17 exhibits includIn
contrast,
case.
are prepared to die for a cause
ing
a
couple
of
palpable hits, alAttorney
Ronald Meshbesher
— a variety of conflicting
ready
have
appeared
off-Broadand
Thompson
are
seeking
a
causes, really — and that brings
,15 more by midseason
way
and
new
trial
claiming
that
pre-trial
out nobility.''
attest to the creative shift that's
One 's awareness of the So- publicity and "leaks" by police going
on.
influenced
the
case.
viet threat is heightened here
A string of witnesses denied Helen Hayes and Katharine
by the presence of thousands of giving
newsmen information in- Hepburn, redoubtable queens of
Czech tourists, on this island 1
McAuliffe.
and the whole Dalmatian coast. cluding
allure, are turning
Former
City box-office
Others wonder sadly what will Police Chief Minneapolis
out
to
whet
Broadway exciteCalvin F. Hawkinface the Czechs when they re- son was another
ment. On the other hand, severwho
denied
givturn home. The Yugoslavs won- ing information to St. Paul
of the street's most astute,
re- al
der how the Czechs could have porter Max Swartz.
trend-oenscious producers, are
let the Russians march in last The new trial hearing for putting their money into projyear without fighting.
Thompson reopened Monday in ects for little theaters far off
In a small ruined building on Hennepin courts after starting Times Square.
Korcula there is an open-air in April.
The reasons for the altering
cinema every other night dur- The hearing was delayed fol- emphasis appear mainly to be:
ing the summer. On Aug. 21 lowing Judge Douglas K. Am- a dearth of promising scripts
this year the film was "The dahl's sentencing of another St. for big house display; shortage
Russians are Coming, The Paul reporter, Donald Giese, on of investment money, partly
Russia^_ Are Coming," with contempt charges after Giese perhaps because of the stock
CroatidPlubtitles. S o m e would not reveal a news source. market decline, and increasing
though! it would be a nervous That conviction was over- public unwillingness to pay
occasion. ThK Yugoslavs only turned by the Minnesota Se- those rising ticket prices for
laughed.
\
preme Court last month.
less than smash attractions.

There has been growing evidence
several years that
'change for
was
imminent in New
\
York theatrical creativity.
Off-Broadway production, aft(er an earlier flareup and de,cline, has been steadily growing
,while Broadway endeavor has
;hung around 55 shows each sea,son—if this year 's trend contin'
.ues,
that total will be about 30.
Last .season there were 94 offBroadway shows.
Additionally the efforts of sev,
eral
impresarios, and most notably, the APA-Phoenix companyi to establish repertory on
Broadway as a workable if not
profitable undertaking, failed

dismally.
Now it appears that , although
landlords may moan the dearth
of tenants, the producers still
active are more warily judging
potentially before hiring casts
and heading for the big time.
Plays of worth but potentially
limited in interest are going into
the little theaters at a lot lower
cost.
As matters stand B&w, a do>
en Broadway houses are looking
for occupants—a circumstance
unprecedented—but every offBroadway basement or converted church hall is booked, and
several more auditoriums are
being rehabilitated.

Coins Conf iscated
To Pay Sales Tax

dollars and 4,655 bills of varying
denominations.
T h e State Tax Department
says the confiscated money will
be deducted from the estimated
$10,760 which she allegedly owes
the state from when the . sales
tax went into effect.
The balance is to come from a
sale of her stock on hand at a
public auction.

GRAFTON, N.Y. (AP) _ It
may be of little consolation, but
Mrs. Emma Sbrega of Grafton
is probably one of the few people to pay the government off in
small change, mostly pennies.
Twenty-two thousand pennies
were among the money confiscated from her grocery in this
small community to pay for alleged back sales taxes, which
New York State says she owes
from 1965.
Tax officials emerged from
her store Friday carrying buckets, baskets, jars and other assorted containers brimming
with coins and currency found
scattered all around the store,
totalling $7,410.
It took tax officials seven
hours to count the money,
which, besides the pennies, included 2,229 nickels, 5,790
dime's, 6,240 quarters, 460 half-

Two Negroes on
Highway Patrol

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) W A S H I N G T O N (AP ) - By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
Two Negroes were among 40
new North Carolina highway paSources say the Justice Depart- Dear Dr. Thosteson: My 21trolmen sworn in Monday.
ment apparently will not prose- month old daughter has just
The recruits will take a 14cute candidates and campaign discovered that she has a shadtraining course at the Inweek
committees that failed to com- ow and is terrified. My husstitute
of Government in Chapel
ply last year with the federal band and I tried to explain that
going on duty.
Hill
before
everyone has one, even her
The first Negro officer in the
law on reporting financial state- puppy, but she still thinks it is
900-member patrol has been on
ments.
going to hurt her.
duty about a year.
The delinquents include 107 She will not walk. She just
congressional candidates and 20 stands and quivers all over. She
noticed it last night and
fund-raising groups for Nixon- just
started screaming. — Mrs. J.C.
Agnew. Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell was campaign manag- THERE'S NO accounting for
the odd notions that pop into
er for the GOP ticket.
children's minds. I have no
The "matters are still under ready answer for this one, although I suspect the trouble
investigation," a Justice De- will
be over by the time you
partment spokesman said Fri- read this.
day. However, sources said It's not easy to "explain"
nothing is expected to be done things to a child so young, but
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Behavior of
Money Is
Most Erratic

By JOY STUXEY
NEW YORK (AP) - The new
exact change system that recently went into effect on New
York City . buses emphasizes
anew the erratic behavior of
any money that happens to be in
my possession.
Under the present setup, riders must have either 20 cents in
change or a subway token fo put
in the coin box. The driver no
longer makes change.
This poses a problem for me,
because all I ever seem to have
is quarters.
No matter how many dollar
bills I break during the day for
coffee, newspapers, gum or
mints, when the showdown
comes nothing shows up but 25cent pieces and pennies.
Some of ray best friends have
nickels ajid dimes. Sometimes I
get them too, and tuck them
away with loving care, happy in
the knowledge that I can come
to terms with any vending machine. But when the moment of
truth arrives; or when I have a
confrontation with a pay telephone, those lesser coins I have
so carefully hoarded have by
some alchemy turned into the
omnipresent quarters.
While too little wealth brings
problems, so at times does too
much wealth. Take that gadget
that turns a dollar bill into all
sorts of useful coins if you can
manage to get George Washington's picture in just the right
spot and push/the plunger with
the proper, flair. When I chance
upon one of these money-changing wonders I'm sure to have no
bill smaller than a five on hand.
I've become resigned to the
fact that money and I will never
achieve a compatible relationship.
If I set out on a shopping trip
with bulging bankroll, not one
item strikes my fancy. But if I
just happen to be in a store
when I'm a likely candidate for
a bank loan I'm sure to run
across something irresistible.
Oh well, I've always got all
those quarters^-unless I happen
to need one for the washing machine.
¦ ¦

Report Prison Is
Back to Normal
WAUPUN, Wis. Wl — A group
of inmates involved in a protest
demonstration over cigarette
taxes returned gradually Monday to regular cells, a time-consuming process which Waupun
State Prison officials said would
precede any decision on disciplinary penalties.
Warden Elmer Cady said routine for the penitentiary's nearly 1,000 inmates was virtually
back to normal after Sunday's
outburst. All meals were served on schedule, and recreation
activities resumed in the yard
in which the demonstration had
broken out.

Teachers at Waconia
Accept Board Offe r
WACONIA, Minn. W) - Teacher negotiators at Waconia
Monday accepted a school board
salary offer calling for a beginning salary of $6,750 for teachers with bachelor degrees.
Starting pay for teachers with
master's degrees is $7,600, with
a maximum of $12,800.
.5-Jtl__ _M.
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Graham Feels Pike s Views Did ChurchNo Harm

By BENNET BOLTON
MINNEAPOLIS Ht — The
Rev. Billy Graham, whose own
theology is so' distant from the
liberalism of James A. Pike
that "he and I hardly agreed on
anything," feels the late Episcopal Bishop's controversial
views did no harm to the
church.
"The only thing we agreed on
was our friendship, and I deeply regret his death," the evangelist said about Pike. His body
was found in scorching Israeli
wilderness last weekend six

days after his car broke down for his occasional platform-sharon - a trip.
ing with the California clergyGraham gave newsmen his ap- man.
praisal of Pike as a U.S. Con- The Southern Baptist preachgress on Evangelism, which has er was invited to Pike's consebrought 5,000 churchmen togeth- cration as a bishop a decade
er to try to mobilize a spiritual ago and later let him recite a
rebirth for American Christian- prayer at a Graham religious
ity, moved today into working crusade before tens of thousession lasting all week.
sands of persons .on the West
Superstar and honorary chair- Coast.
man of the interdenominational That was before Bishop Pike
meeting here, Graham has been was accused of flirting with
criumed at times over the past heresy and almost brought to a
eight years by fundamentalists church trial byJ his Episcopal-

self and President Nixon
against criticism from theologian Reinhold Niebuhr , who said
last month in the interdenominational magazine "Christianity
and Crisis" that Nixon's divine
services Sundays in the White
House created a bland pro-administration religion in violation of American church-state
separation. X y
The president and 'the evangelist are longtime friends. Niebuhr charged that ministers inGraham also defended him- vited to the presidential serv-

ian peers for questioning basic
religious tenets and before he
told of communicating with his
dead son through seances.
"He had the effect of making
people search their own hearts
as to what they believe," said
Graham. "In the realm of the
new morality he,had a negative
effect — but in theological matters I didn 't think he did any
harm to the church. He made us
discuss theology a little more. "

Sinai Desert Is a Junk Dealer's Dream
day the planes screamed down
on it.
North of the town, two sandcolored, Soviet-built Egyptian
tanks stand with their long barrels pointing at the sky. They
appear intact except for their
shattered tracks.
The ammunition train was The road that begins among
strafed by Israeli jets and lies the dark green orange groves
just where it was stopped on the outside Tel Aviv becomes fur-

oasis town before the vast
wastes of the sand desert begin, is an entire wrecked train,
so riddled with bullets that the
metal weapons look like fine filigree work with the sky showing
through their punctured sides.

EL QANTARA, Occupied Sinai (AP) _ The Sinai Desert is a
scrapmetal merchant's dream.
All the way along the narrow
road south from Tel Aviv to El
Qantara on the Suez Canal, the
desert sands are littered with
the debris of wrecked Egyptian
trucks and tanks.
Two years after the 1967 war

and the disastrous retreat of the
Egyptians, their bullet-holed
and rusting vehicles still lie sadly like monuments to defeat.
The Israelis have dragged
hundreds of tanks and useable
trucks and weaponry out of the
desert; but the wreckage has
been left where it was shot up.
Just south of El Arish, the last

CAB Probing
Twin Cities
Air Service

Liza* 'Private Life
Is Nobody's Business

SALEM, Mass. (AP — A t i n y
creature, a little mouse, arrived
in a gift package for Liza Minnelli on the movie location here
this summer.
She was delighted with it;
planning to add it to the huge
collection of li|;tle . creatures,
stuffed, furry and ceramic,
scattered about her New YorJ_
City apartment.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Civil Aeronautics Board began
investigating Monday how much
extra air service MinneapolisSt. Paul and Milwaukee require
to the southeastern United!
States.
Miami, Tanlpa and Ft. Lauderdale want new connections
with the Twin Cities and Mil- A friend asked what she had
waukee.
named it. Liza said it bad no
One of the issues is the ques- name. The friend, who knows
tion of diverting additional traf- Liza means anything and everyfic from the congested Chicago thing, scoffed.
and Atlanta airports.
Airlines applying for new
service between the Twin Cities
and the Southeast are Braniff ,
Delta, National, Northeast,
North Central/ United and Western. Eastern and Northwest
Airlines now fly between the
areas. Eastern has asked for
CAB permission for new routes.
' Milwaukee and the Twin CitWASHINGTON (AP) -The
ies are on a reasonably direct
geographical line '¦with the justice Department, under fire
southeastern states, the CAB for collecting less; than half the
said in opening the hearing. The government's bad debts,' agreed
cities in question already produce large amounts of air traf- today the chore has sometimes
fic and have potential for gener- been neglected in the past.
ating'more/ The issue is how But it said a mounting crimimuch is desirable.
nal caseload "requires us to be
Greer. M. Murphy Is the realistic concerning the amotfnt
hearing examiner for the CAB. of resources and emphasis
Ronald B. Natalie, counsel for which can be allocated to collecNorthwest Airlines Inc., ques- tions work at present."
tioned witnesses favoring the
routes directly between the Although the Justice DepartTwin Cities and Miami about ment won $383 million in bad
how many new passengers they
expected to win. He noted the debts, fines, penalties and forestablished pattern of many feitures from court judgments
Minneapolis-St. Paul travelers in the past four years, the agendriving to Chicago's O'Hare Air- cy has collected only $163.2 milport to get better connections. lion, according to a congressionMinneapolis spokesmen said al study reported by the Assothey believed nonstop flights be- ciated Press last week. This is' a
tween their city and Miami collection rate of 42 per cent.
would attract the needed pas- The House government operations subcommittee, which had
sengers.
They mentioned complaints the study prepared , called Jusabout service at O'Hare due to tice officials in today to explain
why they couldn't do better.
air and ground traffic jams.
"The dollar amount of uncollected judgments compels us
not to permit the collection
Dedicate Statue function
to be neglected as it
sometimes has been," Associate
To MacArthur
Deputy Atty. Gen. George H.
WEST POINT , N.Y. (AP) - Revercomb told the subcommitAn 8-foot bronze statue in mem- tee in prepared testimony.
ory of the late Gen. Douglas
to take a balMacArthur will be dedicated "We shall tryreasonable
apanced
and
Thursday at the U.S. Military
proach," he said, "giving the
Academy.
necessary emphasis to the work
The statue, showing the fa- of collections."
mous West Point graduate in a Involved are the full range of
World War If uniform carrying court-won debts to the governa jacket, will be unveiled by ment*—back taxes, defaulted
MacArchur 's widow.
Federal Housing Administration
MacArthur, a 1903 graduate of and Small Business Administrathe academy, died in 1964, He tion loans, damage claims, fines
was superintendent of the acad- for violation of federal laws and
all the rest.
emy from 1909 to J922.

Collections on
Indebtedness
Less Than Half

"But if I told you the name,
then there would be no point in
it having a ,private name of its
own," was Liza's reply.
This is the Liza Minnelli who
at ,16declared her independence
and landed a $34-a-week job in
an off-Broadway revival; the
Liza Minelli the critics have
finally stopped calling Judy
Garland's daughter; the Liza
Minnelli with an almost fanatical desire to succeed; the Liza
Minnelli who handled her mother 's funeral with a dignity many
thought would be impossible at

Hope For
Cease Fire
In Nigeria

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
(AP) — An air of expectancy
prevailed at the African summit
meeting today amid mounting
reports that a cease-fire in the
Nigerian-Biafran. war would he
announced today or Wednesday.
Conference sources said a
cease-fire would be ordered so
African heads of state could go
to Biafra to meet with its leader, Gen. C. Odumegwu Ojukwu,
in an effort to start peace talks.
The delegation will probably
include President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, a prime mover for a cease-fire and the first
president to extend diplomatic
recognition to Biafra.
Nyerere and Maj. Gen. Yakubu Gowon, the head of the Nigerian government, met Monday
for the first time since the war
started 28 months ago and bad
long private talks.
Informed sources denied earlier unconfirmed reports that a
cease-fire would clear the way
for Gowon and Ojukwu to meet.
Gowon has always insisted that
Ojukwu must first renounce
Biafra 's secession from Nigeria.
One head of state, smiling
over the prospect of at least a
temporary cease-fire, said: "We
could have brought about a
cease-fire last year during the
Algiers summit,, but we were
led to believe the war was almost over."

ther south a highway of hellish
reminders for those who fought
the Sinai campaign.
There is hardly a building in
El Arish that does not bear sheU
or bullet holes,
Beyond El Arish, the gray ribbon of tarmac is almost lost in
the shifting bright yellow sand.
Along the way you pass little
groups of Arabs shoveling sand
off the road or filling in holes

The sands seem endless.
Sometimes ybu see a veiled
Bedouin woman, clothed entirely in black, striking purposefully across the; desert, seemingly
from nowhere to nowhere.
Near the canal, the Utter of
war increases. El Qantara itself
is a ghost town, pounded into
the public's final look at Gar- ruins by Egyptian shells.
It was
land the Legend.
evacuated of all civilians earlier
It is also the Liza Minnelli this year.
who adopts a homeless mutt she A Coptic church stands gaunt,
finds wandering the streets of
Puerto Rico; the Liza Minnelli it's entire inside revealed by a
who bursts into little wisps ' of huge shell hole.
song when she is bored ; the Weeds are spreading across
main street in a town that
Liza Minnelli who goes on pizza the
once
had 17.000 inhabitants.
and chili and onion binges ; the
Liza Minnelli who compulsively A soldier has chalked on a
chews her fingernails; the ' Liza wall the warning: "Don't stop. "
Minnelli who vows her private It is sound advice. You can
life will never be stolen from never be sure when an Egyptian
shell or rocket will come whisher.
tling in.
Candid about her career—"I On the edge of the canal, Iscome across awful on television raeli troops keep watch on the
guest spots"—Liza shies away Egyptians only 100 yards away
from talking about her private across the narrow stretch of walife, the life where she is Mrs. ter..' ' :'
Peter Allen, a young housewife In a ceremony in which the
who likes to throw dinner par- bodies of nine Egyptian comties—Italian food and large mandoes were handed back reroasts—who has paintings and cently, Egyptian troops could
photographs hung all over their clearly be seen moving, on the
East Side three-room apart- far bank.
ment, and who calls up friends One Egyptian lookout studied
at 3 a.m. to say: "Get up. the Israeli side through binocuThere's a great old movie on the lars. An Israeli soldier did the
late show.
same from bis side.
"My private life is nobody's
business," says the girl who The Egyptians, refusing to acwatched her mother 's divorces cept the Israeli presence oh the
and suicide attempts , her mag- egst bank, have stepped up their
nificent triumphs at the Palace, artillery bombardments since
her every move, chronicled in April, until shelling has become
a daily occurrance.
headlines,
Returning on the six-hour bus
''Besides, I lead a very rou- haul back to Tel Aviv,.a sweat.
tine, normal, boring life. Why ing Israeli army
sergeant comshould anybody be interested?" mented: "We'll continue to be
she asks. "When people get cu- in their 'artillery range for half
rious I try not to be rude but to an hour."
head them off at the pass."
Imperceptibly, it seemed the
Liza once explained that her bus driver stepped on the gas
mother was bored by the mid- and suddenly ' even the desert
dle-of-the-road existence, Not so ahead looked inviting:
for Liza,
"I just kind of like loping
right down the middle ," she
says. Then she adds , cynically :
"Or perhaps I should say staggering down the road."

Liza has been married for two
years and says she would quit V
show business immediately if
her husband , an Australian
singer, asked. The girl who has
described her own erratic child- /
hood as "wonderful but differ- ( ¦
ent" or, more rarely, "horrendous," has no immediate plans
for a family of her own.
"I want to grow up before my
children, not with them, "
Liza was on location at the Salem Hospital for the filming of
"Tell Me You Love Me, Junie
Moon ,'' a move about three afflicted young people who decide
to face the world together when
CHAMPION NAMED
(/T)
AUSTIN, Minn.
— George they are released from the hosW. Corrori and Son, McComb, pital.
Ohio, produced the Chester With her was her mongrel,
White champion and reservf. Ocho. She found him six months
champion boars in opening day ago outside of a San Juan , Pueractivities at the National Boar to Rico, restaurant called
Show Monday .
Ocho's and took him home with
her.
I
"He 's not a net ," she says of
the dog. "We just sort of
bumped into each other and are
stringing along together.
"I just love him. He's so
bored by everything. "
Liza herself seems to have little middle ground between boredom and enthusiasm. When she
is bored, she bursts into song in
the midst of a conversation , or
looks away, distracted. But
when she is interested , she is in- y
tent, all concentration , as she
rereads the script for the 100th
time.
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The three-m&n team heading
the operations was made up of
Drs. John Najarian , Richard
Lillehei and Richard Simmons.
The surgery, which required
about 12 hours; took place Sunday and early Monday.
One recipient, an unidentified
34-year-old California man, received a pancreas, kidney and
an intestinal section known at
tbe duodenum. He had a severe
case of diabetes. A pancreas
transplant is still rare operation.
The donor also furnished a
kidney to William Roppe, 23,
Minneapolis, whose kidneys had
failed.
Stored for use within a few
days were two eye corneas.
Surgeons put into frozen storage
a section of the aorta main artery with a heart valve-attached.
'
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The 92,099-square-mile nation
of Ghana, roughly the size of
Oregon, occupies a strategic position on the southern side of the
great bulge of West Africa.
Nearly one out of every four Africans Uves in the region.
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He suggested that parents,
schools and churches work together , in imparting a sexual education that includes "God,
beauty and the joy of marriage. " •
"There will be a lot more controversy before we settle it," he
added.
In remarks at a sen/ice Monday night opening the Congress
on Evangelism, Graham said a
"new Puritanism" was needed
today in the church to bring a
new discipline into lives.
"Burlesque is now in our
homes," he said. "America ''¦as
become a vast mission fii.-ld
that needs to be evangelized as
much as; Asia, Africa and Latin
America."

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-A single donor, killed in an accident,
furnished seven parts for transplants at University of Minnesota Hospitals;.
Four of the organs were put
to immedate use and surgeons
stored the other three.

/ S ebofflerf a

OUR COMPETITION IS "GREEN W ITH ENVY"

TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR TV

ices, Graham included, shy
away from saying anything in
their sermons that would be
harsh toward tbe government.
"I try to preach what God
wants to be preached. I always
preach the gospel," said Graham. He noted that the White
House is the private home of
the Nixons, as well as the presidential residence, and said any
man has a right to invite a
preacher in on a Sunday to conduct worship.
On another matter, Graham
called the drug craze among
young radicals and hippies "the
most dangerous thing that is
happening in ; America today."
Asked about the controversy
around the nation on whether
and how sex education ought to
be taught to children in the
schools, Graham said he believes many homes are failing
to give proper sex education to
children, although some of the
sex education he has seen in the
schools "is going too far."

Crash Victim
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PEE WEE AMERICAN CHAMPS , . ' ..
Hie NSP team won the Park-Bee Pep W*
American title this summer. Team members are (front row from left): Tom Mate)*
ka, Matt Smith, Jim Gilbertson and Bill
Schultz. Second row: Mike Stalka, Joe Nett,
Keith Troke, Marty Peterson and Tom Olson. Not pictured are Doug Case, Bob Warren, Matt Forstrom and Steva Conway.

PEE WEE NATIONAL CHAMPS
This is thd Kendell-O'Brien team which
won the Parfc-Rec Pee Wee National League
title this summer. Team members are (first
row from left); Gary Thomas, Ricky Baker^
SteVe Olness, Barry McClung and Paul
Thieke. Second row: Bob Barth, Randy
Kronebusch, R. J. Renk, Doug Neitzke and
Randy Hanson. Bob Bublitz and Curt Rude
are not pictured.

#M ^) V HxDuNmV®
AU Winona Daily News
.• ¦ '¦Ml " Winona/ Minnesota

TUESDAY, SEPT. VlW

TEE BALL CHAMPS . . .. Winners of
Park-Rec Knee* High National T-Ball league
title this summer was this Lakeside Gulf
team. Pictured with league supervisor Jack
Rader are! (front row from left): Don
Stretzka, Matt Czaplewski, Rick Loth, Mark
Czaplewski, John O'Brien. Second row: Devon Burke, Jeff Gunderson, Gary Glubka,
Robert Laak and Terry Justin. Nyt pictured are Don Benson, Mark Schndder,
Randy Earp and Kirk Peterson.

EIGHT-YEAR-OLD CHAMPS . . . This
is the Polachek Electric team which won
the eight-year-old Knee High T-Ball title
this past season. Team members are (front
row from left) : Jim Van Deinse, Perry
Knopick, Jay Kryzer,
Masyga, Dan
Welch and Hunter Mertes. Second row: Lee
Donney, Mike Bambenek, Scott Lorry, Tim
Schoendr and Dan Polus. Bob Gillund is
not pictured.

'
BANTAM CHAMPS . . . ' - Winona Hotels
captured the Park-Rec Bantam league title
this summer. Pictured are (front row from
left): Tim Luksa, Jeff Gerth, John Wadden and Paul Eckert. Second row: Tony
Walsh, Paul Brosnahan, Bill Hargesheimer,
Bruce Parker, and Dave Karsten. Missing
are Doug Luebbe, Dave Luebbe and Dave
Tillman.

SEVEN-YEAR-OLD CHAMPS . . . The
Winona Furniture won the Park-Rec Knee
High American T-Ball seven-year-old title
this year. Team members are (front row
from left): Bob Mayer, John Carroll, Scott
Dieterman, Kevin Sanden, John Howe and
Pat Meier. Second row : Dave Kuklinski,
Doug Block, John Spdtz, Jay Carroll, John
Fox and Tom Husman. Frank Carney, Kevin
Burke and Jeryl Young are not pictured.

GIRLS SOFTBALL CHAMPS . . . This
oup of girls combined to win the ParkiCec 1 Girls Softball title this summer. Pictured are (front row from left) : Sue Pelow;
ski , Debbie Cada, Krik Pelowski and Debbie
Fugldstad. Second row: Vicki Luhmann,
Peggy Spencer , Charlene Kaehler, Kathy
Meier and league supervisor Mary Schultz.
Third row : Vicki Stanton, Kim Magin, Sally
Spencer and Mary Kusinsk i.

Redskins: New Coach, New Uniforms ... And New Optimism

WASHINGTON (AP) - The [p lucked from the waiver lists ,
Washington Redskins have a through the Redskins' training
new coach, general manager camp at Dickinson College in
and part-owner in Vince Lom- Carlisle , Pa., at a dizzying rate.
bardi , new uniforms and a new The Redskins lack a big, punishing back capable cf making
optimism for the upcoming Na- crucial short yardage necessary
tional Football League season. for a first down and continued
Much of the Redskins' success control of the ball,
hinges on the health of quarter- Lombardi has been getting
back Sonny Jurgensen becaiiHe the best results nt the running
Lombardi still has been unable hack slot from rookie Larry
to come up with the running Brown, a 5-fool-ll , IW/ * poundback lie says he needs to give er from Kansas State, and Dick
Washington a balanced offen- Smith, a third year man who
sive attack. But one enn 't say played defensive back last year ,
he isn 't trying.
He also hns been using leftLombardi, who came out of a overs from last yenr—Gerry Alone-yenr retirement after nine len, A. D. Whitfield nnd Bob
successful seasons at Green Bruent , nnd Randy .Schultz,
Bay, has been shuffling players, |picked up in a trade wilh New

Orleans for st'eond string quarterback Jim Ninowski .
But the primary weapons of
the Redskins will be the arm of
Jurgensen and a corps of receivers who won three of the top
four places among the NFL receivers two years ago.
Charlie Taylor , Jerry Smith
and Bobby Mitchell , who
retired Monday, finished 1 2
and 4 in receiving in 1907 when
Jurgensen was setting passing
rcconkf-bul they tailed off last
ycorr
The Redskins also have Pat
Richter , who had his finest year
Inst season nnd Sonny Hand
acquired from San Francisco,
battling it out for the tight end
spot along wilh Maiiin MeKeever who also has been used

at linebacker,
Behind Jurgensen , the Redskins have an array of quarterbacks, none of whom has
emerged as No. 2— former Heisman Trophy winner Gary Be-

ban, who was a running back
last season, taxi squad member
Harry Thcofilicdcs, free agent
Dnnny Tnlbott and Buster
O'Brien , who played in Canada
last year.

Redskin s Ai A Glance

1068 finish—Third In NFL Capitol Division.
1008 record—5-9.
Probable 11109 finish—Third In the NI'L Capitol Division.
Team's strong points—Sonny .Jiirgcnscn 's passing nnd
receiving of Charlie Tnylnr, Hobby Miltchell, Jerry Smith
ami Pat Richter.
Team 's weakness—Running game and defense, especially
secondary .
Host rookies — Kunming hack Lurry Drown , defense buck
(Jcnc I_i>ps and linebackers John Didion and Harold Mclinlon.

The offensive line isn't as fast
or aggressive, as the . coach
would like but nobody expects
perfection except Lombardi.
It will be the same group up
front ns in 1968, except that
Walter Rock is back at right
tackle and Jim Snowden has
moved to left tackle.
Lombard! will be looking for a
fast , tough running guard until
thc season opens, and possibly
for weeks after that , but he can
make do with Vince Promuto,
John Woolen nnd Don Bandy. In
center Len Hnuss, he has one of
the best in the league.
Ray Schoenke, who can play
three positions , and Mitch Johnson, a dependable tackle , probably will be the swing men, with
Dave Crossan bucking up

Hauss.
Lombardi is still trying to develop a pass rush With his defensive line, the same group of
faces as last year—ends Carl
Kammerer and Spain Muagrove
and tackles Willie Norton and
Frank Bosch.
He got Sam Huff to come out
of retirement to give a boost to
the linebacker corps that could
develop into one of the NFL's
best.
With Huff at his spot In the
middle, aggressive Chris Hanburger on the right and improving Tom Rousscll on the loft , the
Redskins boast three top frontHners .
Pat Fisher nnd Aaron Martin
can handle the corners but the
loss of Jim Smith, who has

been a second-year man and
thus more experienced , hurts
the deep defense . Smith, Washington's top rookie in 19611,
broke his neck in thc final game
of Uie season and will he out of
action this yoar.
However , rookie Geno Epps
may prove to be a worth y successor in lending a band to veterans Tommy Brown , acquired
from Green Bay, Brig Owens
and Rickic Harris.
Thti Redskins' chances for a
winning team boils down to a lot
of "if*, " , the biggest beinR the
hope thnt Jurgensen stays
healthy enough to piny the full
14-game schedule . If he does ,
I_ombnrdi may hnve the wiiv -.r
he said he would have in the nation's oapital,

WHIPS ROCHE FOR OPEN TITLE

John Marshall
Addison Back Appears Rough
With Gophers,
NelsonQuits

MINNEAPOLIS (ffl _ The
Minnesota Gophers welcomed a
returning regular Monday, but
Head Coach Murray Warmath
had to move up a reserve to
fill another spot on the first
team.
Junior Terry Addison, who
Buffered a slight shoulder separation on tbe opening day of
drills, rejoined the , team. He's
counted on to start at flanker
when tbe Gophers open their
season Sept. 20 at Arizona StateMeanwhile, sophomore . Vernon Winfield was moved up to
first team guard, replacing Jan
Nelson wbo ' left the squad.
Senior Bill Christison of
Grand Forks, N;D., actually
took over Nelson's spot at left
guard on the offensive unit,
with Winfield moving into Christison's right guard slot.

MINNEAPOLIS W) — The
Minnesota Vikings have placed
five more players on waivers
to get down to the National
Football League player limit of
'

¦

'

•

•

Veteran Rochester John Marshall Coach John Drews has
16 lettermen returning from the team that a year ago compiled a 4-3 record and tied for third place with Winona and
Rochester Mayo.
". One of those losses was a 7-6 decision at the hands of
the Winhawks, but Drews tliis year could find his Rockets
again in ti_e battle for the league title they dominated just
a few years ago.
Halfback Bill McGee, 170-pounder, a year ago carried
for 273 yards, Dave Clugston, another 170-pound halfback, for
210 and Greg Koelsch, 190-pounder, for 155.\
They will be in the backfield along with Mike Monahan,
who last year spent bis time kicking extra points but this
year will move in at quarterback.
Chris Stapleton, 210-pound center, and 165-pound end
John Steubs are other returning offensive starters.
Defensively, the Rockets have two returning veterans in
170-pound halfback Dan Christensen and 155-pound halfback
Kirk Gill.
The Rockets, who opened with a 26-12 nonconference victory over Eau Claire North, Friday will be Winona High's
first league opponent, the game scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at
Jefferson Field.

St. Thomas 11
Powerful Again

(EDITOR'S NOTE : — This is another in a series ot
reports on Central Catholic Conference football teams.)

VikingsPlace
Five More on
Waiver List

«.

(EDI TORS NOTE : — This is another in a series of
reports on Big Nine Conference football teams )

•;

.

ST. PAUL, Minn. —• St. Thomas Academy a year ago
finished as the unbeaten (8-0) Central Catholic Conference
champion and, with 12- returning lettermen,. the Cadets are
again expected to be a powerful representative .
Leading the returnees is 175-pound quarterback Mike
Kozlak, and Coach Gerry Brown will be able to field an all
veteran backfield. Returning halfbacks are Chuck Kelly K180)
and captain Tony Krieger (175). Letterman fullback Tom
Feely (160) is also back.
Lettermen ends are Dennis Smith (185) and Ted Gonsior
(185). At tackles, Jim O'Connell (228) and Dick Murphy (190)
both lettered a year ago as did guards Pete Beardsley X165 )
and Ed Lauer ( 160). Also hack is 200-pound tackle Tim McGuire and 180-pound quarterback and safety Fete Lund.
Brown also lists nine outstanding prospects. Among then!
are 215-pound tackle Tom Campion, 190-pound center Jim
Mulally, 195-pound center Tom Figge and 200-pound tackle
Jim Gibbons.
The Cadets will meet Cotter in St. Paul Oct. 11 at 2 p.m.

After the team's final exhibition game at Akron, Ohio,
against the Cleveland Browns
Saturday night, the Vikings
have to trim four more players
to get down to the regular season limit of 40.
The Vikings also added one
player to the roster Monday
when they signed rookie guard
Gary Roberts of Purdue. The
6-foot-3, 250-pounder was signed
as a free agent, after being
cut by the New York Jets of
the American Football League.
Names of the five players
placed on waivers Monday will
not be announced until tonight,
a Vikings spokesman said.
The Vikings announced Monday that five other players had
been cut, including veteran
quarterback King Hill, the
team's punter.
Also cut were rookies Marion
Bates, Rich Spickhard and
Doug Chatman and veteran defensive end : Brian Schweda, ' '
acquired laSt week on waivers l l - JON KOSIDOWSKI
Smashes Series Leader
from New Orleans.

MITCHE LL RETIRES
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Mira Traded
To Eagles
t

-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
George Mira got what he
wanted but a host of other veterans didn't. Bobby Mitchell
chose to avoid the whole issue.
Mira , five-year quarterback
with the San Francisco 49ers of
the National Football League,
was traded to the Philadelphia
Eagles and wide receiver Bobby
Mitchell announced his retirement from the Washington
Redskins on a busy Monday at
football's market place and
chopping block.
AMERICAN Football League
clubs made their final , no-recall cuts to reach the 40-man
limit, NFL teams got down to
44 men, and will make their
final , no-recall cuts 'to 40 Sept.
15.
Mira , who had often said he
w:;nted to be traded , was dealt
to the Eagles for veteran lineman Randy Beislpr and two
draft choices, Mira played in
the shadow of John Brodie for
most of his career , His departure opens the No, 2 spot to
Steve Spurrier.
Bcisler , the Eagles' first draft
pick in 19(ifi , has played both defensive end and offensive tackle.
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Mitchell, his pride aching as
much as his legs, announced his
retirement from the Washington Redskins of the NFL, saying he couldn 't stand being part
of the team and sitting on the
bench.
"This is a sad moment, " said
the No. 1 pass receiver among
NFL active players. "After 20
years of playing it is hard to
turn loose something you love. "

Layer Ready tor Phase Ouf

NATIONAL LEAGUE

EAST DIVISION
W. L.
:hlcago
«4 IT
New York :.
II SJ
Pittsburgh
.75
il
St. Louis . . . . . . . . . 74 »5
Philadelphia
55 13
Montreal
../41 .7

Pet.
.SM
.587
.551
JJI
.399
.107

G.B.

WEST DIVISION
W. U.
Cincinnati
.. 7* il
San Francltco .. 77 (3
Los Angeles ...... 75 43
Atlanta
7. 15
Houston .......... 73 (5
San Diego ........ 44 K

Pet.
.551
J50
.543
.53*
_52 _
.314

G.B.

1'A
tV_
»
27>A
40 .i

ViVA
2
. 3V4
33V4

MONDAY'S RESULTS
New York 3, Chicago 2.
Pittsburgh i, Montreal 2.
St. Louis 4, Philadelphia 1.
Los Angeles 2, Atlanta o.
Cincinnati 5-5, San Francisco 4-4 (2nd
game 15 Innings).
Houston >, San Diego 2.
TODAY'S GAMES
Chicago (Holtzman 16-9) at New York
(Seaver 20-7), night,
Pittsburgh (Walker 2-4) at Montreal
(Renko 3-4), night.
St. Louis (Brilts 14-13) at Philadelphia
(Jackson 1M4), night.
Los Angeles (Bunnlng 12-10) at Atlanta (Niekro 1M2), nlgM.
San Francisco (Perry 14-U) •> Cincinnati (Merritt IM), night.
San Diego (J. Niekro t-13) al Houston
(Dierker 18-10), night.

AMERICAN 1EAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W.
L.
Baltlmora
94 45
Detroit . . . . . . . . . . . 10 40
Boston ........... 75 43
Washington
72 4«
New York
70 49
Cleveland . . . . . . . . 5 4 15

Pet.
.479
.571
343
_514
.504
.197

O.B.

WEST DIVISION
W.
L.
Minnesota . . . . . . . . 13 54
Oakland
74
42
California
. . . . . . . . 60 77
Kansas City . . . . . 57
82
Seattle
55 15
Chicago
..........34
05

Pet.
.412
.551
.438
.404
.393
.388

O.B.

15
19
23
24'A
39>/_

FOREST
HILLS, N.Y. UP)
¦
— Australian Ron Laver,
recognized as the world's
No. 1 tennis player and acclaimed by many as perhaps
the greatest of all time, is
ready at 31 to phase out his
career.
"I have three years to go
on a five-year contract," the
little left-hander said after
beating fellow Aussie Tony
Roche 7-9, 64, 6-2, 6-2 Monday for the U.S. Open crown
and his second grand slam.
"I intend to play those
three years at least — cut-

ting down perhaps on my
tournament schedule. After
that, well, we'll just have to
see.
"I love tennis—but I also
love my wife. I have been
traveling the tennis circuit
for 15 years, since I was 16.
I think it's time I start
having a home life. "
Layer's wife, Mary, whom
he married in June, 1966, in
San Francisco, is in , Corona
Del Mar, Calif., awaiting
the couple's first child.
"It was due Sunday, Laver said, smiling when some-

ANAHEIM (AP) - Ted Uhlaender Tost the battle but his
Minnesota Twin teammates
went him one better. They lost
the war.
Vhlaendec's 20-gam.e hitting
streak, longest in the American
League this season, fell by the
wayside Monday night while the
Twins fell to the California Angels, 6-4. • ' •

The Minnesota centerfielder
walked in his first trip to the
plate before grounding out twice
and flying out.
MONDAY'S RESULTS
"It was fun while it lasted,"
Boston 5, Cleveland 4.
Uhlaender said, ''but we've got
New York 3, Detroit 2.
Washington at Baltimore, rain.
more important things to think
Kansas City 7, Oakland 3.
about — like winning the penCalifornia t, Minnesota 4.
Seattle 2-5, Chicago 1-1.
nant."
TODAY'S OAMES
The Twins, despite the loss,
New York (Peterson' 15-13) at Detroit
Kilkenny 4-3), night.
did not lose any ground. They
Boston (Romo 5-10) ¦ at Clevalnd (Mcremained 8-% games ahead of
Dowell 14-12), nlghC .. " . Washington (Carlos 5-3 and Coleman the Oakland Athletics, who were
10-12) at Baltimore (Phoebus 12-4 and
defeated by Kansas City, 7-3.
Cuellar 2M0), 2, twinlght.
Minnesota (Chance 5-2) at California
California , which scored only
(Geishert 1-0).
Kansas City (Drago Ml) at Oakland 1 nine runs in its last six games,
(Hunter M3), night.
took out some of its pent-up
«'/_
24
28 ¦•
30W
31

frustration on 17-game winner
Jim Perry, driving him to cover
during the four-run fifth inning.
Perry yielded nine hits and was
charged with all six runs, four
of them earned.
In an attempt to get even
today, Minnesota nominated exAngel Dean Chance to face
rookie Vern Geishert in an Admission Day matinee.
Before the game, California
sold baseball's ageless wonder,
knucHeballer Hoyt Wilhelm, to
the Atlanta Braves for the $20,000 waiver price.
The 46-year-old reliever joined
his new teammates in Atlanta,
where they are playing the Los
Angeles Dodgers. Wilhelm was
5-7 with the Angels picking up
10 saves during his 44 mound
appearances;
He is in his 18th; year in the
major leagues, has appeared in
a record 981 games and has
compiled an excellent 2.46
earned run average.

"I hate to lose Wilhelm," said
Angels General Manager Dick
Walsh. "He has done everything
we have asked of him. He is a
great competitor."
"We owed WiMm tbe opportunity to go to a pennant-contending club," he said. "I would
not have made the deal were it
not for the fact that he might
have a chance to pitch a club
into the World Series."
In Monday's victory every Angel player collected at least one
hit in the ' 12-hit attack, with
the ^ exception of winner Rudy
May, 8-11, and reliefer Ken Tatum, who appeared on the scene
in the eighth to record his 18th
save.

Sandy Alomar ignited a tworun rally with a single in the
third and got things moving for
the Angels in the fifth.
Alomar tagged np and scored
from third base in the third
inning when Jim Fregosi lifted
a pop fly to Cesar Tovar, the

Kosidowski Rips

f
o
^- t i Mry

Jon Kosidowski and Golden
Brand Foods Monday night sent
the City League at Hal-Rod
Lanes , off to a fast 1969 startKosidowski smashed a 687 series that ranks,, as the best of
the young season and a year
ago would have been good for
a ninth-place tie.
That helped his Golden Brand
team scatter 3,022 that ranks in
second place for the current
pampaign.
KOSIDOWSKI opened his series with a 209, then shot 223
and 255 for the . 687. Golden
Brand also got 596 from John
Walski, 579 from Bob Kratz,
566 from Bob Kosidowski and
501 from Mike Cyert and used
93 pins of handicap for the
3,022.
*
But that was not the only
news made in the league as the
teams combined for 16 games in
excess of 1,000 pins , led by 1,055 from Jaastad Hardware.
Hal Biltgen had the top game,
a 257. Other . 600 series came
from : Gene Louis , 220-222-202—
644; Harvey Kane, 207-202-217—
626; Babe Kurth, 198-224-203—
625; Bob Dennis, 198-198-225—
621 errorless ; Jack Critchfield ,
225-203-189-617; Dick Niemeyer , 199-210-205-614 Bob Jandt ,
223-175-214-612; Warren Bonow ,
207-190413^-610; Red ChristophersdflT 192-227-18.—608; Bob
Ives, 203-192-210—605, and Ron
Fitch , 194-222-18O-O05, Vince
Suchomel slapped a 553 errorless. .
In the Westgate Ladies
League, Alice Spalding led her

too tough."
Laver, who with his $16,000 first prize in the U.S.
Open boosted his year's
winnings to a record $106,030.
predicted that in five years
purses wilf be doubled and
even quadrupled.
"And you have a lot of
good young players coming
to play for them," the court
king said . "I was very impressed here with the play
of young Hie Nastase of Romania and Jaime Fillol of
Chile."

Uhlaender Loses Battle at
20 Gam es;Tw ins Lose Wa r

GOLDEN BRAND 3,022

MITCHELL, a .14-year-old
wide receiver , said his legs
were making it hard to run
even 10 yards with his old
dash. He was being used as a
reserve end this year. Coach
Vince Lombardi said Mitchell
will take a front office job on
the club's player personnel
staff .
Mitchell leaves an impressive legacy. He is No. 2 in
total yardage for passes , rushing and kickoff returns with
14,078 yards — a record surpassed only by thc great Jim
Brown , his former teammate
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
on the Cleveland Browns.
He is also No. 2 on the all- The National League East
time list in pass receiving wilh has taken on the look of the
521 catches for 7,953 ya rds , National League West , which
trailing only the retired Ray- could lead to the most complimond Berry of the Baltimore cated windup to the pennant
Colts.
races in baseball's 100-year history.
The New York Mets and Commissioner Bowie Kuhn were the
instruments of the latest developments Monday, the Mets
tightening the Eastern race
even further by defeating frontrunning Chicago 3-2 just hou rs
Winona High School adult after Kuhn had announced
mulBenson football tickets nre tiple plans covering all playoff
on Hale at tho three. Winona possibilities.
banks , Grnlinm & McG .uir(_,
Ilumbi-nck's Market , II0I1ITHOSE iK.HHl _ .HiUc.) moved
eii 'd Drug, both Tei! Mater
closer to becoming probabiliHtdH '.H ami tfic Si-iifor fffgh
ties — and forcing fhe first douSchool.
ble playoff in history -- as tho
Ticketi. are priced at Mets trimmed another length off
$:i.S0, as compared to nln- the Cubs' load and tightened the
glc-ganie general admifmlon NL East race into NL West
of $1 lor the four home proportions.
Rumen. AH-Hporls ntudcnt
The Mets ' victory drew them
seitsoti tiel._ .ts are ticing
oven wilh thc Cubs in ihe loss
Mold at all public school column , just 1% games behind
hull .lln|{8 for $3.
the leaders — the closest they 've

Twins' second baseman, in shallow rlght'field. And he surprised
Tovar again in the fifth when
he dashed home after the Minnesota infielder dropped a throw
trying to double off California's
Jim Spencer after catching Fregosi's line drive.
The Twins were restricted to
six' hits but four of them went
for extra bases, including a
three-run homer and double by
Bob Allison.
Allison was also involved in
a baseball oddity in the second
inning; he was out stealing
twice. After leading off the inv
ning with a double he tried to
pilfer third and was thumbed
out only to have Angel third
baseman Aurelio Rodriguez
drop the throw. Then Alhson
tried to score on a delayed double steal but this time an Angels nailed him—and made it
stick.
Mlnrrtiott (41
California («)
abrhbl
abr hbl
T_var ,2b
5 12 0
5 l I 0 Atomar .Jb
Ollva.rf
4 0 O t Sptncer,lb 4 2 2 0
4021
Klllebraw.lb 2 2 0 0 . FrcgosMs
Allison,If
3 1 2 1 jsta.sttne.ef 2 1 2 1
Rtew.lb
1 0 0 0 RelchardMf 4 1 1 1
3 011
RenlclUb
2 0 0 0 Vo_s,rf
Nellies,!*
1 0 1 0 RoHreseMb 4 0 1 1
Mllterwld.c 3 0 0 0 Axcue.C
4 0 10
Mmutl,Ph
0 0 0 0 Miy.p
3 00 0
100 0
Hlll.pr
0 0 0 0 Tali_ m,p
•
TlieWns»l_e 0 0 0 0
——
Totlls
34 612 i
Uhlwdr.cf 3 0 0 0
Cirdenaj . ss 3 0 2 0
Pcrry.p
2000
GneMa.p
0000
Woo<lionj_
oooo
Kcstro,ph T 0 0 0
Wrtliiig.n.p 0 0 0 0
Ctrew.ph
10 0 0

Winona Typewriter team to 983
-2,687 with 203—567, the team
game good for third place on
the current list .

Totals
3 2 4* 1 .
MINNESOTA
M0 003 010—4
O0_ 040 COX—4
CALIFORNIA
E—A. Rodriguez. Tovar. DP—Minnesota
1, LOB—Minnesota '?, California ». IBAllison, Cardenas, Nellies, 3B—Fregosi.
HR—Allison *. SB—Alomar. SF— Frego-

LARRY Donahue of Sunshine
5' slapped 219—569 in the Westgate Alley Gaters League, while
Jeanette's • Beauty Salon was
dropping 908, Fenske Body Shop
2,586 and Jan Wieczorek 201—
548.
Betty Englerth rapped 216—
544 for Main Tavern in the Westgate Pin Topplers League. Watkins Cosmetics shot 846 and
Polachek Electric 2,386. Shirley
Gehlhaart tumbled 529, Pat
Stahmann 512, Irene Gostomski
510 and Yvonne Carpenter 502,
Shirley Kauphusman converted
the 6-7-10.
In the Community League at
Westgate, Morris Schultz tumbled 208—602, Frickson's Auctioneers 959 and First National
Bank 2,753.
Chuck Hagedorn tipped 254
—598 for Robb's Motor Sales
and Wason's Supper Club hit
1,026-2,873.

PITCHING SUMMARY
IP H R ER BB SO
¦
J.' Perry - .. ' .
(L, 17-* . ...... *Vi t t 4 1 1
Grzcnda
........ 0 1 0 0 O 0
R. Woodson ...... m 1 O O i l
Worlhlnglon ¦ ......
2¦ 0¦ 0 0 2 1
¦
R. May
. ' •*
(W, Ml) ...... TO S 4 4 4 5
K. Tatum . . . . . . . . . IW 1 0 0 1 0
Save—K. Tatum. WP—Grzenda, K. Ta.
turn. PB—Mitterwald, Aleve. T—2:4*.
A—J,7«.

Hawk JV Is
Beaten 22-8

BUDDI ES TO
BE HONORED
Winona 's state champion
VFW baseball team Saturday will be honored at a
banquet .
The event is scheduled
for the VFW Club at 7:30
p.m.

HE HAS IT: THEN HE DOESN'T . . .
Third baseman Aurelio Rodriguez of the California Angels has thd ball (upper left) and is
waiting to tag Minnesota 's Bob Allison, at

Anaheim Monday night, but there's contact
( upper right) and the ball rolls away (below), with Allison safe on the second-inning
steal. (AP Photofax)

Mets Tumble Cubs to Tighten
Race in National League East

HAWK SEASON
TICKETS PUT
'ON SALE

one suggested perhaps there
was a delay because of rain,
as was the tennis tournament.
Laver is under contract to
the National Tennis League,
directed by George MacCall
of Los Angeles, and is committed to play in so many
tournaments.
"I hope next year to start
limiting myself to the bigger money tournaments," he
said. "Then I hope to sort
of phase out of the picture.
The new guys are getting

been since the third day of the
season. At the same time, Pittsburgh closed to within 6V._ of tho
top with a fi-2 triumph over
Montreal.
Ih the West, meanwhile , the
juggling continued with Cincinnati taking over first place
from San Francisco, by one-half
game , with a doubleheader
sweep over the Giants by identical 5-4 scores , although the
nightcap took 15 innings,
Los Angeles moved into third ,
just 1% . behind , by edging Atlanta 2-0 while, in other games ,
Houston stayed up there with
a 9-2 blasting of San Diego and
St. Louis nipped Philadelphia
4-3,
fn (lie American League, California stopped Minnesota 6-4 ,
Kansas City drubbed Oakland
7-3, the New York Yankees
edged Detroit 3-2, Boston shaded Cleveland 5-4 and Seattle
swept the Chicago White Sox 2-1
nnd 5-1. Baltimore n 'nd Washington were rained out.
UNDKIt IIASKHALI .'S new

four-division format , the firstplace teams in each league will
meet in league playoffs prior to
the World Series starting in the
American League city Oct. 11.
Kuhn 's new plans cover playoffs lending to the playoffs.
If two teams in any division
tie a one-game playoff on Oct,
3 will determine tlie winner. In
a three-way tie, two teams will
meet head-on Oct, 3 while ono
draws n bye and meets the
winner Oct, 4. If four teams tic,
there will be two games Oct,
3 wilh the survivors meeting
Oct. 4.
The McLs closed in on Chicago
wilh Tommie Agec providing
the impetus. Agec whacked a
two-run homer in thc third inning, then doubled in the sixth
and scored the winning run on
Wayne Garrett's single. That
tagged the loss on Bill Hands ,
now 16-13.
Jerry Koosman , 13-9, got tho
victory with a seven-hitter after the Cubs had tied the score
in (he top of tho sixth' on singles by Don Kessinger , Glenn

Beckert and Billy Williams and
a sacrifice fly by Ron Santo.
The Reds won the opener
when Johnny Bench tagged Giants' starter Juan Marichal , 1710, for a two-run homer in the
eighth inning.
Then , after being held hitless
for 10 consecutive innings by
Snn Francisco relievers Ron
Herbel, Don McMahon a n d
Prank Linzy , the Reds put the
nightcap away in the 15th on an
infield hit by pinch hitter Ted
Savage,
k.
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Winona High School's Junior
Varsity football team opened
its season on a wrong note,
bowing to Rochester Mayo JV
22-8 Monday afternoon.
The Hawks jumped off to a
quick 8-0 lead in the first quarter when Paul Kiekbusch took
a Mike Semling pitchout and
raced 14 yards to paydirt. Semling and Kiekbusch clicked on
the same play for the two-point
conversion.
The Hawks held that lead until the. third period when the
young Spartans erupted for 16
points to take the lead for good.
Rochester also managed another six points in the fourth period.
Next competition for the JV
squad will be Monday when the
Little Hawks play host to Red
Wing.

If you want a better whiskey
go right to the top.
Seagram's 7 Crown.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.
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] P.M. New York
Stock Prices

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market remained slightly
lower early this afternoon in
fairly active trading but managed to pare much of its earlier
losses.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 0.53 at
611.31. The DJI had been down
S.83 at 11 a.m.
Detlines led gains by less
than 500 issues.
Analysts attributed the early
decline to concern over renewed
fighting in Near East as well as
a - continuation of Monday's
downtrend.
They said some of the buoyancy in the market came from selective buying among issues,
which traders felt had fallen to
an attractive level.
The Associated Press 60-stock
average at noon was off 1.0 at
284.4 with industrials off 1.7,
rails off .4 and utilities off .6.
Analysts said some strength
was provided by the glamor
stocks. Polaroid gained l3/4 . at
J22% ; Sperry Rand up % at
42% ; Zerox, up lVs at 92. Control Data was unchanged at 143,
while IBM was off .% at 334%.
Natomas, which fell 3% Monday, gained 3Vs at 98%.
Great
Western
Financial,
which led the list of the 20 most
active issues, was off % at 23%.
'
International Salt was up 'Vr. at
45 after bouncing up 10 Monday.
The company said it had received a tender offer from a
large Netherlands concern to
purchase up to one million
shares, or 52 per cent, of the.
outstanding International Salt
common stock at $46.50 a share.
Atlantic Richfield, which lost
2]/i Monday, was up Vs at HOVs.
Other oils on the most-active
list included Occidental Petroleum, down y8 at 28%; Texaco, off
Vi at 33; Phillips Petroleum , up
¦ 3A at 33V_ , and Cities Service, up
Vz at 53%.
Steels, motors ahd aircraft
had a lower tone, while electronics and utilities were mixed.

Services for O'Malley
Scheduled Wednesday
LE ROY, N.Y. (AP ) - Funeral services for P. Leo O'Malley,
former baseball player with the
Rochester Red Wings of the International League, will be
Wednesday.
O'Malley, .who was 7,1, died
Saturday after a long illness.

Bowling

Economy Plumbing

6

Fenske Body Shop
Llnahans
Curley's Floor Shop
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Sunshine '5'
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Pepsi Cola

K.W.N.0
A.D. Boolcry
Country Kitchen
Park Plata
Jansind Hardware
Holiday Inn
Sunshine Bar _ . Cafe
Oasis Bar & Cafe
,,..
Cheer 's Barber Shop
Williams Hotel
....
COMMUNITY
Westgala
Happy Chef
Frlckson 'i Auctioneers
1st National Bank

Trmpn

Sunbenm Bread
Gibson 's
Blumenlrlll's Store
Benson 's Feed Mill
USS Agrl, Chemicals
P|J*« Hut
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Swift & Company

(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. », 1969)
Stale of Mlnnesola ) ss.
_ In Probate Courl
County of Winona
No. 17,009
In Re Estate of
Eleanor A. Porter, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate of Will. 'Limiting Time to Fill
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Mary Jano Ward, havlno filed a p«tltlon for the probale of the Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of
Mary Jane Ward as Executrix, which
Will Is on file In Ihls Court and optn
lo Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the henrlng
thereof be had on October 2, 1969, al
10:30 o'clock A.M., belore Ihls Court
In the probate court room In tho court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
objecllons to Ihe allowance of snld Will,
If any, be filed before 1 said time of
hearing; that Ihe time within which
creditors of said decedent may file their
claims be limited to lour monlhs from
the date hereol, and lhat Ihe claims
so filed be heard on January fl, 19/0,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probnto court room In the court
house In Winona , Minnesotn , and lliat
notice hereof be olvn by publication
of this order In the Wlnonn Dnlly News
nnd by mailed nollce as provided by
law.
Dnled September 5, 1969 ,
MARGARET McCREADY,
Prohnle Clerk,
(Probnte Courl Senl)
Harold J , Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.
—

—

INVEST NOW

8%

For complete Informnlfon call or send coupon today,

C. ZIEGLER and COMPANY

Hnm* Office: Security Hulldino • Weil llonri, Wisconsin
Ploasn snnd mo information leo«rdlnrj Minnoeota Hoipltal Bonds.
Nnino

,

Adtlrons
CHy

Stata

CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to do
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooe r Jl. R. D. Cone Co.
BEST TASTE In town. Compare! Wed.
Special: Roast pork, potatoes, gravy,
vegetable, roll, butter, beverage. 51.
SIDEWALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
GET THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM! Have your air ducts .and furnace cleaned with our Mobil-Vac Rower Vacuum. Your home will be fresher, cleaner, more comfortable and
healthier to live In. Call Joswick for
free estimate. JOSWICK FUEL & OIL
CO. Tel. 3389.
REWARD FOR recovery of hand-painted
(violet pattern) china plate that disappeared from the Sy Johnson residence,
788 Terrace Lane between July 20-3).
Family keepsake. No questions asked.
Tel. 8-3580 after 5:30 p.m.
FORECAST : There's, cold weather ahead!
. For hems In coats, woolen things see
W. Betslnger, 227 E. 4th.
HERE COMES 'de ludge . , . a.id that's
an invitation ! We Invite you to come
in and fudge for yourself the quality,
wholesomeness and good taste of our
meals. We take pride In the food we
serve! RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E.
3rd St. Open 24 hours every day except
Mon.
SORRY, WE CAN'T send , samples . . .
until you come in and make us prove
it, you will fust have to take our word
for it thaf money is readily available
¦ for any worthwhile proiect you have in
mind. Cost Is low, arrangements easily
made, service fast and friendly. See
Frank, Dick, Max or Dennis at MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
us
Join
EMOTIONAL
PROBLEMS?
weekly. A self-help group. Write Box
891. Tel , 7991 or 4221.
DOES ONE of your loved ones have a
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Winona Alanon Family Group/ Write
' 69V_. W. 3rd.

Business Servicer

14

/MANN A PETERSON Custom Digging.
Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or;Bill Peterson,
Rushford.
TREES, TREES, TREES — trimming,
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. Blong'i Tre e Service, Winona. Tel. 8-5311.
~~
"
STARK EXCAVATING *
BASEMENT DIGGING
Tel. Witok a 2532
Rt, 3, Winona

-

TRASH HAULING "
Tel. 8-3592

Painting, Decorating

20

OUTSIDE house painting. Free estimate.
Tel, AAinnesota City 8689-2375.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTE'fl
For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSK1
Tel. 9509 or 4436

l-year guarantee

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Gleaning Service
Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. Woxland Co.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-9245

WE'RE IN SHOW BUSINESS! May wl
show you the all-new Moen Dialcet or
1-control faucets for kitchen and bath?
They are good-looking, convenient, economical and dependable. When you buy,
specify Moen, with more years of manufacturing and marketing single handle
faucets than any company In fhe world,

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING J. HEATING
761 E, 6th
Tel . 2371

Jerry's Plumbing Service

State of Minnesota
County of Winona

) ss ,
) In Probatt Court

No . 16,513

COOK — Tues. and Fri. nights. Crest
Motel & Supper Club, Caledonia, Minn.
Tel. 724-3311.

In Re Estate of
John D. Keyes, also known as
HIGHWAY
COUNTRY
KITCHEN has
John Dwight Keyes and J, D. Keyes,
openings (ol pari or full-time night
Decedent,
waitresses. Involves weekend work . ApOrder for Hearing on Final Account
ply In person.
and Petition for Distribution.
Thc representative of ihe above named FULL-TIME CLEANING maid wanted.
estate having filed Its final account and
Apply In person, Watkins Methodist
petition tor settlement and allowance
Home, 175 E. Wabasha.
thereof
and for distribution lo the
WAITRESS
— nighl shift. Apply Avenue
persons there unto entitled;
Cafe or Tel. 9760,
IT IS O RDERED , Thnt the hearing
thereol bo hnd on September 24, 1969,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In thc probate court room In the court
house In Wlnonn , Mlnnesola, nnd thnt
notice hereof be given by publication ot
this order In Ihe Winona Dally News
APPLY AT
and by mailed nollce as provided by
law .
Ontnd August 2_, 1969,
S. A. S A W Y E R ,
Rushford , Minn.
Probale Judge .
(Probate Court Sent)
Immediate opening for facSlrcntnr, Murphy,
Hrosnuhnn __ Landlord,
tory
workers on first and
Attorneys tnr Petitioner ,

Women Wanted

Rush Products Co

(Flrsl

" lib. Tuesday, Ai.0. 26, l(M9)
Stdtr ol Minnesota ) ss .
County of Wlnonn ' ) In Probale Court

second shifts. No experience
necessary.
Apply in person

In Re Estate of
Charles S. Rossos, Decedent.
-nt. Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
of Will. Limiting Time to File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon,
flnverly N . Henlhorne having filed a
petition for the probale ot the Will ot said
Rushford , Minn.
decedent nnd for the appointment of
fliverly N. Hcnthorni as Executrix,
which Will l. on file In this Court and
Male ¦—Job* of Interest— 27
open to Inspection;
'T IS O R D r R E t . , Thnt the hearing
thereof he hnd on September IB , 1969, nl
10:30 o 'clock A.M., before tills Court In
the prohnle court room In the courl house
In Wlnonn , Minnesotn, nnd Hint oh|eclloni
to the allowance ot snld Will, If nny, he
filed before snld time of henrlng; lhal
the time wllhln which creditors of snld
dncndonl mny llln tholr claims be llmllcd
to lour months fro m the rlnln hereol, nnd
(tint the ctolrrt. so filed ho henrd on
December .10, 1969, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.,
bnlore this Court In tho probnto court
rtmm In Ilia court Imnn In Wlnnnn,
Minnesota, nnd lhal nollce hernnl be
given by publication of this order In FREE TO travel Enst Const, West Coast,
Hie Wlnonn Dnlly Newj and by mailed
Ifnwnil and return . All transportation
notice ns provided hy law .
furnished , wllh Immediate cash drawDated Anoint 22, 19*9.
Inn account, above average earnings,
MARGARET MrCRKADY,
able to drive car helpful, doing publishProbate Clerk .
er 's contact work
See Mr . Gregory,
(Probatr Courl Senl)
Park Plain Hotel, IJ noon to 3 p.m..
H-irold J. tjhorn ,
Wnd., Thurs. end Frl. only. No phone
calls.
Atlorney lor Petitioner.

Rush Products Co

MINNESOTA HOSPITA L BONDS

I

r

RUSHFORD SENIORS' TITLE was won WATCHMAN-flUard, $1.75 par hour. Tal.
Naw Brighton 7W-3#«.
by Don Morem of Harmony on the first
hole of a sudden death playoff with
Clarence Goergen of Winona, Sunday VETS CAB needs full or part-time help.
Tal. 3354 or Inquire .at 302 E. 3rd.
In tournament play. Our congratulations
to Don, to Clarence and to all Ihe Winonans who did so well. Ray Meyer, STATIONARY ENGINEER—Good salary
and fringe boneflts. See Mr. Arnoldy,
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
—¦
—-___*_
St. Elizabeth Hospital, Wabasha, Minn.
v
ONE of the largest number of golfers In
recent years, 284, entered the STATE
LEGION GOLF TOURNEY at Alexandria last weekend. The Winona foursome brought back 2 trophies. Check
the boys for details. LEG ION CLUB.

827 E, 4th
Tel. 9394
(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. 2, 1969)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Female — Jobs of Int. — 26
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 17,005
. In Re Estate of
BABYSITTER WANTED In my home, for
Peter Pelowski, Decedent.
1 child. Tel. 2772 after 5.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Tlmi. to File Claims
BABYSITTER NEEDED In my home.
and for Hearing Thereon.
Tel. 4469 after 4:30.
Pauline Wachowiak having filed herein
a petition for general administration WE NEED a mature woman to work in
stating that said decedent died Intestate
our Inspection Department, also for
and praying thaf Johanna Llnsley be apsome counter work. Apply In person to
pointed administratrix;
Mrs. Brown or Mr. Haddad, Haddad's
IT IS ORDERED, Thaf the hearing
Cleaners.
thereof be had on September 30, 1969,
at 11 o'clock A.M., belore this Court DISHWASHER WANTED—Garden Gate
In the probate court room In the court
Restaurant, 56 W. 3rd, Na phone calls.
house In Winona, Minnesota; that tha
lime within which creditors of said de- WAITRESS—morning shift. Apply In person. Snack Shop.
cedent may file their claims be limited
to four months from Ihe date hereof, and
lhat the claims so filed be heard on Jan- COLLEGE GIRL to live In. Light housekeeping duties. Free board and room
uary 6, 1970, at 11 o'clock A.M., before
plus weekly allowance . Half block from
this Court In the probate court room
WSC campus, Tel. 3315.
In the court house In Winona, Minnesota , and that notice hereof be given
by publication of this order In the WANTED: GIRLS fo learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 W 3rd.
Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
as provided by law.
GO GO DANCERS and exotic dancers,
Dated September 2, 1949.
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.
Margaret McCready,
Probate Clerk.
ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES - SELL
(Probate Court Seal)
TOYS 8. GIFTS PARTY PLAN, now
Alton E, Bergh,
through Doc. Excellent commissions, no
Attorney for Petitioner,
collecting, no deliveries, no Investment.
St. Charles, Minnesota.
Call or write "Santa Parties ", Avon,
Conn. 06001. Tel.\! (203)673-3455,
(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. 2, 1969)
ALSO BOOKING PARTIES

No. I7,0M

in

MB .

Specifications and proposal forms may
be obtained at the olflce of the City
Clerk, City Hall, Winona, Minnesota . All
bids must be submitted on the proposal
forms furnished.
A certified check or bidder 's bond
shall accompany each bid in the amqunt
equal to at least five percent (5%) of
the bid, made payable to the Latsch
Memorial Board of Wlndna, which shall
be forfeited to said Board ln the
event the successful bidder falls to
enter Into a contract with the Boa rd.
The Board reserves the right to reiect i any and all bids and to waive
Informalit ies.
Dated at Winoha, Minnesota,
September 4, 1969.
JOHN S. CARTER ,
Secretary,
John Latsch Memorial Board

These quotations apply lo hogs delivered to the Winona Station by noon today.
HOGS
Hog market: Butchers 25 cents lower,
sows tteady.
Meat type, 210-230 lbs
25.25-2S.75
Butchers, 210-230 lbs
25.25
Sows, 270-300 lbs,
23.00
CATTLE
.
Cattla market: Steers and heifers
steady. Cows 50 cents higher.
High cholca and prime
29.50
Choice ' . - . . . . . .. . . . . ,... - .. 27.00-29.00
:. -. 24.00-27.50
Good ' .-;
'.. 23.00-25.00
Standard
Utility cows
19.00-21.00
(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. », 1969)
Canner and cutter
17.00-20.00
VEAL
Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probate Court
Veal market: Steady.
County of Winona
'. . . . . - .0.00
Top choice . . . . . . . . .
No. 17,011 ¦
Good and choice
30.00-39.00
In Re Estate of
Commercial
22.00-30.00
Frank W. Tushner, Decedent.
Boners
22.00-down
Ortjer lor Hearing on Petition for AdminLimiting Time to File Claims
istration,
Bay State Milling Company
and for Hearing Thereon.
Elevator A Grain Prices
Marcia S. Tushner and Frank A.
Ona hundred bushels of grain will be
the minimum loads accepted at the ele- Tushner having filed herein a petition
for general administration stating that
vators.
said decedent died intestate and praying
No. 1 northern spring wheat
1.54
that
Frank A. Tushner be appointed adNo. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
ministrator;
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.4a
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
No, 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.44
thereof be had on October 2, 1969, at
No. 1 hard winter wheat ...
1.35
10:45
o'clock A.M., before this Court in
No. 2 hard winter wheat ........ 1.33
the probate court room In the court house
No. 3 hard winter wheat ........ 1.29
Minnesota; Mhat . the time
in
Winona,
No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.25
within which creditors of said decedent
No, 1 rya
1.04
may file their claims be limited to four
No. 2 rye . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.04
months from the date hereof, and that
Froedtert Malt Corporation the claims so filed be heard on January
Hour*: • a.m. to 4 p.m.
B, 1970, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before
Submit sample befor? loading.
this Court In the probate court room In
Barley purchased at prices sub .ect to the court house In Winona, Minnesota,
market.
am) that notice hereof be given by publication of this order In the Winona Daily
Winona Egg Market
News and by mailed notice as provided
(Winona Produce, Ziebell Product)
by law.
These quotations apply as of
Dated September S, 1969.
10:30 a.m. today.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Grade A lumbo (white)
40
Probate Clerk.
Grade A large (while) — ....... .35
(Probate
Court Seal)
Grade A medium (v/hlte)
.19
Harold
J.
Libera,
19
Grade B (white)
Graci: C
. '.'.
..... .10 Attorney for Petitioner.

SOUTH ST. PAUL «l — (USDA) Cattle 5,000; calves 600; slaughter steer
and heller markel very slow In developing; not enough sold early to establish
price trend; cows fully steady; bulls
steady; vealers mostly steady although
weights over 200 lbs and slaughter
calves again under pressure, weak; nol
enough slaughter steers or heifers sold
for price quotations; utility and commercial slaughter cows 21.50-22.00; canner
and cutter 18.50-21 ,50; choice vealers
38.00-41.00;
good
35.00-36.00;
choice
slaughter calves 28.00-30.00; good 22.0028.00; feeders scarce.
Hogs 7,500; barrows and gilts 25-50
lower; trading slow ; 1-3 210-245 lbs 26.2526.50; 2-3 210-250 lbs 25.75-26.25; sows
steady to 25 lower; 1-3 270-400 lbs 24.0025.00; 2-3 400-500 lbs 23.00-34.25; 2-3 500600 lbs 22.50-23.50; feeder pigs generally
steady; most 1-3 120-160 lbs 24.5O-34 .50)
boars steady to 50 higher.
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WINONA MARKETS

LIVESTOCK

L
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Vn 3'/a
1 4

Jcanettcs Beauty Salon
1
Montgomery Wards
..
0
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate
W.
I
Laehn's House of Beauty
Winona Typewriter
»
Midland Co-op
6
4
Circle "0" Ranch
1
Ken' s Hardware
0
Hnddad's
CITY
Hal-Rod
W.
Golden Brand Foods
1

Allied Ch 25% Inland Stl 30%
Allis Chal 22% I B Mach 335%
Amerada 44% Intl Harv 27%
NOTI C E
Am Can 43% Intl Paper 387/B This newpaper
will ba responsible
Am Mtr
8% Jns & L
21% for only one incorrect Insertion of
advertlscm-jn. publishany
classified
AT&T
51% Jostens
32% ed in the Want Ad section Check
-Kericott
39% your ad and call 3321 If a correction
Am Tb
28% must b«. made
Anconda 27% Loew 's
49
Arch Dn 427/8 Marcor
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
C-40, 50, 61, 82.
Armco StI 27% Mian MM 107
Annour
42 Minn P L 19y4
Card of Thanks
Avco Cp 26 Mobil Oil 57%
Beth Stl
28% Mn Chm . 42% DAWBACHBoeing
34 Mont Dak 297/8 To our friends and relatives who visited,
sent cards, flowers, gills, brought food
Boise Gas 64 Nt Dairy
38% and
contributed the use ol cars both
Brunswk 16% N Am R 26% during the illness and at the time of
of our loved one we offer our
Catpillar 41% N N Gas 43% death
sincere thanks. Special thanks to PasCh MSPP
- Nor Pac 43% to rs Tansill, Mlttner, Deye and Jansen; Doctors Anderson and Garber; fhe
Chi RIRR
— No St Pw 24% nurses;
nurses aides and orderlies; orChrysler 36^4 Nw Air
27% ganist and the ladles who served lunch.
as ye have done It unto one
"Inasmuch
Cities Svc 35V* Nw Banc 32
of the least of these, my brethren, ya
Com Ed 40% Penney
50% have done it unto me." Matthew 25:40.
Mrs. Fred Dambach & Family
ComSat
46 % Pepsi
44%
Con Ed
27% Pips Dge 43%
4
Cont Can 66% Phillips
26% Lost and Found
Cont Oil
29 Polaroid 122% BLAC K AND WHITE cat found, east end.
Cntl Data 142% RCA
38% With collar. Tel. 8-1104...
Deere
36% Rep Stl
36%
and white male Beagle, MinDow Cm 66% Dart Ind
43 LOST—red
nesota CitY-Stockton or Middle Valley
du Pont 122 Rey Tb
36% area. Rodger Seavey, Tel . Rollingstone
East Kod 75 Sears R
67% 689-2391.
Firestone 47% Shell Oil
56% LOST in Winona approximately 3 weeks
3-year-old miniature .eddish DachFord Mtr 45% Sinclair
— ago,
shund wearing collar, answers to TwigGen Elec 82 Sp Rand
42% gy, if found or seen please call Brian
Gen Food 75% St Brands 43% Hughes at 6360.
Gen Mills 32% St Oil Cal 59
(Pub. Date Tuesday, Sept. 9, 1969)
Gen Mtr
70% St Oil Ind 57%
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
For one
Gen Tel
33 St Oil NJ 69%
1970 ,4-Toh Pick-up Truck
Gillette
49% Swift
25%
proposals marked "'/2-ton. . PickGoodrich 32% Texaco
33% upSealed
Truck Bids" will be received at the
Goodyear 26 Texas Ins 120 office of Ihe City Clerk of the City of
until 4:00 P.M., on
Gt No Ry 45% Union Oil 52% Winona, Minnesota,
Thursday, September 25, 1969, for furnishGeyhnd 18% Un Pac
46% ing the Latsch Memorial Board with
in acGulf Oil . 36% U S Steel 37% one 1970 'A-ton Pick-up Truck
'
cordance with the specifications prepared
Homestk 25% Wesg El
57% by
the Park Recreation Director of WiHoneywl ,127% Wlworth
35% nona, Minnesota.

Start Here

Market Pares
Losses; Trade
Fairly Active

PIN TOPPLER'S
Westgate
W.
2
Shorty's Bar-Cafe
Polachek Electric
2
..2
Watkins Cosmetics '..'
2
Lakeside Gulf
Winona Paint & Glass . . . . .. 1
Winona Fruit Market . . . . . . l
1
Main Tavern .. . . . . *
1
H.&M. Plumb. & Heating
VFW
W.
Hal-Rod
3
Wason 's Supper Club
3
Koehlcr 's Auto Body
Bruce Springer • Unknowns 3
1
John's Fun House
Sand Bar
2
2
Robb's Motor Sales
Hal Leonard Music
1
J&K Office Supply
1
1
Bunke's Apco
Home Beverage
— 0
Bernlo's DX .
«
Blanche's Tavern
0
ALLEY CATERS
Westgate
W.

Want Ads

Zip

Factory Help
Required

Apply At
Miller Lubricator
1155 E. 81h

MEN

~

Laundry
Washer Relief

Permanent, fulf-time employment.
7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Excellent working conditions, paid vacation, holidays and other benefits.

WRITE C-79
DAILY NEWS

Miller Waste Mills
501 W. 3rd

Needs a
WATCHMAIM
Retired man acceptable.
Will discuss hours of work .
Apply in person 8 a.m. - 5
p:m.

Train for PRINTING
•fr Hand Composition
Luiecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W. 3rd
Winona , Minn.

NEEDS MEN
for general production .
18-year-old minimum age,
AH 3 shifts available.
Steady year-around work.
APPLY IN PERSON
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

AUTO
MECHANIC
Top salary to qualified
technician, excellent working conditions, hospitalization and uniform plan available, paid vacations, and
excellent benefits.
¦ -SEE -

Bud or Harold

NYSTROM
MOTORS, INC.
2nd and Washington

OFFSET PRINTING
PRESSMAN
An immediate opening is
now available in our press
room. Experience or training is desirable but will
consider a trainee who has
a sincere desire to learn .
As a recognized leader in
our field , we offer complete
fringe benefits and the opportunity for advancement .
Wages commensurate with
experience and qualifications .
APPLY IN PERSON AT:

FLEXIBLE
PRODUCTS CO.
New Schilling Bldg.
Galesville , Wis.
between 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Weekdays

FINANCE &
INSURANCE
MANAGER
WANTED
Aggressive young man lo
manage the Finance and
Insurance Department of
TOUSLEY FORD. This job
requires a mnn with excellent sales ability — This is
not a;, administrative job .
Background in Smalf Loan ,
Insurance, Banking, Sales
helpful , but not necessary,
as wc will train you thoroughly. If you nre willing
to work more than 40 hours
per week for the opportunity
to earn $10,000 plus per yenr
on n guaranteed Salary plus
Commission basin . , . send
a brief resume to
JERRY HEIDENRE1CH
in enre of

TOUSLEY
FORD CO.

MIRACLE MALL
WINONA , MINN .

MAN TO TRAIN for store manager.
RapW ad_anc«- rftM fdTjerson interested
In a business future. Hospitalization insurance plan, paid vacations and holidays. Apply In person, Great Winona
Surplus Store, 52 W. 2nd.

PUREBRED Duroc boars of choice quality. Joe Speltz, Utica, Minn. Tel. St.
Charles KH-3059.
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS—U springer*, due
In Sept. and Oct. Ron Biesen, Galesville. Tel. 582-2<e7.

SMALL ENGINE mechanic, 4 and ' 1
cycle. Part-t lmk mornings, afternoons FORD PICKUP, IMS, V-8, for sale or
or evenings. Experience necessary. Run
will trade for sood rldlnfl horse. ' Also
your own shop. Westgate Gardens, after
miniature mule for sale, same size as
, Stockton.
i p.m. No phorte cqlls.
Shetland pony. Zlemer'i
DOES $3 an hour to atari Interest you?
Westgate Gardens, after 5 p.m. No
phone calls.
MAN FOR STEADY greenhouse) work;
also m«n with chauffeur's license. Apply In person, West End Greenhouses.
MARRIED MAN for dairy and general
farm work, separate fa rm. Donald
Behnken, Elgin, Minn. Tel. 874-3M8.

Help—Male or Female

28

COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must have
references, Write C-78 Daily News.

NEW JOB
OPENINGS AT
CAMERA ART
FULL-TIME
POSITIONS
School Picture Division
Camera Art's School Picture Division is looking for
someone interested in learning a challenging trade.
Color Photographic printing
and related processes , wiH
be taught the applicant
chosen for this responsible
position. No previous photographic experience is necessary. A high school education is required. Salary
open .

ARABIAN and Quarter horse mare wifh
registered Arabian colt. Tel. Lewiston
3754 or contact Steve Craven, Rt. 1,
Winona.
CHESTER WHITE boar, also 2 registered
Suffolk sheep bucks. Write Donald Veto,
Rt. 1, Galesville, Wis.
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN cows and heifers due Sept. and Oct. Henry Kopp,
Centervilie, Wis.
CHOICE PUREBRED Duroc boars, serviceable. Alfred Mayer, Dover, Minh.
Tel. 932-3253.
LARGE CLOSE springing Holstein heifer,
$395 or , trade for young cattle. Mark
Zimmerman, Tel. 1-1476.
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bull, serviceable age, from special semen. Curtis
Persons, St. Charles, Minn., () miles
• N. on Hwy. 74).

PUREBRED SHROPSHIRE rams for
sale. Bob Bearden, Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 3431. ,
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS to start freshening 'Oct. Id, Milan Hager, Alma, Wis.
Tel. 485-452.1.
REGISTERED POLLED Hereford bull,
RSF Banner. Double bloodline. Lewis
H. Schoening & Sons, 408 Center. Tel.
6380.
LARGE SELECTION purebred Yorkshire
and Chester White serviceable boars.
Merlin Johnson, Rt. 3, Durand, Wis.
Tel. 672-5711.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
LABORATORY

Quality Control Trainee
School Picture Division
A position created by the
exceptional growth at Camera Art , this job involves
learning the methods and
procedures ; of controlling
quality of various photographic processes. Included
is the quality analysis of
negative exposure and composition . No previous photographic experience is necessary. Camera Art will train
you for this interesting position . High school education
required. Salary open ,

SEASONAL
PRODUCTION JOBS
School Picture Division
The school picture division
still needs several production workers to accomplish
fall production. These jobs
are of a seasonal nature
only. Work begins in early
September. There are stifl
openings for evening jobs
in some departments. Starting rate—$1.60 per hour.

44

46

CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING and processing. Lewiston Locker Plant, Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 3331. We render lard ind
cure and smoke.

Situations Wanted—Male 30
CERTIFIED TEACHER will do tutoring
In my homa or yours. Tel. 8-4095.

Correspondence Courses 32
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME
Earn a high school diploma, or
prepare for State G.E.D. EXjams.
Ask (or free brochure — tells how.
AMERICAN SCHOOL DEPT. WD 91
P.O. Box 3255, St. Paul, Minn. 55101

37

3.2 BEER tavern for sale, 2 apartments
In building. Fern's Bar, 900 E. Sth.
HOUSE AND large shop (or car or welding work, full line of good mechanic
tools. Tel. Waumandee 626-2270.
DOES 12500 a month and up, setting up
dealers, Interest you? Send nnme, address, phone to C-83 Dnlly News.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY In Winona,
J12,000-$1B,000 yearly profit. Company
paid training, nominal Investment required. All replies strictly confidential.
P.O. Box 201, Winona,

Snowmobile Dealers
Wanted Now!!
For
the 19B9-1O70 season.
SKIROULE - "Canada 's
Champion " snowmobile. Protected, exclusive areas.
WRITE : Gene H, Case , 1075
132nd Lane N. E., Anoka ,
Minn. 55303. Tel. 612-7553fi78 .

. ..

BEST OFFER! Skeloas range, girl's 20"
bicycle, . boy's 20" bicycle, wood and
coal stove, metal 6-year crib, miscellaneous Items. 1076 E. 8th.
3D VOLUMES new American ecyelopedlas, 20 volumes Grolller Books of Knowledge, 10 volumes Grolller Books of Popula Science. Tel. 4096. 940 47th Ave.
RUGS a sight? Company coming? Clean
them right wllh Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer SI . Robb Bros. Store.
MINIATURE
windmills.
See
MORE
George Alitz, Stockton, (1 block S. of
Standard Station). Tel Rollingstone m2667.
TWO-WHEEL trailer, large closed-In box,
fine condition. Ideal for , hauling trash.
.
Inquire 460 Hiawatha Blvd.
CHRYSLER
Air-Temp oil conversion
unit, blower and control; 2 chests of
drawers; tables; lamps; shades; pictures; frames; door mirror; 'A h.p. motor. Boy's toys, like new;, antique wall
phone and kerosene lamp. Tel. 2. 54
or 365 E. ith after 4.
PORTABLE SAW mill, edger, planer, W»
International tractor. Robert Miller,
Cochrane. Tel. 248-2236. ;
NEW AND USED wheelhorse tractors,
snowmobiles, mlnl-blkes. Westgate Gardens, Tel. 7114.
FEDDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671
W. 5th.

RCA VICTOR 19" portable black and
white TV , very oood shape. Tel. 926B
¦
after 5:30. • .
RED TOP ANTENNA Service. Eliminate)
snow and distortion with a ono-tlme Investment of J69.95 which Includes Channel 8 and 10 or 13. Also 30 FM stations
available with our specially designed
FM antenna. Tel. 9569.
WELL KEPT carpets show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. Rent
electric shampooer $1. H. Choate & Co.
WE HAVE new antenna parts, rotors,
bays, wires, stands, pipe. FRANK
LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. Bth. Open evenings. .

EVEN-FLO sileage distributor with center fill pipe for 20' or smaller diameter
silo. Henry Kopp, Centervllle, Wis.
INTERNATIONAL 450 diesel tractor; 730
John Deere diesel; Farmrite self.unloading box with or without wagon; 205
bu. New Holland spreader, new; New
Holland grinder-mixer, new; 2-MH International corn pickers with 560 mounting brackets; late model Ford pull-type,
l-row picker; 4-14 No. 70 International
plows; 4-14 John . Deere trip bottom
plows; 10' John Deere wheel disc. Harold D. Anderson, 13 miles E. of Mondovi on 10. Tel. 926-5664.

HOMBLITE CHAIN SAWS
New & Used
. Sales - Service - Parts
Guide Bars Rebuilt New Chains
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
2nd k Johnson
Tel. 5455

Freezers & Refrigerators

IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Comt
In and get our prices. WINONA FIRS
J. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May'Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

FORD—1952 tractor, very good condition. Franklin Wantock, Gilmore Valley. Tel. 8-1312.
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration 8. Dairy Suppliei
Tel. 5532
555 E. 4th

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

New Holland
616 Chopper

D-CON
MOUSE PRUFE

with corn attachment. Allis
Chalmers chopper with corn
attachment.

TED MAIER DRUGS

2 Oz
4 Oz

Downtow n 8. Miracle Mall

A. H. ROHRER
Cochrane, Wis.

USED
IMPLEMENTS

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center St.

New Holland Forage Blower ,
Like New , with or without pipe.
Badger Chopper with row
crop and hay attachment.
New Idea l-row Picker.
John Deere Hay Conditioner.
1—Old FH49 Gehl Chopper.
1—Fox Blower.

Fum., 'Rugs. Linoleum

64

SEVEN-PIECE group, nylon covered sota
bed, 3 walnut plastic finished tables,
pair lamps, Deluxe swivel rockor. $194 .
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd «.
Franklin. Opon Wed. and Frl. evenings.
Park behind the store.
RUBBER RUNNER - 36", extra heavy
grade black and colors. Regularly tl
lineal ft. now half price $1.50 lineal ff.
SHUMSKI'S 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 8-3389.
USED FURNITURE: 2 bumper sofas , $35
and $40; Walnut drosor, $20; futt alt*
coll spring, ' like now, $25,
BORZYSKOWSKI, FURNITURE ,
302 Mankalo Ave.

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"Breezy Acres "
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

Fertilizer, Sod

49c
89c

"SUCH A LOVELY home" Is what people
will jay when you dress up your house
with Elliott's Vlnatone Latex Paint.
Vlnatone's lovely colors and sparkling
white stay now looking longer because
It has been developed to withstand winter 's Icy blasts and the burning rays
of the summer sun. Easy to apply, easy
clean-up. Paint loss often wllh Vlnatone,

Good Things to Fat
49

CULTURED SOD, also local ind. Fret
estimates. Tal, 8-1494.

65

SPECIAL: Slicing tomatoes, a lbs . Jl;
canning tomaloes , $2.50 bi'.j sweet
onions. Stanley Langowski Farm, old
Homer Road.
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GIVE AWAY good wntch dog. Must
sell, Snmoyed Husky dogs wllh papers,
»25 or basl offer. 251 Jeltorson alter
3:30.

£|SM1IM

IRISH SETTER puppies for sale, wholped June 12, '69, Bench and Held Irlnls
champion blood linos Utter, AKC regis,
tered, Clarence 0, Limning, Avoca, Wis.
53504,

BB
{ TV,
rjjj

* Plaaie send me iiaa Information ahout thu 1D. 0 H&fl lllnck Income
Ta* Course. This la • request tor Intoirnallon only and placoa me
under no obligation to enroll

[jj

NAMC

KITTENS FOR SALE-motlier cat purebred allvar tipped Persian. 15 «nch.
Mrs. Joseph Helm, SI. Charles . Tel.
9J2- ..0I_,
QUALITY AKC rnglstored puppies , tiny
Pomeranians, Miniature
Schnau/ars ,
German Sheph e rds. Stutier Form fc
Konnels, 4 miles frtim Olulf Siding
on "M". Ttl . Fountain City, Wis,
417-4778.
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LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
LARGE ROUND maple coffee table, $25j
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
un-vented gas heater, J10. Ortan Noah,
Dairy cattle on hand all
livestock:
Wabasha. Tel. 565-3553.
Livestock bought every day
week .
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs.. 1 p.m
USED APPLIANCES—30" electric ranger,
Te). Lewiston 2667 or Winona 7814.
30" gas range, automatic washer, elec:
trie dryer, 40" electric range, 66"
4b Youngstown cast Iron sink and steel
Farm Implements
cabinet base, cook stove. GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
JOHN DEERE plow, 3-16", high clearance, trip beams, with coverboards, exRUMMAGE SALE
cellent condition. Only plowed 60 acres.
367 Carimona St.
Irene Haeuser, Fountain City, Wis. Ttl.
> Wed „ after 9 a.m.
687-7235.

WILL BABYSIT for 1 child In my West
side apartment. Tel. 2019.

Dogs, Pet*, Supplie*

Articles for Salt

NEW SHIPMENT of velvet upholstery
and upholstery fabrics In TWEEDS,
FRIEZES,
TAPESTRIES
AND
PRINTS.
These
are
Exceptionally
Beautiful.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES,
»th and Mankato or 62 W. 3rd.

Wanted—Livestock

WILL CARE for children, age 3 to t,
from Winona and area . Licensed teachers, excellent cook, finest play and
learning equipment. . Rales from zero
dollars to .20 per week depending upon
your Income. Tel. 8-3777 days, 6667
evenings and weekends, Mrs. Kenneth
Sheets, Director, Winona Day Care
Center, 1717 W. 6th .

on any article of value , . ,
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

SO

APPAREL and saddlery,
WESTERN
hats, pants, shirts, suits, belts, buckles,
ties, boots, jackets, leans, moccasins,
chaps, purses, |ewelry, saddles, bridles,
bits, spurs, reins. KIEFFER'S Western Shop, St, Charles. Tel. 932-3044.

SANITATION - ISOLATION — Vaccination — Ventilation — Perspiration are
alt back of the DeKalb 20-week pullets
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tef. 86892311. Available year around.

WILL DO babysitting In my home, day
and evenings. 312 W. Mill.

40

Hay, Grain, Feed

CLEARANCE PRICES on all remaining
G.E. floor model washers and dryers.
Buy now and lavel B & B ELECTRIC,
155 E. 3rd.

YEAR-OLD Kimbers K137, 300, Donald
Warnken, Rt. 2, Winona.

WILL DO babysittlno In my home. Tel.
7490.

~
QUICK MQN EY

GOOD BLACK dirt, fill dirt, fill sand,
gravel and crushed rock. DONALD
VALENTINE, Minnesota City. Mtnn.
Tel. Rollingstone 8689-2366.

REGISTERED HOLSTEIN bulls, serviceable age, Stephen Kronebusch, 1Vi
miles E. of Altura . Tel. Altura 6521.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29

Money to Loan

CULTURED SOD
1 Roll or 1,000. May be picked up.
Also black dirt. '
Tel. 6232 or 8-4132
AFTER 5:30: Inquire 726 E. Wl

registered
Hereford TWO-YEAR-OLD Gibson 6000 BTU air
TWO-fEAR-OLD
conditioner; V trip to Florida for It
bulls. Elmer Schueler, Rushford, Winn
26" bicycle wllh lights and basket. Tel.
Tel. 86.-9122.
3863.

To apply: Call Camera
Art , Lewiston, Minn., at
3101 and arrange for an
interview with Pete Boynton , Personnel Manager.

Business Opportunities

"""

COMPLETE
WESTERN & ENGLISH SQUARE BALED HAY, good quality, 20«
STORE. Riding equipment, clothing,
bale, 10 miles S. of Winona on Hwy. 43.
horse supplies — breaking, training,
H. Eggert.
horses for sale, stud servlrje, boarding,
Indoor arena, English and Western GOOD QUALITY SHELLED «rrt, sevlessons, trail and hay rides. Big Valley
eral thousarKf bushel. Everett Row*Ranch, East Burns Valley. Tel. 3857.
.tamp, Tel. Lewiston 3879.

2) BULL and heifer calves, 5 to 7 months
old. Ralph Soppa, Arcadia, Wii. Ttl.
323-3003.

PHOTOGRAPH IC
PRINTER

4ft

43 Fertilizer, Sod

7 Mai* —Jobs of Intorai - — 27 Mala —Jobs of Interest— 27 Horses, Cattle, Steele

Personals
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Good Things to Eat

65 Houses for Rent

95 Houses for Sal*

RUSSET POTATOES; #.98 hundred; bu. TWO-BEDROOM iiouai- possession Sept. BRICK CAPE
COD, good west location,
pears, apples, .peaches, rutabagas,
is, adult* preferred. Inquire 361 Frank2 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2-car garaga,
beer, pop, milk, eggs, ice cream. Winolin.
ne room, carpeted dining and living
na Potato Market.
room. Possible to assume 5V_% mprt*
LARGE 3-4 bedroom home, 2-car garage.
gage. Tet. JSlt.
AP PLES-Beacons, Wealthies, Duchess,
W. central location. Close to schools.
Whitney Crabs. Stuber Farm i, Or$200. month. Tel. (-9541.
D. NEW HOME now being offend. 5
chards, 4 miles on w. from Bluff Sid.
rooms and bath. Full basement. All
Ing. Wis.
MARION ST.—2 bedrooms. Will accept
hardwood floors. Excellent home to
college boys. Inquire 1074 Marlon St.
clean.
$23,000. ABTS AGENCY, INC,
PLUMS, PEARS, tomatoes, aquash, corn,
159 Walnut St. Tel. 84365.
potatoes and other , vegetables. A. C.
Wanted
to
Ren)
96
• K«fper, Minnesota Cffy. Tel. «M2.
MODERATELY PRICED 5-room Home
CABBAGE, ONIONS, squash, tomatoes. FAIRLY SECLUDED country hous* with . on full lot. Very attractive kitchen,
complete with carpeting, <Jreperl«.
4 or more bedroema, near Winona,
Henry Jacobs, Minnesota City. Tel.
¦ 9631.
either In Minn, or Wis. Close to well ¦ and air conditioning. Tel. 2480.
.
plowed road. Willing to pay good rent
for the right place, Write C-BO Dally
. Panna—Hwnee—Businesses "*
Machinary and Tools
69 . News.
Ow Specialty
BILL
CORNFORTH, REALTOR
T-3W INTERNATIONAL eat with Droit GARAGE ~ 2-ear gariga preferred. Tel.
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-31M
loader; 5-Yard dump truck with frailer. >3J«.
Wa Buy; Sill S. Trade
John Sch.eleh, Caledonia, Minn. Ttl,
Winoha 5-1539 between S and 4:30.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for young ACTION REALTY-selllns or buying a
married couple. Write Donald Dunnum,
home? For courteous, helpful and at_S. 16th, LB Crosse, Wis. or Tel.
Music*! Merchandise .
fectlve service Tel. 4115.
70 203
785-3118.
SPANISH GUITAR—excellent condition,
PRICE . REDUCED for needed ImprovsFarms, Land for Sale
reasonable. Tel. Rollingstone 689-2445.
98 ments. E. 4th„ 700 block, 7 rooms, IVi
baths, aluminum siding, full basement,
modern oil furnace, wafer heater, good
J30-ACRE valley farm with Ideal location
tor a recreation, summer home or relot. Only M.70O. Will finance like rent.
For
All
«»k«
tirement farm. Hat a wooded area,
¦¦
Of Record Player*
good hunting, spring: creek, beautiful
-'
view. A welt kept place with excellent
175 Ufayette
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after houri.
buildings all painted white. Has a 4116-118 E. 3rd
bedroom newly remodeled home. Write
R.O. Box 143, Arcadia, Wis.

'

'

NEEDLES

Frank West Agency

Hardt's Music Store

Sewing Machines

73

GOOD USED SEWING machines, recondltloned and guaranteed $20 and up.
WINONA SEWING CO., MS W.. Sth St.

Typewriters

40ACRE firm, 'J " miles from town on
blacktop road. School bus by door.
Fenced for besf. Water and electric
heat. Write Mrs, Clifford Hare, Rt. 'l.
Galesville, Wis. Tal, 537-2640.

77

25 ACRES woodland. I acres open S. of
Troy. On a good ro«d. Albert Neumann,
Charles, Minn.
Real Estate Agint,
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
¦ • ' st,
Tel. 932-4018. ¦•
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, tree
. ;.
delivery.' Sea us for all your office sup.
' piles, desks, files or oHIce chairs, OVER 500 ACRES. Tha lata Oscar Meier.
property, 4 miles E, of Cochrane, Wis.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. 5222.
163 acres tillable, with running spring.
Excellent hunting area. Contact Mrs.
Wanted to Buy
31 . Allen Farner, Adrtix.. Cochrane, Wis.
Tel. 248-2313 after 4 p.m.
FOUR AND/OR V glut showcases. Tel.
TWO BEDROOMS—attached breezeway
" 5B70. ¦. .
and garage. Many extras. 5 years old.
$13,500. Orlan Noah, Wabasha.
Tel. 565GAS SPACE heater wanted. Tel. 4036.
¦ ¦' ¦ ¦ ¦ . -' , ¦• ' '
'
3553. . '
|
12' OR U* fold-down rack end platform, H6-ACRE good dairy farm with 140 acres
must be In good condition. State price
tillable. Modern twist, 34 stanchions,
In first letter. Herman Gullickson,
barn cleaner. Located t miles N. ol
Whalan, Minn,
Independence. John P. Metchey, Tel.
OS5-3865 or »85-227J,
' WOOD FURNACE-VVoodrow Heriberg,
Fountain City, Wis. Tel, 687-3894.;
ONE OF THE TOP farms In Winona
County, 240 acres, I miles from LewisARTICLE WANTED 40 yean old or
ton, beautiful location, Grade-A dairy
older. 1 Item or a houseful. Top cash
barn, lovely 4-bedroom home. All mod¦ prices paidI Write Gilbert Bradley. Rt.
ern. Hog house with feeding platforms;
, 1. Hilbert, WU. 54.J9.
pels shed, new submersible. Land Is
highly productive. 430 acres, 3 miles
WAA. MILLER SCRAP TRON & METAL
Irom Ullca, nice barni 1-4 bedroom
CO. pays highest prices for scrap iron,
house/ T-3 bedroom house, 4 wells, wonmetth and raw fur.
derful beef farm, low Interest. Orvls
Closed Saturdays
Redalen, Chatfield; Real Estate BrokTai. JOO
. . m w. and
er; Ruben K, Olson Salesman. Tel.
"""
St. Charles 932-3796,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
raw furs and wooll
or home, or ara planning to sell real
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real Estate
INCORPORATED
Brokers, independence, Wis., or Eldon
450 V/. 3rd
Tel. 5847
W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, Arcadia, Wis. Tel. M3-7350.

OPEN HOUSE

86

' SLEEPING ROOM for male student. Tel.
8-1127.

Apartments, Flats

90

. THREE-ROOM, upstairs, . private entrance, tieat, electricity and water furnished. Tel. 8-3216.
:

FORD—1969 'A-ttn, V-8, Ranger, automatic,, loaded with extras. $2,750. Camper
optional. Bud Johnson, Houston. Tel.
896-3116.

For Many Other Listings

WANTED — Volkswagen for parts. .Til. '
7909.

Three-bedroom home with
garage. Carpeted living
room and dining room and
bedrooms. Good size kitchen. Bath. Small glassed-in
porch.

CLASSIC 1929 Ford roadster engine, 283,
3-speed. Tel. 8-4019 after 5:30.
TRIUMPH ROADSTER - TO5
Inquire
MERCHANT'S NATIONAL BANK

M& Phone 4115 ^__ -

1967 CHEVROLET

BEL AIR
door. Solid light
turquoise f i n i s h
i t h matching
V 4w
Cloth and Vinyl
interior. Economy
Six cylinder engine with standard
transmission and radio.

$1395

1966 CHEVROLET

Wanted—Real Estate

|

102

LET EXPERIENCE
SELL YOUR HOME!
WE DO

Spend literally thousands of
dollars annually in advertising properties that are listed
with us .

WE HAVE

t

f ORCHESTRA W

Our Trial Rental Plan Makes It Easy For You To
Own Thc Beat In A NEW or USED Instrument. All
Instruments Checked By Our Own Service Department.

RENT BY THE MONTH

W Sdom f
T REALTOR

|
I

MONTH
£
All Rental Fees WiH Be
Applied To Purchase

2 Baths & Garage

I Sealed bids accepted with 10% deposit
until 3 p.m., Sept. 12, 1969
i

.

[<)

PER

Right reserved to reject any and all bids.
to
Sale subject
court approval.

Tel. 8-2921

TWO TRAILER SPACES for rent, adequate space end beautiful scenery,
Tamke Trailer Court, Fountain City,
Wis. Tel. 687-446! «r 687-4601.

ISLANDER—24' motor home, 2 years old,
like new, $8,800. Tommy 's Trailer Sales,
3 miles S... of'Galesville ' on 35 and 53.
DONABELLE 1959 mobile Home, 10x50 .
excellent condition. New furnace and
hot water heater. Very reasonable. Tel,
t-42i7.
MOBILE HOMES-all ilzes, starting at
12' x 50', 60', 64'. 2 and 3 bedrooms.
Starting at only M895. On-the-spot t|.
nancing. Houston Mobile Homes. J. A.
Twalten, 896-3101; H. D. Gunderson,
196-2017; C. W, Evans, 895-2603.
Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOMB SALES
Tel. 4276
Hwy. 14^61 E„ Winona
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
MARSHFIBLD
SCHULT
J.A.K.'» MOBILE HOMES, INC
NELSON, Wll.

Auction Sa. ei

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Tel. 7814
Jim Papenfuss Dakota Tel. 643-2972
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Tel. 864-9381
~
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sites and kinds ot
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-6143
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City end state llcensed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winona. Tal.
4988.
SEPT. 10-Wed. 10 a.m. !_ mile E. ot
Houston, Minn, on Hwy. 16 (Jet. Hwy.
16 V 76). J. Allen Redding Estate,
Owner; Kohner & Knudsen, Auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp., Clerk.

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

SEPT. 10-Wed. 12:30 p.m. 5 miles N.E.
of Plalnvlew, Minn, on Hwy. 42. W.
Lloyd Bentley, owner; Maas & Maas,
auctioneers; Peoplss State Bank, Plalnvlew, clerk.

SEPT. 12—Frl. II a.m. Household Auction, 617 E. Main St., Arcadia, Wis.
John Hohmann; owner; Alvin Kohner,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
SEPT. 13-Sat. 12:39 p,m, 7 miles N. of
Dover. Minn., on Olmsted County No.
10, then 1V_ miles E. Archie Celfahin,
owner; Kohner and Montgomery, auctioneers; Thorp Sales, clerk.

HAPPY DRIVING AHEAD

I

|
|
[

1967 FORD THUNDERBIRD
$2895

MERCURY

( We have the FINEST SELECTION of Lat 0 model MerJ curys In years. Test drive this car and REALLY SAVE
|
I MONEY on a Pro-Owned Mercury. If you want a Big
1 Car that DOES THE JOB, this is it. Ask a Mercury
f Owner.

J

|
1968 FORD GALAXIE 500
(
|j 1 Light Grcon with LOW MILEAGE, Power Steering and

IS

I Brakes, Automatic transmission. This was the SECOND
1 Car in a Two-Car family.

|

4:30 to 6.00 p.m.
Sept , 9 & 10, 1969.

$2295

|
_
I

8

Merchants National Bank of Winona

!j /

T0QSUTF0IB

I

Trust Departmen t

"Your Country Style" Denier

I

'

.
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*
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*
'
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^
u
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AUCTION : ;

I Having sold my farm , I am selling the following property *<¦
»
I at Public Auction, on
*

j

THURSDAY, SEP1V 11

I Sale Starts at 11:00 A.M.
Lunch by Priscilla Circle.
1 Farm is located 8 miles South of Rushford on Hwy. 43:
1 Or 14 mHes north of Mabel on Hwy. 43, then 2% miles
|
Southeast off Hwy. 43, follow Auction Arrows.
| TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT: Farmall Super C
I tractor; Farmall M tractor ; Farmall H tractor; InterI national No. 47 haler and bale thrower; cultivator for H
I or M tractor ; cultivator for C tractor ; Kooh mounted
I mower; fieH cultivator; 2 row 20 C corn planter; manure
I loader ; Dakon cultivator shields; dozer blade; McCormick
I No. 8 3-14 plow; feed bunks; Massey Harris combine;
|
water tanks; Oliver 2-16 inch plow; weed sprayer; Oliver
'" single row corn picker; gates; New Holland trailer mower;
John Deere model L manure spreader ; 265 gal. fuel tank;
300 gal. fuel tank; McCormick No. 5 LW hay rake; 4
section steel drag; rims and tires for F20 tractor; tractor
chains, 13x38; single disc; e!ectric fencer; tandem disc;
electric fence posts; 2 bale racks for bale throwers* 2
Electric wheel 3-ton wagons; feed mill; Clipper fanning
mill; cattle self-feeder; two wheel trailer; wire stretcher;
I heat lamps; forager; log chains; chain saw; fence posts;
s
I 8 ton hydraulic jack ; saw rig for H tractor; 1968 20
Co-op corn picker;
I Century 180 amp welder; vise; old|
|
some lumber and iron; tools and fencing tools; many
I ¦ other misc. items too numerous to mention.
P . " PICKUP: 1959 Ford % ton pickup, A-l condition.
| FEED: 2500 bales of hay in stack ; 9300 bales of hay
I in barn; 300 bales of straw; 19% acres of standing corn,
1
HOUSEHOLD GOODS:
I
The following items have been consigned by Rudolph
1 Worra : 1 Co-op E-3 tractor with live power and hydraulic
|
pump; 1Allis 60 combine with pickup attach., Scour Clean
I and clover screens, new canvasses; Allis WC tractor, etc.
1
CLIFFORD MILES, OWNER
1
USUAL SALE TERMS: No items to be removed from
i premises until settled for.
I Auctioneers: Bert Boyum, Lie. 23-4, John Yonts, Lie. 23-15
1
Clerk:First National Bank, Rushford
NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS!
I

1 Miracle Mall
II
Open Mon,-Wcd,-Fri. Evenings

ANOTHER/ THORP]A UCTION

i
.
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| SALE SITE: Located 7 miles north of Dover, Minn., on 1
[ Olmsted County #10, then 1% miles east. Watch for the %
j|
I Thorp auction arrows. Lunch wagon on grounds.

50 HOLSTEINS

|

| 12
\ 11 cows, milking due in Feb.; 1 springing heifer;
I heifers, 1 fresh with calf at side; 6 due in Jan. and
| Feb.; 6 open, 2 year old; 10 heifers, short yearlings; 6
I steers, avg. wt, 700 ibs.; 7 steers, avg. wt. 400 lbs.; 1
. bull calf .
|feeder
\ 67 HOGS: 3 sows with 18 small pigs; 26 weaned
| pigs; 10 feeder pigs, avg. wt. 125 lbs.
s FEED: 100 bu. ear corn; 50 bu, oats ; 600 bales of 2nd
crop hay.
^| DAIRY EQUIPMENT: Star 8 can milk cooler, side loadi er; DeLaval milking machine ; 2 Sterling milker buckets
with 15
| and 3 Farm-Master milker buckets; pipeline |
I stall cocks.

I

FARM MACHINERY

I

ARCHIE CALLAHAN, Owner

M_____H

SALES
CORPORA
TION
THORPIwmos
MM
/
Laa^ammmmaatawJ tAmsr *0"lOH » iswe SWICI

];a3>m-^a_35M«g^^

J

J

I Sat, Sept. 13-12:30 P.M. I

1 j
Tol. 8-5171 /
1
1

*m*^m^^^m^***mmmm ~^*m *mm^^^ai^aaaw *mm *m^a*m *^^^~aam^^mm *mmamammm *mmmmm ^m^mmmm ^—a*a
i

•

. IHC Super "M" tractor; John Deere model "B" tractor;
. IHC hyd. loader with bucket; IHC 2-14 plow on steel; IHC
; 3-14 plow on rubber; John Deere 2 row cult , for A or
B; New Idea PTO spreader 200 bu. ; IHC model
| #31
( ;j PTO
mower; Lindsey drag, 4 sec . only 4 years old;
1
I \ Continental corn shredder; John Deere hay conditioner;
| JD 8 ft . tandem disc; Oliver 9 ft. field cult.; IHC 2 row
f
j corn planter with fiber glass boxes and Gandy attach\ | ment, on rubber; Minn, side delivery rake ; McCormick
i #80 combine PTO ; Case swather 9 ft.; Wood Bros.
rolls; New
\ single row com picker with 2 new husking
Holland Hayliner #67 baler, only 4 years old ; Sam
40 ft, hay-grain-corn elevator ; John Deere buffer ;
1 Ij Mulkey
McDeering grain drill 12 ft. single disc ; IHC corn binder,
\ ! A-l shape; rubber tired wagon with wide corn box and
/ I hoist; rubber tired wagon with hay rack ; steel wheel
\
wagon and rack.
I
MISC. ITEMS & HOUSEHOLD GOODS: 8x10 brooder
\
I house; 16 ft. feed bunk ; 2 round hog feeders; hog waterj er; water tank with hog waterer ; 1 HP electric motor;
electric fencer; 20 steel poste and 40 rods wire; hog
chute; hyd. lift attachment for tractor ; tractor umbrella;
{
Queen Anne walnut buffet; white kitchen cabinet; 2 oak
# JI cabinets
; antique oak love seat; 2 crock jars, 8 and 10
J | gal.; National pressure cooker; pictures; frames ; tools,
|
I and misc. items . For more information contact the Thorp
) j office in Rochester,
Mi __ n., 507-288-4041.
I{
THORP ON THE SPOT CREDIT
. Sale managed by B. A . Smith and Sons, St, Charles,
| Minn. Auctioneers are Alvin Kohner and Roy Montgomery.

j

\ Light Blue with white top, Cruis-A-Matic drive, AIR
|
# CONDITIONING , Tilt-Steering Wheel, Power Steering,
I Power Brakes, 100% WARRANTY.

1I

¦ ¦

^^^mmwmimm^^m^
m^^^^m^mm^^m^^xm^^m^

SEPT. 13-Sat. ll a.m. 4'A miles S.W. of
Black River Falls on 54, then '/_ mile
W. on "H", than Vi mile N. A. C.
¦ Bush & Son, owners; Russell Schroeder.
.' auctioneer; Northern Inv, Co., clerk,

I

W

'

SEPT. 10-Wed. 12:30 p.m. 4 miles S. f^__!ffiSBS_8!aS8t^S-SS>_ !«^_«»:>Si»SSmS^
of Osseo. Lloyal Anderson, Owneri
Heike & Zeck, Auctioneers; Northern
Inv. Co., Clerk.

Available for Inspection at Open House

|
I
I

dial dtj iimcVui THJI &IC

to The Winona Daily News

120 CENTER-m.2349 1

"316 West Wabasha "

W A LZ

SEPT. 12—Frl. I p.m. 1 mile E. of Dumfries; 6 mllei W, of Wabasha, Minn.
Nick Schmit, owner; Mass & Maas,
auctioneers; Peoples State Bank, Plalnvlew, clerk.

BOB

|
Monday, Septeimlben. 15

25

SEPT. 11-Thuri. 6 p.m. 2 miles W. of
Lewiston on Hwy. 14, then J miles S.
John Murphy, owner; Alvin, Kohner.
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

Telephone Your Want Ads

f.

VENABLES

SEPT. ll-Thurs. II a.m. 8 miles S. of
Rushford on Hwy. 43. Clifford Miles,
owner; Boyum & Yonts. auctioneers;
First National Bank, Rushford, clerk.

CALL TODAY!

Spacious Lot, HO'xlSO'

^

CUSTOM 500
4 door Sedan , V-8 engine,
Automatic transmission ,
power steering and Brakes,
Radio, Whitewall tires, Driven Only 37,000 miles, Local
1 Owner car. Cleanest Ford
in town.
Shop at Our
NEW LOCATION
3rd and Washington
(formerly the old
Firestone Building)
"We seruice what we sell. "

ALL properties, discuss your
specific transaction , without
obligation.

7-Room Brick House

i

1966 FORD

WE INSPECT

|

\}

ONLY $1595

the office, the sales personnel and the real estate
experience to sell YOUR
property.

EXECUTOR'S SALE
|

IMPALA
4 door Sedan, V-8 Engine,
Automatic transmission ,
Power steering, NEW Whitewall tires, Radio, Beautiful
light green with black interior.
SHARP AS A TACK
Priced To Sell

¦ ¦
¦ -> ¦
j
I . . •i 8 miles South of Blair or 3 miles North of Ettrick on '<
f| Highway 53 to Beaches Corner, then 1 mile East on .,
|
County Trunk "C."

$4
Sale Starts at 12:00 Noon Lunch will be served.
il
|33 HEAD OF CATTLE — 21 Cows : 13 Guernseys, 8
I Holsteins; 1 Whitefaced Cross; 1 Charolais; 8 springers, 2
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711 i due winter, 4 bred back for spring, balance fresh aid
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings i open; 2 Guernsey heifers, 2 years, springers; 1 Guernsey
|
|heifer, due spring; 3 Guernsey heif ers open; 1 Holstein
heifer and 4 Guernsey heifers, yearlings; 3 Guernsey
|
i heifer calves, 2 months ;v. Charolais caK, 2 weeks; 1
Holstein bull calf, 2 weeks.
|
|PIGS: 5 cross bred sows; 28 pigs, 4 to 6 weeks old.
|FEED: 600 bushelo corn .
. EQUIPMENT: Sunset 310 gallon bulk cooler;
CHOICE-SELECT II SurgeDAIRY
Alamo vacuum pump #30P; VA inch pipe line for
USED CARS
I 36 cows; 4 seamless Surge buckets; strainers & pails.
Traded in on the
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
I
Famous 1969 BUICKS
EDWARD HASS JR., OWNER
|
AND OLDS
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
H
NOW IS THE TIME
|
| Northern Investment Co., Lester A. Senty, Clerk
TO TRADE AT
i
Rep. by: Carroll Sacia, Galesville, Wisconsin &
Joe & Dave Norgaard, Melrose, Wisconsin
I
i_^^_g^^^^5^m^^^l«^W^^_m_
;M^^^^i_:^_ : %S*
Buick-Olds-GMC
Open Mon . - Fri. Evenings

HO/V.E-12'XSO', 1969, on lot,
May ba attn at Potter's trailer Court,
Stockton. . Tel. Rollingstone 689-2654.

DRIVE A
BARGAIKK

TRADE, SALE or rent, a 3 bedroom
home In Minnesota City and In Pickwick. TVS baths, attached garage. 1
new and 1 nearly new. BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR, La Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 895-2104.

EXECUTIVE
4 door. Solid white
finish, matching
cloth and vinyl
interior, automatic transmission,
V p o w e r steering,
power brakes, Radio and whitewall tires.

¦ •' MOBILE

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

100

IfNORTHERN INVESTMENT COJ j UK
|

I
1966 PONTIAC

Mobile Homai, Trailer* 111

VENABLES

Salt* or Rent; Exchange 101

A

MM cf iori^

auv

FORD XL—1968 hardtop, 11,000 miles,
like new, extra car In family. Tel. collect Whitehall 715-538-4334 or 538-4214,

TWO NICE IMS In Minnesota City for
building or Investment. Tel. 5302.

Call The
Action Number

4115

Tel.

CHEVROLET — 1957 V4-ton pickup. Tel.
9318.

usee tars

Lots for Sslr

Check this Small 2 Bedroom
home completely carepted ,
full bath with nice Kitchen „
that is so handy. The Living Room is paneled so you
will not have to worry
about paint, Oil-forced Air
heat, garage and Lovely
Yard, this home is located
in good neighborhood.

W ill Be Starting Soon For

64 K. 2nd

CHEVROLET-1966 Va-ton pickup.
Witoka 2921 after 5 p.m.

Charles E. Merkel—Realtor

IF YOUR HOME
IS GETTING
TOO LARGE

Music Programs

AS

INTERNATIONAL — 1965 tandem CO4000
sleeper, 220 Cummins, overhauled, top
shape. $6800. Tel. Nelson, Wis. 715-6734305. . .

Bill Ziebell . . . . . . . . 4854

Here is the large older home
you are looking for. 4 Bedrooms, Large kitchen and
dining room, Living room
with full bath, has always
been well kept. Has basement and garage.

SCHOOL

$ *J OO

Tel. 2811

Large Rental Unit, this
house has three Units. If
you are looking for a good
income, Check on this.

apartment, ONE BEDROOM home at Bluff Siding
FURNISHED BACHELOR
available Immediately, $85. Younger
Wis. 5 -nlnutej from Winona,H4 acres
Building, across from post office .
land only $«,50O, Tel. Fountain City
687-1703.
TENTH E. 178-1-bedroom, upstairs . $.0.
Ttl. »-5376.
G. YOU CAN EXCHANGE your present
home for this new home. East location,
Only (16,900. ABTS AGENBusiness Places for Rant 92 3 bedrooms.
CY, INC., 15? Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.
Downtown retail and offlca rentals.
*
WEST LOCATION-2 bedroom cottage,
Stirneman-Selover Co.
Square lot. 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
52U_ E. 3rd
552 E. 3rd.
Tel. 6066, 4347 or 2349
EAST LOCATION. 7-room house, needs
Farms for Rent
93 some work . Under $8,000. Tel. 903O or
6748.
DAIRY AND STOCK farm for rant, fall FOR SALE by owner. West location.
possession. Tel. 4008 or 3223.
Newly carpeled, centrally air conditioned, 4 or 5-bedroom home, 4 baths, mod95 ern kitchen with dishwasher, disposal,
Houses for Rent
built-in oven, stove and refrigerator,
panelled rec room with piano. Ideal loCENTRAL LOCATION—4-bedroom home.
cation, near schools, on bus line. Shown
to
¦ Will consider renting wllh option
by
appointment. Tel. 8-3062 weekends
AGENbuy or soil on contract. ABTS
or after 3 weekdsys.
CY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365,

f.OW

1724 W. Broadway
3 years old, 3 or 4 bedrooms,
2% baths, 2 car garage with
automatic door opener , Fireplace in family room. Kitchen includes, dishwasher,
stove and garbage disposal.
Carpeted.
Tel. 8-3123
for appointment.

' ¦' ¦. " . x y Eost Central

LOOK

99

or

CHEVROLET-1954 %-ton, 4-speed, new
tires. In good condition. Tel. Gary
Langowski at J-5181 before 6; 80-2302
afte r 6.

This beautiful home can be
Growing Room .
yours for a small down payFour-bedroom home in East
ment. Large lovely NEW
location. All rooms good
kitchen with metal cabinets
size, living room, kitchen,
and bronze sink and a large
new bath. Paneled family
dining room with new carroom. Garage.
peting, walnut paneling, a >¦
TV room or that extra bedRestaurant Operation
room plus a large living
Good going business and all
room with picture window
necessary equipment to op. . . and then UPSTAIRS
erate short order restaurant.
you have 2 large bedrooms,
Retiring owner will train
each having its own walk-in
buyer . Inquire today.
closet plus a walk-in closet
in the upstairs hallway.
Excellent Condition
This home is gas heated
Two-bedroom home with
with a NEW furnace.
garage. New siding and
combination windows. Glassed-in porch. Carpeted living
room and dining room. Good
NEW LISTINGS
size kitchen. Bath. Full baseHere is a place that needs
ment.
work, but it can make you
one large house dr 2 rental
Residence Phones : After 5
units basically sound but
prf3ed to sell fast.
Mary Lauer .. _ .• '.'.' . 4523
E. J. Hartert ...... 3973

house, centralized airFOUR-ROOM apartment, full bath, heat TWO-BEDROOM
conditioning. Washer, dryer, stove end
and water furnished. Tel. 8-2264 Any.
refrigerator
furnished.
610 E. 7th. $135
time after 5:39,
. per month. Tal;.2001.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. 1 bedroom, tile MOV E RIGHT INI New beautiful town.
, bath, kitchen and dinette, living room.
houses lit Pleasant Graan by McNally.
., Adults. Tel. 4347 for appointment.
3 models to chocte from, Double garages, basements, 2 or 3 bedrooms, iv_
. CENTRALLY LOCATED lower 2-bedor 2'/_t baths, carpeted, private patios,
room, heated, hot soft water, duplex,
air conditioned. Tel. (-1059.
garaga, $150. Small furnished l-bedroom,, all utilities, $95. Permanent BY OWNER. 1279 W. 2nd. 4 rooms, newadults only. Write Box 64, East Glacier,
ly carpeted/ good condition, garaga.
Montana 59434.
Will finance. Under *9,000. Tel. 8-3S26.
LARGE APARTMENT, also garage. HEIGHTS BLVD. 1318-new 2-story house,
Avallaoble Oct. 1st, Inquire at 114 E.
4 bedrooms, family room with fire3rd.
place, double attached garage, air conditioned and landscaped. Hllke Homes,
UPPER DUPLEX apartment, 1 bedroom,
Inc., Tel. 4127 for appointment.
private entrance, stove and refrlgera' tor. Adults. 1212 W. 7th . after 5.
THREE BEDROOMS, ' VA story carpeting, drapes, stove and refrigerator InFOURTH W. 252 - 1 and 2-bedroom
cluded. Will sell on contract for deed.
- apartments, $85 and $105. Tel. 8-5376.
1880 W. 5th. Tal. 2919,
I __.
!
——
'
• UPPER APARTMENT, 5 rooms and
Comporch. Washington St. Available Oct. 1. F. ONLY $7,800. Three bedrooms. clean,
pletely done over, All neat and
1000 E. Slh
¦ ¦ Contact Martin ¦Thompson,
¦
We have Kay and will show you any' St. . .
* ¦ ' ' . . :.
.
X - .. ,
time you care to look. Let us explain
about the generous terms. ABTS
CARIMONA 177%—l-bedroom apartments,
AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
$60 and $90. Tel. J-5376.
8-4365. '- .'
redecorated
II1GHTH E. 129-Lovely,
HOMES FOR SALE—Are you planning
bedroom duplex, 3135. Tel. 8-5376.
to build your own home? . FAHNING
HOMES will do the framing for you
91 and
Apartments, Furnished
you can complete It yourself. Finish materials furnished. Saves $. s in
THREE ROOMS and bath, completely
building • costs. Conventional construcfurnished. 6 miles from Winona on
tion. Planning service. Prices from
Hwy. 61. Tel. 4980,
$4975. Financing available to qualified
buyers. Model home on display. Open
CENTRAL LOCATION. 2-room efficiency
weekdays 8 to 5, Saturday until noon,
apartment, available at once. Tel.
evening by appointment. FAHNING
8-4365.
HOMES, Wetervllle, Minn.

BAND

FORD—1948 pickup, V-8, for sale
trade. Zlemer 's, Stockton.

>^JTff _ ^

First National Bank

FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Tel. Office 597-3659
Res. 695-3157
We buy, we tell, we trade.

Houses for Sale

HILKE'S
ADDITION

CHEVROLET—1968 Impala 4-door sedan,
factory air-conditioning, power steering,
25,000 actual miles. R. D. Glllen, Merchants National Bank. Tel. 8-5161.

For information contact

Winona Daily News 7|» '
Winona, Minnesota '"
TUESDAY, SEPT. 9, 1969

^^

LfNCOLN—1963 Conflnenfaf 4-door, (et
black beauty, has everything. See at
Service Drive Phillips 66. Tel. 8-4736.

Sale wiH be subject to probate court approval.

Auction Sales

109

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

5:31)-7 , .'.;. ' .
Older 3-bedroom home in
good condition, located at
1206 W. 4th St. Convenient
to school, church and busline. 1% car garage.

Trust Dept.

106 Us«d Cars

NEW HOUSE—3 or 4 bedrooms, family F IBE RGLASS RUNABOUT, 15', fully WERCURY—1967 Colony Park 10-Passen- SEPT. 14—Sun. 1 p.m. Community Aucequipped, 50 h.p. motor. Tel. 5491.
room with fireplace, large pallo, attion, Goose Lake Park Fund, Cochrane
aer Wagon, full power including wintached garaga, Gordon Matthees, Gooddows. Air conditioned. Tel. 6840.
Annex ori Michaels St., Cochrane, Wis.
WANTED—used facory made boat trailer,
view. Tel. 586^. .
Nil Duellman, auctioneer.
about SOO lb,' capacity, reasonable. Tel. LINCOLN—1961, perfect condition, $350.
Auction Sales
7279.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 4-bedroom
Tel. 6706. 1516 W. ldlh.
SEPT. 15—Mon. 12 noon. 6 miles S. of
house near high school. (72 Sioux. Tel.
Augusta on M. Clarence R. Von Haden
3887; '
2-door, 5 tires, fair
Property; Heike & Zeck, auctioneers ; SEPT. 15—Moit. 12 noon. » miles S. of
Motorcyclss, Bicycles
197 CHEVROLET—1953
condition. Priced to sell. Tel. 4446
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
Blair or 3 miles N. of Ettrick on Hwy.
mornings or evenings.
¦BY OWNER. 3 bedroom, l year old HONDA CHOPPER-162 Olmstead. Tel,
53 to Beaches Corner, then 1 mlla E.
. home, minutes from Wlnone on very
?2042.
on
Count/ Trunk C. Edward Hess Jr.,
large lot. Tal. frttft).
CHEVROLET-1WI 2-door, «175. Trailer
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; NorthNo.
9,
Red
Top
Court.
Motorcycles New 8. Used
ern Inv. Co., clerk.
MANKATO 314-2 bedrooms, IVi baths,
Complete Parti (, Service
large klthcer. with cabinets, full baseCHRYSLER — 190» Crown Imperial, low
Winona — La Crosse — Eau Clalra
?g__st^«_m«s8^m..
ment, new oil furnace, large garage.
mileage, fully automatic. Tel. B-4580.
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
Only $7800. TOWN * COUNTRY REALTOR, Ttl. 8-1476.
FORD—1959 Galaxie SOO, In good condiTrucks, Tract's Trailers 108 tion. Tel. 6277.

Fri., Eve., Sept.¦ '12
¦

Sam Weisman & Sons

Rooms Without Meals

99 Boats, Motors, Etc.

99 Houses for Sale
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By Roy Crano

BUZZ SAWYER

BV Chaster Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

Bv Chick Young

BLONDIE

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 30

By Alex Kotaky

By Fred Lasswel.

..Jrom Haddad's

REX MORGAN, M.D.

Two Coffee Mugs

By Dal Curtie

Free With Every Incoming Dry
Cleaning Order of $4.50
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NANCY
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By Ernie BiO^hmiller
'
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3 decorator colors - GOLD, GREEN and BLUE. You'll like

$

fo

their generous capacity, the smart trigger handles and the
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high glaze pottery. They are designed for "piggy-back"

$|

|

stacking to conserve space in your dish cabinets. And remember , two of them FREE with every incoming Dry Cleaning
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By Saunders and Ernst
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You'll j ust love these smart-looking, practical coffee mugs in
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MARY WORTH

w^^Xs
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order of $4.50. But hurry —- the quantity is limited. Bring in
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a $4.50 order tomorrow and get your 2 COFFEE MUGS FREE!
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164 Main Street

j S_P |

Free Parking In Roar

Phone 2301
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